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I 
! I PREFACE 

The Chaos Current has recently spawned a number of excellent grimoires by 
practical sorcerers who write from hardwon experience. This book must rank 
amongst the best of them. 

I have had the honour of knowing and working with Nick Hall for some years and I 
have seen him perform many of the acts of sorcery that he writes of in this book. 
The results are often as awesome as is the presence of the man himself. Having 
conjured with Nick on many occasions, I would not relish the prospect of conjuring 
against him. 

Rather than invest belief in abstruse metaphysical theory, Nick has chosen here to 
build a system from an eclectic range of practical procedures culled from many 
cultures. Informing the whole treatise however is the chaoist meta-belief that belief 
structures reality. This is pragmatic magick at its best. Devise or discover a 
technique that seems worth investing belief in, and if you can validate it, include it 
in your grimoire, without worrying how or why it works. 

Many times in the course of reading this text I stopped to make a note of something 
that seemed well worth trying out. That, I think, is the mark of a useful book. 

Unless the vast majority of magicians work in complete isolation from their more 
public peers, then the ratio of civilians who merely collect magic books to actual 
working magicians may be estimated at ninety nine to one. This is a book for the 
one-percenters, although it may inspire a few of the rest to actually pick up a wand 
for a change. All it takes is guts and imagination, not much specialist knowledge is 
required. 

Peter J Carroll. 

Bristol. 
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Alone upon the Sacred hill 
with only the pOWer of my �ill, 
no sun, no moon, nor mount, nor sea, 
only the dark pOWer that resides in me Shun all that is weak 

. 

hreak through the veil 
disregard false reality: 
the sorcery quest, oh silent tale. 

8 

INTRODUCTION 

According to the 'Longman Concise English Dictionary' a sorcerer is "a person who 
uses magical power, with the aid of evil spirits." This definition assumes that 
sorcery is an act of magick which requires the aid of spirits or demons to enable it to 
work. It also implies that sorcery is an act of 'Black Magick' as the type of spirit that 
the sorcerer works with is evil. To clear up any ambiguity that might arise from such 
definitions, the following definition will be understood in connection with Chaos 
and sorcery: 

The art of using material bases to enhance a magickal conjuration, the outcome of 
which is determined by the sorcerer's will. 

Peter J. Carroll in his book "Liber Null and Psychonaut" has used a similar 
definition, which is also relevant in the context of Chaos and sorcery: "Sorcery is the 
art of using material bases to effect magical transformations." The material bases 
which the sorcerer will use are to a large extent determined by the type and nature of 
the act of sorcery chosen by the Chaos Sorcerer to achieve the desired effect. 

In an historical context, the type of material bases used depended upon several 
variables, including tribal lore, religion or cosmology, geographical location, 
cultural norms and values and to what extent magick was perceived to be a natural 
phenomenon. Tribal lore and religion or cosmology had a direct effect on what kinds 
of spirits or demons were employed to aid the sorcerer; spirits of ancestors were 
used as well as spirits from a known demonology, such as the complex hierarchial 
demonology of the Chaldeans. Lore and religion also impacted the type and 
complexity of talismans, amulets and fetishes. 

The geographical location of the tribe or civilization was also reflected in the 
development of sorcery practices. These practices include the use of sacrifices, the 
ingredients and methods of making potions and powders and, once again, the nature 
of the spirits evoked to aid the working. The following ancient Accadian incantation 
shows quite clearly how the geography of the area directly affected the incantations 
and spells of the Sumerian sorcerer. 

The wicked god, the wicked demon 
The demon of the desert, the demon of the mountain, 

The demon of the sea, the demon of the marsh, 
The evil genius, the enormous uruku, 
The bad wind by itself 
The wicked demon which seizes the body, 

which disturbs the body. 
Spirit of the heavens, conjure it! 
Spirit of the earth, conjure it!! 

This incantation is from a large tablet held in the Library of the Royal Palace at Nineveh, 
and is cited by Francois Lenormant, "Chaldean Magic", page 3. 
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The above incantation mentions the sea, desert, mountains and marsh, and is a good 
description of the lower Euphrates where the Accadian (Turanian language) tablets 
were used for sorcery of both a beneficial and destructive nature. As a conse' Wence 
of living near vast tracts of desert, for example, knowledge of snake venom.. for 
making poisons was essential to the sorcerer. Similarly, the Bizango secret societies 
in Haiti, which practice a particular form of vodoun, use various local herbs and 
extracts in their magick. The bokor (sorcerer) uses a toxin from the female puffer 
fish among other substances to capture the ti bon ange (spirit) of his victim. This 
powder is only known in Haiti and is thus linked to the geography, herbs and animal 
life in the area. If correctly formulated and applied, this powder creates the zombie 
or living dead. Tetrodotoxin is the essential ingredient, but as Wade Davis notes in 
his "Passage of Darkness," 

"Emically, it is not a powder that creates a zombie; it is the magical force of the bokor 
as it is employed during two only indirectly related events - the prerequisite unnatural 
death and the ceremony of resurrection at the grave." 

This statement quite clearly agrees with the workable definition of sorcery set out 
earlier. 
Further, the geographical location of the British Isles allows the sorcerer to not only 
work with a large variety of herbs and plants, but also to take advantage of seasonal 
changes and weather variables. Thus a thunderstorm is a good time to charge a 
talisman or amulet and a hot summer's day is an excellent time to do healing sorcery 
workings, using the sun's energy to charge a doll for such a purpose or make a 
potion of herbs that can be administered to a sick friend. 
Cultural norms and values of the tribe or civilization have had a very important part 
to play in the direction and scope of sorcery practices. Historically, the sorcerer had 
to work within the context of his or her socialization, but having stated this, the 
Chaos Sorcerer should break free of his or her cultural norms and values and be able 
to work within different paradigms, or alternative cultural beliefs. This will increase 
the scope of the sorcerer's art, as techniques not directly related to the historical 
practice of the sorcerer's culture can be employed. The limit of the sorcerer's 
imagination is the only factor that determines the techniques employed in Chaos 
Sorcery. 
As an illustration, in certain societies, such as that of the Aborigine in Australia, the 
Bizango in Haiti and the Hausa warrior culture of West Africa, the sorcerer used 
certain techniques to kill a victim magickally.  These were culturally accepted as 
being capable of taking a person's life. In our (Western) culture these techniques can 
still work but they are unaccepted and beyond the norms of secular behaviour. 
These culturally related techniques include death or illness by suggestion as used by 
the Aborigine sorcerers, who used to carry giant lizard bones which they pointed at 
the victim while a death spell was recited. African "witch-doctors" used 
knucklebones, and European witches carved wooden dolls to represent their victims. 
The transmission of the hex, curse or spell can be indirect, by using a doll for 
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example, or direct, such as the sorcerer's squinting his eye (evil eye) in Islamic 

societies. 
Anthropologically, these acts of sorcery are known as "voodoo death" (Cannon 

1942; Mauss 1 926). There can also be traced a cross-cultural link with reference to 

voodoo death. Wade Davis notes that: 
An individual breaks a social or spiritual code, violates a taboo, or for one reason or 

�nother believes himself or herself a victim of sorcery . Conditioned since childhood to 

expect disaster under such circumstances, he or she then acts out what amounts to a 

self-fulfilling prophecy.,,2 

Cultural norms and values are also directly related to the degree to which magick is 

or was, in historical terms, perceived to be a natural (or supernatural) phenomen?n. 

The cultures that have been briefly examined so far have always believed in maglck 

and thus accepted or respected magick as being an integral part of daily life. Tribal 

cultures such as the Celts, Norse people, Aborigines and vodoun (modem 

terminology) cultures of West Africa developed sorcery practices without havi�g to 

question the validity of their particular art. Within these highly developed maglckal 

cultures, the sorcerer was both respected and feared. Consequently, the runes that 

have become part of Northern European tradition can be used in wo�ks of sorcery, as 

their power has not diminished, if used by a knowledgeable occultist, �ut what has 

changed is their acceptance and use as a valid magickal alphabet m Northern 

European countries such as Britain. 
To the secular, meaning those who do not practice or accept magick as a natural 

phenomenon, sorcery would appear to be an irrational art pr�ctised by th� heathen or 

unenlightened. This is the modem as compared to the a�clent .conceptl?n of both 

ll1ugick and sorcery, especially within the context of post mdustnal socletles such as 

Ihe one that is prevalent in Britain today. 
This may appear to be a hinderance to the modern sorcerer who practices a.primitive 

lind ancient art in a modem and so-called 'civilised' world, where sCIence has 

replaced magick; this, though, is not the case. �e Ch�os So�cerer is able t� 
tllunipulate the modem world view to enhance, not hinder, hIS maglck - one perso? s 

rculilY is another's illusion. The Chaos Sorcerer is not guided by o�her people'.s ?ehef 

Nl ructures, he knows that magick works without having to questIOn the valIdlty of 

Ihe sorcery act he is performing. 
"lithe Chaos Sorcerer requires is creativity and the ability to visualise; for instance 

10 visualise known entities, the following being but a small sample from Sumer and 

IllIi t i :  Tiamat, Pazuzu and Djab, as well as the possibly more powerful ability to 

I"IlIIjllt"l' entities created in his own mind. These are given a personality along with a 

tllltlIl' so that they can be commanded to do the will of the sorcerer. The other tools 

WIIlil' Duvis in "Passage of Darknes" is describing voodoo death on anthrological te
.
rrns; 

it is th(' lise or mgick, not a self-fulfilling prophecy, that causes the victim to become III or 

.til', 
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of the sorcerer should be few in number and as basic as possible, most of which 
should be constructed by the sorcerer's own hand. 
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CHAPTER I 

TOOLS OF SORCERY 



For now is the time to construct the tools 
Their secrets hidden to blinded/ools. 

' 

To curse, to conjure, to chant and be free 
As a �orcerer born who holds the key. 

' 

It IS tIme to visualize my own reality. 

TECHNIQUES OF DIVINATION 

In the introduction it was stated that the tools of sorcery should be basic, but more 
important than that is the often neglected point that the tools should be practical and 
made to suit the purpose or type of magickal operation. This is especially important 
when constructing amulets or fetishes. As the distinction between amulets and 
talismans is rather ambiguous, a discussion of talismans will not be included other 
than to note that they are often too complex for practical sorcery, especially those 
described in grimoires, such as the Lesser Key of Solomon. In addition, the 
magickal tools considered here should not be classified as having a direct 
association with the natural or aetheric (astral) elements, i.e. earth, water, fire and 
air, as this once again over-complicates the simplistic or primitive nature of sorcery. 
However, the elements can be manipulated through sorcery, an example being a 
working to protect the house from fire. 

One of the factors that can be important in Chaos Sorcery is to attempt to discover 
the probable outcome of a particular conjuration or enchantment. To aid the sorcerer 
in choosing the appropriate tools for a working, or to reinforce the decision to 
undertake the sorcery in the first place, it is often useful to do a divination, helping 
the sorcerer decide how and when to proceed and what the most likely outcome will 
he. 

Divination should not be used as a karma control or measuring mechanism. Magick, 
or more directly Chaos Sorcery, has no conscience or moral structure of its own. It is 
only the cultural norms and values of the sorcerer's socialization that determine the 
wily in which the mind deals with the outcome of the sorcerer's conjurations. Karma 
Is II phenomenon introduced as a tool of social control in both Buddhist and Hindu 
Nocieties, karma being a force generated by an individual's actions which determines 
his future existence and reincarnations. Monotheistic religions used a similar 
l'oncept, i .e. "hell" and "sin" to control people's actions and thoughts. 

(,hllos Sorcerers should not be directed by any moral structure . . .  the only guiding 
force behind sorcery is the manipulation of the universe through the magickal 
Intention of the magician. Divination is the device by which the sorcerer psychically 
tllstorts time to retrieve information in general, and, more specifically, enhance his 
l'onjurations through a better appreciation of their probable outcomes. The sorcerer 
l'un nlso use divination to answer mundane questions, but the queries and method of 
Ilivinnlion should be simple, as this suits the nature of sorcery. 

Thrrt' are a number of divinatory tools, many of which are unique to a particular 
l'lIl1urc or system of magick, such as the Chinese I Ching or the Nordic runes. Some 
III' Ihesc lools cross cultural barriers, such as the use of bones (animal or human) or 
hl"OII for scrying, usually caught in a vessel after ritual sacrifice, as well as stones or 
_hrlls of varying colours, shapes and sizes, thrown on a specially cleared piece of 
"I'ollml, Ihe answer being determined by the way they landed. 
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Although they contain substantial occult knowledge. systems of divination such as 
the aforementioned I Ching and the Tarot are too complex for practical use in Chaos 
Sorcery. The Tarot in particular is not a magickal tool traditionally used in primitive 
sorcery practices. The construction and interpretation of a Tarot deck demands the 
knowledge of certain associations and an in-depth appreciation of each card's occult 
qualities. This in itself goes beyond the boundaries of the direct approach and 
simplicity of tools of divination suitable for sorcery. The magickal connection with 
the sorcerer's divinatory tool or tools needs to be direct. this meaning that the pattern 
in the stones or the image in the blood can be almost immediately divined from an 
altered state of consciousness. Tarot cards can all too often cause visual and mental 
overload. something the sorcerer is not intending to achieve during acts of 
divination. 
Different individuals soon discover the type of divinatory techniques that suit them. 
and once the sorcerer has decided what tools are suitable. the construction or 
collection of them in itself creates a magickal bond between the sorcerer and the 
completed set of divinatory tools. The following ideas on divinatory tools and how 
to collect and construct them is only meant to be a guideline - the Chaos Sorcerer 
should be able to use a degree of discretion and imagination. Even the bokor 
(Haitian sorcerer). who will have been taught the techniques of sorcery. will use 
certain methods that he has developed to suit his particular approach to divination 
and sorcery in general. 
There are three divinatory tools that the sorcerer in Britain can easily obtain or 
construct. these are runes. stones and bones (animal, human or bird bones). The 
runes are the most complex of the three. not only to construct but also to work with. 
as they are in themselves a complete system of sorcery. The Chaos Sorcerer will 
benefit from learning about their history. mythology and common interpretations in 
divination. Freya Aswynn's book. "Leaves of Y ggdrasil" is one of the more recent 
books on runes. their history and practical use. 
The first decision to be made is what material the runes should be made of. 
Traditionally. runes are carved from wood. but the Chaos Sorcerer may use any 
material that feels appropriate. including small stones, sea shells, etc. One of the 
benefits of wood, however, is that the actual carving of each glyph into the piece of 
branch i mplants the image of the rune in the sorcerer's mind and is an excellent way 
of bonding with each rune. There are three trees which fortunately still exist in 
sufficient quantity that a single branch taken will not cause undue harm to the tree or 
forest; these are the oak, which symbolizes the masculine principle. the birch, which 
is associated with the Goddess in northern countries, and the hazel tree, traditionally 
linked with magick and witchcraft. 
Assuming the sorcerer has decided upon a tree as the material, the next step is to 
obtain a branch. It should be at least two feet in length and about one inch in 
diameter, as anything smaller will make cutting the branch into sections (twenty
four runes make a complete set) a difficult task. An instrument to cut the branch as 
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neatly as possible should also be obtained. Alternatively, a strong storm will cause 
enough damage to a tree to cause suitable branches to fall to the ground. 
Ancient grimoires and books on high magick make the pro�e�s. of collecting a 
branch for constructing magickal tools far too complex for pnmltlve sorcery. The 
sorcerer should decide the most appropriate time for the cutting, for instance for 
male oriented runes a simple method is  to collect an oak branch during the hours of 
daylight on the day of the sun (Sunday), as t.he sun is ass.ociated to a large e�tent 
with the male principle and gods such as Mlthras, worshipped by the cult of Sol 
Invictus Odin or even the Celtic notion of the Green Man can be evoked or called 
upon to �ive strength to the work. Also, the rune sowulo may. b� in:ok�� as this rune 
Nymbolizes the sun. If the sorcerer wants to work with femInIne IntUitive power. a 
hirch branch would be collected after sunset, during the night, when the moon 
�oddess principle has taken over from her masculine opposite, . which would 
naturally take place the night of the moon (Monday). There are vanous goddesses 
that can be evoked or called upon, including Artemis, Selene, Venus or Berchta, the 
Nordic goddess associated with the Berkana rune and, thus, the birch tree. There are 
different phases of the moon and the most appropriate time must be chosen by the 
lorcerer, based upon his or her intuition, although the full moon is often chosen and 
III ulso an excellent time to do general divinatory work. 
"he hazel branch can be collected on Wednesday, the traditional day of magick, 
I"!lociated in Western traditions with Mercury (or Hermes in Greek). Other gods or 
,IKldesses associated with magick may be called .upon, includin� Th?th, Hecate or 
'he Morrigan. Hazel is a very magickal tree and, like the oak whlc? gives the �c?rn, 
pruduces the hazel nut, which can be crushed and burnt as an offenng to the spmt of 
'ho tree. The hazel branch when cut into segments IS also, due to the softness of the 
Wund, comparatively easy to carve. Additionally, hazel is associate? wit.h 
wllchcraft. . . the wise-folk of Britain were also sorcerers and used hazel In their 
ml�lck. Staffs and dolls were often made from wood obtained from the hazel tree. 
"". IIhove methods of collecting wood are only suggestions; as �as been 
emphasized, Chaos Sorcerers should be able to choose �ethods SUitable to 
.... "'"clves. including when to obtain the branch, how to do It and what sort of 
"'U_IINIil' behaviour to employ when cutting or finding their branch or other 
"'.'''tlili. An alternative tree to collect a branch from is the yew tree, represented �y 
Iht rUIle' C'iwaz or algiz and signifies the cosmic world tree of the Nords, Yggdrasll ; 
Odlll IN also invoked as a god of magicians. For those sorcerers who want to be more 
.. ,hlldkal and keep within one tradition at a time, the yew tree is an excellent tree 
hili wllkll 10 make runes. 
On,,,! lilt' hrum:h has been obtained, it is essential that the ,:"ood be allowed to dry 
iIOftll,IC'It'ly. making it easier to work with. A simple .work�ng t� undertake before 
.IIIY lilt' hrunch is called the "Burial and ResurrectIOn 

.
Rltual. Take t�e branch, 

'."kltlll Iht' spiril of the tree for giving you part of Its hfe force,. then dig a small 
Mil •• hmy tht' hranch and leave it over night. In the mornmg, dig up the branch, 
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wash off the dirt by rubbing an apple over it, then raise the branch above your head 
facing the sun as it rises from the east and say" . . .  by my own hand I will make the 
sacred runes from this hrunch, only usilZK the simplest tools to enable me to do it. " 
This is a statement of intent and an oath to yourself that you will complete the work 
undertaken. The branch should be buried in your garden or another spot of ground 
that is sacred or special to you; if this is not possible, find a piece of ground where 
you can work without being disturbed. Once again the sorcerer's imagination should 
be the guide. The burial of the branch symbolizes death, in this case the death of the 
branch as part of the tree. Reclaiming it symbolizes the sorcerer's intent to give the 
branch a new magickal life. 
When the branch has dried out, the time needed for this will depend upon the wood 
you have chosen, the sorcerer can then begin to make the individual runes. How this 
is done depends upon the individual. One of the easiest ways to do this is to use the 
first foot of the branch and every half inch make a mark, thus dividing the first half 
of the two foot branch into twenty-four sections. When the sections have been cut, 
the sorcerer is ready to begin to carve the individual runes. 
It is important that the runes are carved in a methodical way. The twenty-four runes 
are divided into groups of eight, known as an ' aett.' Each aett has an important 
symbolic and numerological function. Start with the first rune, fehu, then over the 
next twenty-four days, carve one rune a day (or night). After each rune has been 
carved, learn its magickal significance and spend some time meditating upon it. This 
enables the runes to be stored at various levels in the memory of the sorcerer, so that 
it can be visualized when performing other sorcery workings. After each aett, put the 
runes in order and see how each rune develops within the individual character of 
each aett, e.g. the first aett will show the sorcerer how the Northern people perceived 
the development of order out of chaos, in terms of the development of the universe. 
When all the runes are completed, it will be time to consecrate them. Consecration is 
important as it enables the sorcerer to charge each rune with part of his or her life 
force, and thus forms a direct magickal bond with the runes. The male sorcerer can 
use his blood or semen, while the female sorcerer can use her blood, sexual fluids or 
her particularly powerful menstrual blood. Using intuition, each sorcerer decides 
what substance or fluid most suits him or her, including any combination of 
substances. If the sorcerer has a magickal partner, fluids from both of their bodies 
can be combined for the consecration, an excellent combination being his semen 
mixed with her vaginal fluid and menstrual blood. 
The following rite can be used to enhance the consecration and is also a good 
introduction to ritual work that the sorcerer can build upon when doing other sorcery 
work ings. Assuming you will be working indoors, the first step is to clear a working 
SpUl·l' in a room where you will not be disturbed; this will act as a temple, although it 
will not he necessary to use a temple for the majority of sorcery workings. Place the 
111m's in a circle on the floor, making the circle at least big enough to sit in and, if 
VIlli kl'l it is appropriate, bum incense and candles to provide the desired 
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atmosphere. I f  you are going to use blood to consecrate the runes, take a small sharp 
implement and place it in the circle. Stand naked outside your circle, raise your arms 
and say: 

Chaos I summon thee 
Formless power aid me 
My body is your temple 
My mind your Master 
Let us consecrate these runes 
May the power of Chaos be with me 

when I use them, 

For this is my will! 

When you have completed the conjuration of Chaos, whic� . also �er.ves as a 
statement of intent, enter the circle and sit in a comfortable pOSItiOn. �t IS Imp�rt�nt 
to relax and clear the mind so that you can begin to prepare for entenng gnosls.· If 
you have a drum, this can be placed in the circle as �n �id in summoni.ng demons, 
ancestors or spirits to witness your work. An alternatIVe IS to hum as thIS IS also an 
uncient method of raising magickal power. 
When the mind is still and the body relaxed, begin to visualize the eight-rayed star 
of chaos above your head, feel its power. . .  begin to drum a rhythmic beat or hum 
until gnosis or an altered state of consciousness is achieved. Now collec.t the s�cred 
!luid by cutting your body or raising sexual power to collect semen, vag1l1al flUid ?r 
sl'xually charged menstrual blood. Starting at the beginnin�, co�secrate each run� III 
tllrn, speaking, i.e. anything from calling out to whlspenng, an apprO?�late 
cmpowerment, for instance "Hail Chaos, hail Odin," as Odin is the god of magICians 
in Nordic myth. When each rune has been consecrated, return to the centre of the 
drde and banish with laughter, a clap of the hands or a kia, which is a controlled 
rdense of power used in martial arts that sounds like a screech or shout. The 
�'llllsccration rite is now complete. 
Thl' eight-rayed star is visualized as this symbol represents the primal power of the 
universe and is thus suitable in helping the Chaos Sorcerer charge the runes. 
Dcmons, ancestors and/or spirits witness the rite and symbolize the sorcerer's 
ulIlll'rslanding that sorcery is a magickal art without morals and that everything is 
prnnitled. 
All IIltcrnative method of divination is the use of coloured stones to obtain direct 
I1I1liWl'rS 10 simple questions. Four stones are adequate for this type- of sorcer.y 
ll ivil llliioll, and should once again be found by the sorcerer personally. If the plan IS 
to I"IlIry the divinatory stones around, the pouch should also be made by the so�cerer, 
IInditiolllll materials for a pouch being leather, suede or velvet. The colounng of 
1'111·11 stOlll' is a personal choice, but a suggestion is a black stone for 'no' or negati.ve 
!l1l1l'Olnt'S, a white stone for 'yes' or positive outcomes, a red stone for proceed WIth 

(I!III .. IS is a word used to describe magickal conscioussness as compared ti robotic or 
IIIIltHluIIl' cOllsciollsness. Techniques fUr achieving Gnosis will be outlined in subsequent 
, hllplns. 
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caution and a stone with more than one colour to indicate that the answer to the 
question is not clear cut and that a more complex divination is required to divine a 
suitable answer. 

The stones can be used to answer any question worded in a yes-no format, such as is 
so-and- so being honest with me'? The answer is obtained by putting your hand in 
the pouch and pulling out a stone. The stones can be consecrated in a similar ritual 
as descrioed aoove or by simply anointing each one with blood or spittle, after 
generating an altered state of consciousness with whatever method seems 
appropriate, and saying: 

.. These stones were fashioned by the elements. 
May the hosts of Chaos charge them with wisdom 
and power to answer any question I put to them ... 

Bones from animals and birds such as the raven or eagle are also tools used in 
divination. Both the Haitian and aborigine sorcerers are examples of peoples who 
use oones. Certain forms of West African religions, which later developed into 
Vodoun in the Americas, incorporate human bones in divination as well as using 
them as spirit traps, which contain an entity that can be used to do the sorcerer's will. �uma� bones such as knuckle bones, ribs and skulls are still used today by a 
diverSity of sorcerers from different cultures for a variety of sorcery workings, and 
can be included in the modern Chaos Sorcerer's tools. 

The technique for using bones varies among each sorcerer or shaman, as shamans 
also use bones for divination. Thus each Chaos Sorcerer will have to devise his own 
mean �ng and technique when using bones for divination. Interesting divinatory 
techmques were developed amongst the various tribes that inhabited the Congo. One 
such technique employed a crocodile jaw with the upper surface shaved flat. The 
sorcerer rubbed a wooden disk up and down repeatedly along the shaven surface of 
the jaw whilst chanting a variety of possible answers to the question at hand. This 
could include discovering the sender of a curse or the causes of a recent misfortune. 
The diviner would pronounce the answer received from the oracle when the disk 
stopped. The position of the disk along the shaven surface indicated to the diviner 
the correct answer to the divination. Animal and humanoid figures in a crouched 
position with the upper surface shaved flat were an alternative divinatory tool to the 
one just described, the crocodile jaw was used by the Kuba-Bushoong and was 
col lected by Emile Torday at Nsheng in 1909. The Chaos Sorcerer can if so desired 
develop original divinatory techniques to suit individual requirements and taste. 

' 

THE CHAOSPHERE 

Once a set of divinatory tools has been obtained or made, the sorcerer can begin to 
construct the other tools. The choice depends upon individual preference, however a 
simpl

.
e ou� muiti

.
- purpose tool is a chaosphere. The chaosphere as previously 

dcscrIbed IS an eight-rayed star, usually drawn in two dimensions as a circle with 
eight arrows bursting forth, and is one of the most ancient magickal symbols. 
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The chaosphere can be made from a number of substances. If possible, the ma�erial 

chosen should be natural, not synthetic, as a natural substance already contams a 

certain amount of chaos energy. If the sorcerer has access to a forge or kiln, �he 

chaosphere can be made from iron or clay, or it can be carved
.
from a cross section 

of a tree. As before, these are only suggestions and other matenals can also be used. 

The completed chaosphere can be painted black, if the sorcerer desires, as a black 

chaosphere is ideal for use as a magick mirror, which itself has a vanety of uses. As 

a magick mirror, it can be used to visualize entities and call them back from the 

abyss of chaos to do the sorcerer's work, such as sendi�g the �ntity out to atta�k an 

enemy, find a lost object or stand guard over a possesslOn whIlst the sorcerer 
.
IS not 

in the vicinity. The chaosphere can also be used as a spirit trap, amulet or fetls�, or 

as a gateway into the astral. One final sorcery use of the chaosph
.
ere IS to us� It to 

absorb an attack during magickal combat. When the sorcerer realIzes that he IS the 

victim of adverse magickal activity and is not just being paranoid, he can take the 

following protective action: attach a piece of hair and na
.
il clipping to the 

chaosphere, which will create an attractor, defle�tin
.
g the attack mto the chaosphere 

which will in turn absorb it like a black hole, nulhfymg the attack. 

The size of the chaosphere depends upon personal choice, althoug
.
h an

. 
ei�ht inch 

diameter chaosphere enables it to be used as a focal point for VisuahzatlOn and 

relates to the eight rays of the chaosphere, as well as imprinting the connect�ons 10 

the mind during construction. A smaller chaosphere can be constructed, whIch the 

sorcerer can carry on his person at all times, stored in a pouc� or wor? ar�und the 

neck, automatically acting as a powerful amulet. An alternatIve fun�tlOn IS that
. 

It 

can be effectively used to cast spells, or as a focal point to call any entIty you reqUIre 

at any time without attracting attention to yourself. 

The eight inch diameter chaosphere is large enough to be used as 
.
a solid base on 

which powders and herbal mixtures can be prepared for a van�ty of sorcery 

workings. The chaosphere can also be v isualized onto other �a�lckal
. 

tools, or 

indeed any object, to impart a primitive and powerful charge. ThIS 
.
IS a SImple a�d 

immediate method which allows the sorcerer to consecrate any
. 
object

. 
to Chaos 111 

preparation for other sorcery workings. This visualization techmqu� WIll be f�rth�r 

developed in the chapters on the techniques of sorcery and doll ma�lck .
. 

Follow1l1g IS 

an example of a simple healing working using a stone consecrated In thiS way. 

Certain preparations are usually necessary before the sorcerer can begin a sorcery 

working. For this particular sorcery healing w�rking, burn � small am?unt of 

frankincense crystal or incense; this was traditionally used In East Afnca a�d 

Arabian countries during purification or banishing rituals, and is a gum re
.
sm 

obtained from a tree that was sacred to these originally nomadic people. Burnmg 

frankincense thus helps in the banishing of the illness and the aroma that is produced 

also acts as a natural calming agent which relaxes both the sorcerer and th� person to 

be healed. The sorcerer can also massage the person to further relax
. 

him or her, 

which will also help to enhance the magickal link between the pattent and the 

sorcerer. The final preparation is to ask the patient to concentrate on the affected 
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area as this helps to localize the mind of the patient which avoids any distracting 
thoughts. 
When preparations have been completed, the healing working can begin. The 
sorcerer can start the healing by humming, using as deep a tone as possible, or 
alternatively chanting the aum mantra, which is used in Tibet, among other places. 
This should enable a state of no- mind or gnosis to be achieved, which allows the 
sorcerer to operate within his magickal consciousness instead of normal or robotic 
consciousness. When a state of gnosis has been obtained, the sorcerer can begin to 
visualize the chaosphere onto the stone. The visualization should be held as long as 
possible, during which the stone should be placed on the affected part of the patient's 
body. The sorcerer then begins to visualize the il lness, disease or infection being 
drawn into the chaosphere by the power contained within the stone. At this point, the 
sorcerer should be able to discern the name of the demon or entity that originally 
caused the sickness to manifest and what it looks like. When the illness is 
completely contained within the stone, it will be sealed there by the chaosphere that 
was visualized by the sorcerer at the beginning of the working. The sorcerer then 
gently whispers, but with authority, the name of the demon and the words "be 
gone." The sorcery has now been completed. 
As a final precaution, the stone should be buried or thrown into a river as soon as 
possible. This symbolically represents the death of the illness and the demon who 
originally caused it. The modem Chaos Sorcerer only applies the notion of demons 
in a analogous sense. In perceiving the illness as a demon, the sorcerer's mind is able 
to manipulate the illness and destroy it more effectively than directly calling the 
virus or disease by its medical name; it also keeps the healing working within the 
traditional conception of how illness was caused. The Chaldeans had a demon for 
every sickness and disease known to them, and would summon the demon during a 
healing working to banish it from the sick person using a form of exorcism to heal 
him or her. Today most people go to the doctor who will often prescribe medicine, 
which the patient accepts without knowing exactly what the bottle 
contains . . .  unfortunately, a rather less personal approach. 
A visualized chaosphere can also be projected onto any part of a person's body to 
enable the sorcerer to take control of any situation. If the sorcerer is being threatened 
by an aggressor, he can respond by projecting a visualized chaosphere into the 
aggressor's third eye; this is situated between the two physical eyes in the centre of 
the forehead. This particular sorcery technique will confuse the aggressor and give 
the sorcerer time to decide what form of evasive action is required. Alternatively a 
chaosphere visualized into the genital area can be used to arouse a person's sexual 
awareness of the sorcerer and, hopefully, a pleasant response. A magickal attack can 
be sent out by visualizing a chaosphere into a photograph of the intended recipient 
of the attack. This technique can also erase any memory of the sorcerer from the 
mind of the person attacked through the photograph. 
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THE POINTER (WAND) 

The word pointer is more suitable in understanding it� connotatio�s in sorcery th�n 
the word wand, as wand is more appropriate to descnbe the maglckal tool use.d In 
the magickal systems related to High Magick. The �ointer do.es. not .have �ny direct 
relationship to a particular alchemical element; thiS also dlstmgUlshes It from a 
wand, which is associated with the element of fire in the system of magIck 
developed in the Golden Dawn. . 
In African sorcery the pointer is one of the fundamental tools. Unhk� � wand, the 
pointer does not have to be made from a branch cut from .a speCifiC �ree at a 
previously designated time. Knucklebones tied to the end of a stIck were pomted at.a 
victim to curse him or her, which often led to what is technically called psychogemc 
or voodoo death. Human or animal bones, as well as the foot of � black cockerel, 
can also be used as an effective pointer, to curse a �erso� or tn other sorcery 
conjurations. The Lokotos and Sindamos tribes of Afnca stIli use non-ve�om?us 
snakes as a pointer. To these people the snake is a sacred animal representmg Itfe, 
fertility and strength. If a female member of th� .tribe is una�le to become pr�gnant, 
she will go to the sorcerer to receive the ferttlIty po�er of the snake: Dun.ng the 
fertility working, the sorcerer inserts a living snake mto the w�man s v�gma, to 
increase the possibility of her becoming pregnant. The sorcerer Will also give her a 
snake charm that she wears on a belt around her waist. Th.e snake represents the 
phallus the penetrative rather than receiving sexual energy tn nature. The sorcerer 
project� his energy into the snake and uses it to heal . or destroy. Th� Lok?t?s �nd 
Sindamos also use the snake to point to the appropnate answer durmg dlvmatlon 
workings. . 
The Chaos Sorcerer can use the pointer to direct his will onto an object suc� as a 
charm or amulet to charge it with chaos energy. An amulet can be charged by sl�ply 
holding it in one hand and using the index finger Of. the othe� hand . as a �Olnter, 
concentrating an aetheric charge emanating fro� the tIP �f the I.ndex !mger mto the 
amulet. By doing this the sorcerer is making a direct maglckal .lInk With the amulet. 
Most people are aware of the uncomfortable sensation e�penenced when an�ther 
points a finger at them; this reaction may stem from our tnbal past when to pomt a 
finger was to curse or hex the person. . 
Filipino sorcerers, although today they prefer t.o be .called doctors to .obtam 
credibility, use their fingers as pointers to direct theIr maglCkal energy, replacmg the 
need to use a scalpel to do surgery. After the surgery is completed there IS no scar or 
mark left on the body. The hands or fingers are thus a very powe�ul �aglck�l tool. 
The index finger can be used to subtly direct energy at any ?bJect tn a �Iscreet 
manner to avoid attracting attention. A sorcerer may, however, mclude a pomter tn 
his or her magickal equipment. 
A pointer can be made from the rest of the branch that was used to make the runes. 
It can be decorated with magickal symbols or sigils designed by the s�rcerer, carved 
into the pointer to charge it, and may be tapered at one end so that It resembles a 
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smooth spike. A chaosphere can be carved into the pointer and stained with blood 
and semen or vaginal fluid. charging the wmpleted pointer in a similar manner to 
the divinatory tools. 
The phallus is also a widely used magickal image, going beyond purely sexual 
connotations. A phallic pointer can be carved of wood to be used in this way in 
sorcery workings of a scxual nature. but also in other workings requiring penetrative 
creative force. A snake can be carved or painted on the phallic pointer as a symbol 
of its life giving force. It can be used, for example, to perform healing workings for 
internal female troubles. The sorcerer who is going to carry out the healing 
ceremony will firstly relax the patient, so that penetration will not be painful and 
once t his has been achieved, the sorcerer can begin to visualize a golden chaosphere 
of pure healing energy and vibrate a humming mantra to induce gnosis. The sorcerer 
will t hen visualize the golden chaosphere entering the phallic pointer, energizing it 
to evaporate the illness. The phallic pointer is now gently inserted into the vagina 
whilst the sorcercr continues the humming mantra. After a couple of minutes the 
phallic pointer can be withdrawn pulling the negative energy out that sustained the 
illness into thc pointer and out of the body. The sorcerer then visualizes the 
chaosphere leaving the pointer and slowly disintegrating, destroying the illness and 
thus banishing it. These practices must not be seen in terms of sexual perversion and 
son.:erers who have used phallic objects and still use them for sorcery workings do 
so in an altered state of consciousness, to direct the will towards the success of the 
working undertaken. The phallic pointer can be used to send out a spell to attract a 
partner. In this case the sorcerer can visualize the sexual encounter, pointing the 
phallil' weapon at the visualization and recite an attraction spell, which can be in the 
simple fol lowing form: 

( '0/111' III IIll' oh woman of my lusl. May the sexual flame be ignited in your mind. Feel 
IIII'. Willi I Ill£', and before the full moon you will be in my arms. 

The phallic pointer is a very ancient magickal tool which has been used by a 
diversity of cultures for various magickal and symbolic purposes. In Africa there 
still ex ists today a tribe which have in their village a convent in which the nuns 
worship a carved phallus, using it as a fetish. The nuns insert the phallus into their 
vaginas at sunrise every morning and masturbate to ensure that the tribe's women 
will he fertilc and the crops bountiful. The nuns are initiated into the magickal 
Icdllliqucs of how to maintain the tribe's fertility, in terms of children, livestock and 
crops. A fter the initiation period is complete they all take part in a rite of passage 
whidl cntails having sexual intercourse with the male head of the convent. Prior to 
Ihl' rite. t he in itiates are all virgins and this will be the only time in their lives that 
I hl'y will have sexual intercourse, other than the ritual masturbation. They remain 
('c i iball'. living within the confines of the convent walls, having entered of their own 
i l lT will . The phallic fetish is a god-form worshipped as a guardian of nature. Large 
I ll' l I i  .... I·� l i n' carved by male members of the tribe and inserted into the external walls 
I I /  I l w i l  h i l l s .  
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The pointer can also serve as a tool to be used in conjurations of demons, entities 
and spirits. These entities can be used to then carry out the sorcerer's commands 
(will), be it a curse, spell, enchantment or other sorcery work. The pointer will act 
like a magnet which attracts the entity that is summoned. To call the entity or spirit, 
the sorcerer can use a barbaric language such as Enochian which was written down 
by the Elizabethan magician John Dee, under the instruction of the angel Enoch. The 
sorcerer may also use his own magickal language, which can be induced during 
gnosis. The barbaric words should flow freely being released from the mind. The 
sorcerer does not necessarily understand the words but the entity will manifest itself 
regardless. An alternative technique is to conjure using a magickal script, such as the 
runes or the Babylonian and Chaldean Cyphers. The Chaldean and Babylonian 
forms of writing are very ancient and some of the oldest incantations used by man to 
summon the demons are Chaldean, which was located in what is now southern Iraq. 
The name of the demon to be summoned is written within a triangle using the letters 
from the chosen script. Both the triangle and name of the demon can be traced out in 
the sorcerer's blood, to form a magickal link, or alternatively salt may be used. The 
pointer is then held with arms outstretched as a gesture of authority as the demon's 
name is called to awake it from the Abyss of Chaos. The pointer can also be used to 
trace the demon's name in the air, sending a charge into the aether (astral) which 
opens a portal or doorway to let the demon manifest within the triangle in the 
material plane. Then the pointer becomes a magickal weapon to defend the sorcerer 
ugainst any undue action taken by the demon once it has appeared. When giving the 
entity license to depart (banishing), the pointer can be used by visualizing an 
uetheric or electric charge emanating from the tip and entering the demon, sapping 
the energy it requires to remain manifest within the triangle. An astral circle can also 
he drawn around the sorcerer as a protective shield during any working, and when 
the sorcerer is working outside, the pointer is a powerful tool that enables him to 
draw sigils and seals in the ground, instantly charging them. 
As was previously stated, the term pointer has been used to distinguish it from a 
wund, which is traditionally associated with High Magick, the techniques of which 
lire outlined in such books as "The Lesser Key of Solomon" and "The Sacred 
Mugick of Abra-Merlin the Mage." This is why the term pointer was used to 
describe the tool which can be directly used in Chaos Sorcery. In attempting to 
IIvoid complexity, primitive techniques, in this sense meaning ancient or tribal, are 
prcfcrred and sufficient to achieve successful Chaos Sorcery results. 

AMULETS 

An amulet or charm can be prepared to serve a variety of functions. Several 
definitions of an amulet exist, the Longman Concise English Dictionary gives the 
following definition: "A  small object worn as a charm against evil. " This definition 
III  fill' too limiting and has no real practical application as it only regards amulets as 
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protection. This definition is more suited to a practical understanding of how 
amulets can be applied in Chaos Sorcery: 

An amulet is an ohject which represents the previously determined desire or will oj 
the person who constructed it. When correctly charged with its own life jorce, it can 
be regarded as hl/viflM a siflMle thus directed consciousness. 

An amulet is thus a material base charged by the sorcerer to contain its aetheric 
double, to serve a particular function. 
Traditionally amulets were constructed to resemble small humanoid or creature-like 
figures. The modern Chaos Sorcerer does not need to construct an amulet to 
resemble either of the above. The material base, though, should represent the will or 
desire of the sorcerer who constructs it, even if, for example, an amulet is made to 
protect the sorcerer's house while it is unoccupied from being burgled or damaged 
by the natural elements (fire, air, earth, water). When constructed, however, the 
amulet docs not necessarily resemble the house in question. This is to avoid what 
Peter Carroll calls lust for result, which can defeat the original intent of the amulet 
or, in fact, any sorcery working. The sorcerer must learn to avoid constantly thinking 
about the amulet's purpose once it has been constructed and charged. 
The sorcerer needs to make a direct magickal link with the material base out of 
which the amulet is constructed. During the charging of the amulet, the sorcerer will 
evoke the aetheric double and thrust it into the amulet. This can be simply done by 
visualizing or 'feeling' the amulet's duplicate as a shimmering force descending into 
the material base. To return to the example of constructing an amulet to protect the 
sorcerer's house, an object from the house can be used as the material base; the 
filllowing is only an example to illustrate the technique employed. Take an old china 
l'UP or mug, one that has been used over a period of time by yourself and smash it 
in to tiny pieces, saying with authority: 'protect this house from (fill in) whenever I 
/1'111'1' il. ' Anger can be used to evoke the necessary life force whilst smashing the 
nip to achieve a state of gnosis to charge the remains of the cup with protective 
chaos energy. Once the cup has been smashed into tiny pieces, collect the pieces and 
place them in a small bottle, similar to the ones that contain a shot of spirits 
obtai nable from an off-license, and wear it around your neck, or carry it with you at 
a l l  times whilst you are away from your home. B lood or spittle can be placed in the 
b01 l 1e to enhance the magickal link between the sorcerer and the amulet. A magickal 
l i n k has already been created by the fact that the sorcerer had previously used the 
ohjl'l'I, i ll this case the cup, before it was destroyed and reborn as an amulet. This is 
nol a wilch's hottle, although it may resemble one; the final magickal object is an 
I I l l l l i l l'l . 

I f  I h l' amulet has been effectively charged the sorcerer will know if something 
I Idvl'lst' is happening to his property, though this should not occur. The amulet in 
t i l l S  l'IISl' w i l l  he acting as a servitor who's sole function is to protect the property of 
1 1 11' M Iln'ln wlwn it is uninhabited. It is advisable to give the amulet a specified life
� J lII I I .  I l l i .� is d lll' 10 the fact that after continuous use, like a battery, its energy will 
hqu i l  I I I  dl'pkll' .  Once the specified time span has been reached, the amulet should 
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be destroyed by burning, burying or throwing it into a river or the sea. Once the 
amulet has been constructed and charged it should be regarded as a piece of 
jewellery and its real function banished from the mind. 
The Christian Cross and the St. Christopher are worn by millions of people. The St. 
Christopher especially can be regarded as a protective amulet against any hazard that 
may occur during travel. The Chaos Sorcerer can use these images, but one has to 
remember that the Christian religion has been responsible for not only the death of 
thousands of innocent people, but also the destruction of British magickal practices 
and tribal cultures throughout the world. Chaos Sorcery does not need these images, 
invent your own ! Imagination can destroy religious control of the mind and dogma. 
An amulet can also be constructed to serve as a multipurpose protective shield. The 
amulet in this case can still be charged to have a single directive; the statement of 
intent will include the necessary command before the amulet is charged. A small 
representation of the sorcerer is ideal for this type of amulet and continues the 
traditional imagery previously outlined, although adapted to suit the Chaos Sorcery 
approach. The figure can be made of clay, for example, or carved out of wood. It 
should be small enough to be comfortably worn around the neck, carried in a pouch 
or adapted to be pinned onto an item of clothing. If it is made from clay, a small 
piece of nail clipping can be inserted into the image whilst it is still pliable, or � few 
strands of pubic hair and hair from the head can be added to enhance the maglckal 
link. If it is carved from wood it can be stained with the previously mentioned sacred 
fluids. Using bodily fluids and hair cuttings is a primitive sorcery technique which 
personalizes the amulet and as previously stated creates a p�w�rful magic�al l.ink. 
When the figure is completed, the sorcerer can then charge It III a more fltuahsed 
fashion. This is best undertaken at night and in a secluded place to avoid being 
disturbed. A field or forest will allow the sorcerer to contact the natural elements 
within the working space. When a suitable place has been found the amulet can be 
charged. Hold the Self-image (amulet) above your head and recite the following 
Hllllement of intent: 

May this image of myself protect me from any harm to my mind or body, be it 
magickal or otherwise. 

This can be changed to suit personal requirements. Once the statement of intent has 
hecn recited, take a deep breath and exhale over the image to charge it with its own 
Ilclhcric life force. 
Thc amulet will now protect you according to your statement of intent. It will work 
Il !t hough you are not aware of it doing so. The following instance, though it may
Nc:'c:'111 trivial, explains how the amulet can work to protect you. You want to cross the 
I'I llld, hut decide to walk further up. This change of mind saved your life. If you had 
L'l'I lsscd the road at that point, a speeding car would have knocked you over and 
k l l kd you. This, of course, can never be proven, but such is the way of magick. The 
"Il lull'! should be destroyed after a period of use. This needs to be done, as after a 
f'rw months it would contain alot of negative energy that would have otherwise 
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harmed ��e body and min� . The original charge would have also been reduced doing 
the specIfIc task. Another Image �an be constructed, if the sorcerer feels it  necessary. 
Do n�t ponder on . the purpose of the amulet, as previously explained, to do so will 
psychIcally demolish the energy that was put into the amulet to charge it. Chaos is a 
powerful force .. .Iet it do the work for you, the sorcerer's task is to manipulate it for 
the desired effect or purpose. 
Amul.ets can al�o be constructed to protect or help another person. A useful 
tec�mque �o �ecld� how the amulet should be constructed is to go into a trance state 
until gnosIS IS achieved and use a form of astral divination to obtain the relevant 
symb.ols or ima�es that can be carved into the material base of the amulet. Gnosis 
(�agl�kal consciousness) can be achieved by a number of different techniques, two 
of �hlch are sleeplessness and the ecstatic dance, which is used in numerous 
maglckal systems, such as vodoun. Humming is an alternative method which stills �he mind e�abli�g gnosis to be accessed, as was discussed earlier in this 

'
chapter. The 

Image receIved In the trance could be anything from a geometric shape to an animal 
or d�mon that the sorcerer had no prior knowledge of. Once the images have been 
received �y astral divination the sorcerer can charge them whilst still maintaining 
gnoSls. After returning to normal (robotic) consciousness, the amulet can then be 
c(�nstructed to contain the aetheric symbols, or demonic images, in a material base of the sorcerer's own choosing. 
�t�nogr�phic and . anthropological research has compiled a wide variety of informatIOn regarding the use of charms, amulets and fetishes, from different 
cultures worldwide. Emil Torday brought back to Britain a vast collection of tribal 
arl, .inc.luding ch.arms, amulets and fetishes, from the Congo region of Africa, at the 
beglnnl�g of th�s century ( 1 900- 1909). The Chaos Sorcerer can see examples of these tribal magIck.al to.ols in the Museum of Mankind, the British Museum (both in 
London) and the PItt RI�ers Museum in Oxford. The Museum of Natural History in Los Angeles also can tams part of the original Torday collection. These tools of sorcery still contain residues of their original magickal charge and ritual use thus 
Ihe sorcerer can meditate on the displayed artifacts, and benefit from the powe: used 10 construct them. 
The follo",,:i�g c�arms and amulets form part of the Torday collection, as well as sOf(.:cry. artifacts from other regions of the world where sorcery is still practised by 
I he . I IHi lgenous pe?�le. The K�ilu River people used humanoid figures as amulets 
lI),:alllsl adverse SPirits. The ChIefly Clan of the Kwilu carved a wooden charm in the 
shape of a blacksmith's bellows as the blacksmith was regarded as a sorcerer' a 
Il'lIl h('r Ihong decorated with blue glass beads was attached to the charm so tha; it ('ol lll ! Ill' worn around the neck. Whistles were carved out of ivory as a charm to 
1 II'Oll'(· I .  I hl' hUllter. Warriors wore a similar charm to protect them during warfare; 
I hl' wll l .� l l c  was used to call the spirit of the animal during the hunt, or to summon a 
J l IUh'l'l i Vl' spi ril during battle, which in most cases was hand to hand combat. 
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The Pende people would carve small wooden heads that were sometimes horned, to 
be used as a protective charm during the boys' initiation (rite of passage) ceremony 
into manhood. The Pende used bone and iron as well as wood to construct their 
amulets and charms, these all being natural not synthetic materials, which were seen 
by the Pende to contain their own magickal power. The Pende hunter wore an ivory 
tusk around his neck as a charm to protect him while hunting. In the Jivaro Oriente 
region of South America, shrunken heads were worn as powerful charms and also as 
a symbol of courage and status within the tribe. This practice is similar to the 
collection of human scalps by the native people of North America. The foremost 
practitioners of this particular method of obtaining material bases for charms were 
the warrior nations such as the Sioux. The correct title for the Sioux is a French 
spelling for a Chippewa word for snake or enemy, Nadowessioux. Apache warrior� 
also scalped their enemies; the word Apache is a derivative of apachu, the Zum 
word for enemy. The Apache were the predominant nomadic tribe in the American 
Southwest; they developed a formidable magickal culture, the collection of human 
scalps being just one of their practices. Like most American Indian tribes, their own 
name for themselves. N'de, Inde or Tinde, was their word for 'people. ' One of the 
most menacing warrior nations were the Comanche, who were particularly good 
horse breeders, breeding horses for speed and agility, and who collected scalps as 
war trophies; they also used them as charms to be worn as a protection during 
combat. It has been argued that the practice of scalping was originally introduced by 
European settlers, who knew how sacred hair was to the plains Indians. 
In the Andaman Islands, the skull of a relative would be carried in a string bag. This 
practice of using the skull of a deceased relative incorporated the belief t.ha� the skull 
ucted as a powerful amulet to protect the spirit of the dead person. ThIS IS another 
manifestation of ancestor worship, which is common to most primitive cultures and 
IN still practised today. The Kuba people in Africa carved humanoid charms out of 
wood. These numerous charms would be charged with a sacrifice, usually a chicken 
(considered to be the unluckiest animal in Africa, due to its frequent use in sacrifice) 
1(1 protect the wearer from a variety of malicious spirits. 

FETISHES 

A fctish has different connotations than a charm or amulet, it is an integral part of 
Il'lhal sorcery. A fetish can be seen as a storehouse of magickal power which is built 
up over a long period of continued use, being activated and re-charged each time it 
IN IIsed in a magickal working. A fetish is, in certain cases, the tribe's totem or god. 
It would be constructed to serve a single purpose such as to protect the tribe's 
Jlrllpcrty, or as the fetish (god) of the hunters. In certain cases a fetish would be 
cllNlmlian of the tribal leader's power and kept within the leader's hut or palace. 
jJo'iNhes of this kind were handed down from one generation of leaders to the next. 
It. felish is often worshipped in the same manner as the tribe's gods or spirits, and is 
,hUN often given a magickal name. This is another distinguishing feature of a fetish, 
whkh categorizes them separately from amulets and charms. A fetish can be 
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constructed to serve a variety of purposes. These include the fetish being consulted 
for divinatory purposes, in which the god the fetish represents is summoned to aid in 
the divination (Aleister Crowley summoned the god Hru to aid him when he used 
the Thoth tarot deck). Other magickal functions include the fetish being specifically 
made to store powders, liquids and other charms or amulets. In this particular case 
the fetish is analogous to a reactor that will store the relevant power to charge any 
object contained within it or placed beside it. 
Fetishes are usually constructed from any number or combination of natural 
materials used also to construct amulets and charms, such as wood, metals, clay or 
bone. The Kuba-Ngongo hunting fetish 'Tembo' is a carved wooden figure with a 
human head out of which three horns protrude. Tembo has copper strips across his 
eyes, nose and forehead, is encircled with short lengths of creeper and the base is 
covered with strips of cloth. He is forty-eight centimetres in height. The Kuba
Ngongo used this fetish to aid and protect them in all aspects of hunting; the tribe's 
sorcerers also used Tembo to answer questions during divinations related to hunting, 
going into a trance to contact the fetish's astral spirit. 
Chaos Sorcerers can construct fetishes to act as their servants and gods or goddesses 
if preferred. Once constructed it can be modified to enhance its personality. For 
example, bird feathers such as those from an eagle or raven enable the aetheric 
double of the fetish to fly, the spine of a fish will give it the ability to explore the 
depths of any ocean and animal or human bones can be crushed, to be stored in a 
small bottle or pouch, and placed around the neck of the fetish to keep the spirit of 
the dead animal or human, giving the fetish a strong life force. 
The Mhala tribe were, at the beginning of this century, one of the most primitive 
tribes to inhabit the Congo region of Africa. Their tools of sorcery were similar to 
those used by prehistoric man, these being teeth, horns and bones. Fetishes were 
carved primarily out of wood and the fetish could only be charged and activated if 
Ki.l'i, a red clay obtained from sacred sites the whereabouts of which were handed 
down from generation to generation as a magickal inheritance, was included in the 
making of the fetish. Once it had been carved, unless it was covered with Kisi, it 
contained no magickal power. Thus the use of Kisi was a fundamental magickal 
secret of these primitive and powerful sorcerers. The Mbala sorcerers would place 
Kisi into a small hole carved into a tree trunk, this activated the spirit of the tree and 
it was then considered a living fetish. Cannibalism was also part of the Mbala 
culture; they were divided into two distinctive sects, the Muri who did not eat 
human flesh and the Fumu who did. 
The Muri had special privileges, these included rights to certain parts of any animal 
killed during hunting and were the sole custodians of the magickal use of plants, 
herhs and powders. The Muri also taught the tribe's magickal rituals to the children 
O I L  Iheir initiation into adulthood. The Muri were thus the priest/sorcerers of the 
M hala lK'ople. One of the great sorcerers of the Ba-Mbala was Mwana N'gombe. He 
had 1 1 1Il'l' amulets, inherited from his ancestors, which were worn at all times. These 
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were a bracelet (Mwena), an axe and a headcloth. N'gombe believed that to even see 
the reflection of the amulets would kill him. He was also a specialist in the use of 
Kisi in the preparation of fetishes, charms and amulets and was considered an elder 
and exceptional sorcerer amongst the Muri sect of the Ba-Mbala. Mbala fetishes 
would be consulted either by a single sorcerer or in male and female pairs. The 
fetish had Kisi rubbed into it whilst the sorcerer went into a trance (gnosis) to divine 
the answer to a client's question, or to help them solve a problem at hand. The fetish 
was usually a carved humanoid figure, but without the application of Kisi it would 
only be seen as a simple ornament. This is a prime example of the use and magickal 
application of the natural power extracted from the earth, in this case in the form of 
red Kisi clay. 
The Chaos Sorcerer can adapt these primitive sorcery techniques and use them in 
conjunction with his or her own feti sh. British grey clay in its natural form, dug 
from the ground by the sorcerer, can be rubbed onto the fetish during different types 
of sorcery workings, to activate certain parts of the body of the fetish. During 
divination workings, rub the clay into the third eye of the fetish, this is situated in 
the centre of the forehead, just above the eyebrows. This will activate the fetish, 
enabling it to obtain the necessary information and relay it to the sorcerer while in 
trance, which should be entered after the clay has been applied. During sorcery 
workings of a sexual nature, the clay can be applied to the genital area of the fetish. 
The Chaos Sorcerer can create a living fetish by adopting the Mbala practice of 
placing some clay in a hole carved out of a tree trunk. After doing this, the sorcerer 
will activate the tree's spirit and be able to use it to protect the surrounding area 
during subsequent sorcery workings; an oak is excellent for this purpose. Once a 
suitable oak is discovered and activated by the clay and the sorcerer's magick, it will 
serve the sorcerer well, as oaks have been worshipped in this country for thousands 
of years, even before the Druids; thus the few remaining oaks in Britain are already 
fetishes, sleeping, waiting for those who know how to awaken their power. 
The Ihan people of Borneo decorated human skulls, using them as fetishes to guard 
the sacred realm of the dead and protect their ancestors. One example in the 
Museum of Mankind in London has a cane jaw, wooden nose and the eye sockets 
decorated with cowrie shells. The Mixtec and Aztec people of Central and South 
America used to decorate human skulls to represent Tezcatlipoca the patron god of 
Non;erers. This god was also appropriately known as ' Smoking Mirror' and 'Lord of 
t he Night Sky.' Human sacrifice, so prevalent in Aztec religion, was also carried out 
i l l  honour of this god. Some of the victims' skulls were decorated, worshipped and 
L'onsidered powerful fetishes, aiding the Aztec priests in subsequent sorcery 
workings. Baphomet, one of the gods widely used by Chaos Sorcerers, used to be 
worshipped by the Knights Templar in the form of a human skull. A human skull is 
1\ powerful fetish and the modern Chaos Sorcerer can decorate one to represent his 
will and obey his commands. 
Thl' /I(//uha tribe of Zaire constructed a six-headed fetish which has a vessel in the 
l I l iddll' of the heads containing wooden imitations of antelope horn, copper strips 
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and animal skin. This is an example of a mUlti-purpose fetish, containing amulets 
and charms to be used by the Baluba sorcerer when required. The Sankuru River 
people used a potent magickal substance known as bwanga, which was contained in 
certain fetishes. One such fetish has teeth set into the face, a horn containing 
medicines, feathers set into the back of the head and woven raffia covering the lower 
part of the body, and is forty-five centimetres ( 1 8  inches) tall .  
The Chaos Sorcerer can create a mUlti-purpose fetish rather than several to do 
different tasks. The fetish should be seen as a god or spirit and the more familiar the 
sorcerer becomes with the fetish the greater its power. Tribal peoples would dance 
and drum to activate the fetish, entering a trance to enable communication to be 
achieved with the spirit of the fetish. The fetish would be placed in a sacred spot 
during certain rituals and celebrations. Sexual intercourse may also be performed to 
honour and activate the fetish and offerings of all sorts, including blood sacrifices, 
were carried out so that the fetish would comply with their requests. 
The fetish can be given a name by randomly pulling a predetermined number of 
letters written on pieces of paper from a small hole dug in the ground, or 
alternatively going into a trance to discover its name. If the letters are used, they can 
be made into a sigil by combining them into a pictorial representation of the name, 
in the manner described by Austin Osman Spare. This sigil can then be carved or 
drawn with blood onto the fetish. 
Use your fetish often, respect it as if it were a god, but control it. The sorcerer is the 
master of the fetish, do not let the fetish control you - this is a very important point 
and one neglected at your own risk. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE TECHNIQUES OF SORCERY 



Visualise, mesmerise. 
Concentrate and hypnotise. 
Gesture and stare, 
Replicating images reality to tear 
Techniques of his magick, 
Released with a breath. 

Consciousness changed by an act o.fwill, 
No stranger to chaos. 
His body shakes, 
But his mind is still. 

In the preceding chapter, the tools or the material basis which the sorcerer utilises in 
his magick opened the doorway to the basic techniques that are required to enable 
the sorcerer to fully develop his skills. In making his tools, certain mental and 
physical attributes are operationalised; among others these include: imagination, 
concentration and the ability to manifest a desired object/entity by giving birth to it 
in the material realm. This applies to tools of sorcery such as a bone pointer that was 
found, as the sorcerer would have taken the necessary steps to acquire it. Tools of 
sorcery are of little value in themselves unless they can be efficiently applied to the 
task at hand. A set of runes are nothing more than pictographs carved into pieces of 
wood or stone, unless a magickal link has been created between the sorcerer and this 
particular divinatory/sorcery tool. This in tum will only be effectively accomplished 
by correctly implementing certain techniques. 

MEDITATION 

We no longer live in a tribal community such as that of the Mbala, in which the 
sorcerers were an integrated and important part of these people's l ives. The sorcerer 
would view his world in terms of his magick, being called upon daily to perform his 
sorcery, in  one form or another. Entering a trance was as natural as any other 
mundane task he would perform. The Mbala sorcerer would still need to 
meditate/contemplate the task at hand, but without the distractions that the modem 
Chaos Sorcerer has to overcome. 

. 

Meditation as a particular form of working with the mind, to some may appear to be 
more relevant to Buddhist techniques such as those used by Tibetan monks, than to a 
form of mind control/expansion used by Chaos Sorcerers. This though is not the 
cllse. 
In preparation for a variety of workings such as an act of beneficial doll magick or 
sl'nding out a curse, a meditation can be undertaken to focalise the mind to remove 
lilly distracting thought processes. Meditation is also a useful way of familiarising 
yourself with a tool constructed for sorcery purposes, such as the runes or pointer. A 
I IIl'ditation can thus be used for more than the expansion of consciousness for 
religious purposes. Meditation can also be used to contemplate the best possible 
lIIelhod by which a specific desire can be achieved and in turn what forms of sorcery 
IIrt' rcquired. This particular form of meditation is analogous to a form of 
IIslml/mental divination, in which the answer is achieved by a process of 
t.'lill lination. The sorcerer examines in his mind all the possibilities that are available 
10 him (a kind of sorcerer's 777) and then concentrates all his mental energy on 
�rr i l lg how to best manifest the method he has divined. Meditation also has other 
I I�(·S . The name of an entity may have been received during an astral divination and 
I III' sorcerer can discover more about its attributes and how to best set it to perform 
�'I'lI l 1 in lasks by simply sitting in darkness in a private working space and repeating 
Ihr (' lIl i ties name in a mantric fashion (over and over again). After a period of time, 
lill lJl lhl' mantra and record what images/thoughts enter your mind. 
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Meditation is a simple method by which you can harmonise yourself with the 
environment in which you are to perform a sorcery working. Natural space, such as 
a wood or hillside, is full of sounds, smells, and sensations that stimulate different 
responses from the body and mind. The abli l ity to form a magickal link with your 
environment will stimulate the sorcery performed, if the sorcerer is able to fully 
control the power generated by a natural setting. It is also beneficial to return to the 
same spot in assortcd weather conditions and at different times of the day and night, 
to experience and thus assimilate the environment that is to be utilised for sorcery 
workings. 
To prepare for this meditation, lie with your back upon the ground and stretch your 
arms out with the palms of the hands facing the sky. Keep your eyes open, looking 
around and noticing all movements that occur, such as clouds in the sky or the 
rustling of plants and shrubs that surround you. After about ten minutes, close your 
eyes and begin to listen to the collection of sounds, trying to distinguish between 
each sound as it is heard as well as taking note of any distinguishing smells that you 
become aware of. Hold the concentration upon sound and smell as long as is 
comfortable. To harmonise all that has just been experienced, begin to breath in a 
slow rhythmic fashion, keeping your eyes closed, whilst building up a mental picture 
of the surrounding environment. When you have recreated the images, begin to hum 
and feel the beat of the earth below you. 
This particular form of meditation serves a number of purposes. If for example you 
performed the exercise at the foot of your tree fetish, it would enable you to form a 
strong bond with the environment that the fetish inhabits, this in turn will enhance 
the magickal link between yourself and the fetish. Meditating upon a natural 
environment in which sorcery workings are to be performed will lead to the ability 
to manipulate that environment at will. If the sorcerer has built up a magickal link 
with a certain place it will not be impossible to call up a storm in the middle of a 
sunny day, the power of which can be used for any number of workings. Meditation 
upon the environment in which the storm was summoned is the first step to enable 
this form of sorcery to be possible. 
Meditating upon your body, or its different component parts, enables the sorcerer to 
be proficient in controlling his gesture, breath and physical strength, and develops 
the ability to direct a magickal charge from a predetermined part of the body, such 
as the hands, to charge a tool of sorcery, or even deflect a magickal attack. Without 
knowing your own body it is difficult to gain self confidence. As was shown in the 
previous chapter, the tools of sorcery are, if desired, charged and consecrated with 
blood or sexual fluids, thus the ability to draw blood and control orgasm for sorcery 
purposes, which will be discussed in subsequent chapters, can only be achieved if 
I he sorcerer spends time meditating upon his body and the power it 
l'I lIItains/emanates. When summoning entities/spirits, it is necessary to be able to 
speak with authority and self confidence, gesture is also important in this context 
l I l I I l ,  as was just indicated, meditation upon the body and its functions enables the 
" lln'n'r III develop these skills. 
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To meditate upon your body, it is preferable to be naked, this includes the removal 
of any jewellery. This preparation removes any masks that you might wear, which in 
tum enables the meditation to be more focused and effective. Perform the meditation 
in a room where you will not be disturbed; lie on your back with your arms resting 
by your side and begin to breath in a rhythmic fashion. Concentrate upon your 
breathing and the effect it has upon your body. When you feel relaxed, change the 
field of concentration to your heart and imagine the blood being pumped around 
your body giving strength to every part of your being. After you have held this 
mental picture long enough to be able to feel the power of your heart, direct the field 
of concentration to the soles of your feet. Once all your mental concentration has 
focalised on the soles of your feet, begin to slowly run your mind up your legs, over 
your genitals, up towards your neck and then down your arms. Finally return your 
concentration to your head and to your thinking processes, turning all your attention 
to the centre of your mind. Hold this meditation upon your will until mundane 
thoughts begin to enter your mind. When this occurs say to yourself: 

My mind and body are one. 
When I command it, let my sorcery be done 
I am a temple of power, 

With every breath l take, 
In control will I forever be. 

This statement stores all the sensations that were experienced during the meditation, 
and implants a positive seed in your mind enabling subsequent sorcery workings to 
be effective, as your mind and body will operate as a single directed unit to 
empower the sorcery undertaken. 
A similar technique can be applied to meditate upon your magickal field (aura). This 
meditation will enable the sorcerer to familiarise himself with his magickal shield, 
thus in tum effectively using it for purposes such as a mirror self or a strong 
defensive shield. To prepare for this meditation sit in front of a full length mirror 
lind stare into your own eyes. When the image of yourself begins to alter change the 
direction of your gaze running your eyes down the mirror image of yourself. This 
technique will familiarise you with the way in which others see you. After you have 
llIeditated upon the whole of your image, lie down on the floor and begin to build up 
your magickal shield by imagining a field of light surrounding your body. Hold the 
l'IlIlccntration until the shield begins to become hazy, then say in your mind: 

This is my magickal shield, 
This is my veil of invisibility, 
I will project this field of power at will, 
May nothing enter it unless I thus dictate. 
My body, mind and magickal shield are as one. 

SIIY this proclamation to yourself with authority and begin to use your magickal 
.. hickl us if it were any other tool of sorcery. Both the meditation upon your own 
hlllly and the meditation to construct a powerful magickal shield can be repeated 
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before any intensive sorcery working is undertaken such as a magickal attack or 
healing working that will demand total concentration and the ability to use your 
body, mind and shield effectively.  

The abi l i ty to manipulate the natural elements (earth, fire, air and water) 
automatical ly opens a vast landscape of sorcery possibilities to the Chaos Sorcerer. 
In the chapters on dol l magick the sorcerer needs to be able to utilise the power of 
the elements to direct and enhance certain of the workings outlined. To be able to do 
th is, it meditation on each of the elements in turn wil l  acquaint the sorcerer with how 
they can he appl ied in sorcery. These meditations will also help the sorcerer to 
meditate on t�e environment �e is to work in, within the context that was previously 
descn hed . A l ter each meditatIOn the sorcerer will begin to understand the elements 
in :-vays of whi�h he was previously unaware. These meditations can be repeated 
hcl ore undertakmg an act of sorcery that, for example, is to summon a salamander to 
he control led in a working that utilises the element of fire. The sorcerer should a lso 
have a heller understanding of how the elements are combined to create or destroy 
l i fe ill nature. 

Medi tation on the four elements has been designed to include basic visualisation, a 
mantra and the ability to control/alter such physical phenomenon as body weight and 
temperature. It is thus preferable that the meditations that have been outlined 
regarding your body and outdoor working space/power site are performed before 
u lldertaking this next stage. By doing this the sorcerer will have learnt the skills to 
c1Tectively perform the elemental meditations. 

EARTH 

The first of the four elemental meditations will  explore the power of earth and will 
set (�ut 

.
the specific techniques that will be employed in the remaining elemental 

med itatIOns. The earthly meditation is also designed to solidify and harmonise all 
that has been learnt/experienced in the previous workings. 

In preparation for the meditation obtain enough soil from the site where the outdoor 
meditation was performed, and construct a circle l arge enough to be able to sit 
comfortably �ithi� its boundari�s. When the circle is finished, remove all clothing 
and stand outSide Its northern pomt (north is traditionally associated with earth in its 
es()�eric form). Take a handful of soil from the circle, hold your hands clasped 
agal l1st your chest and chant the following call to earth: 

Spirits (�f earth 1 summon thee. 
Oh chaos 1 summon thee. 
Show me the key to unlock the power oj earth. 

i\ I'I n the earth ly invocation (the sorcerer can recite it more than once if so desired), 
sll"p I l I t o  the Circle and sit cross-legged, p lacing your hands palms facing upwards 
U pOl l  your knees. This is a traditional meditational posture; there are others such as 
I h\' I hagoll Posture, but the one described is more comfortable especially when first 
I l l ll int a k i llg meditational exercises such as these. When the meditational position 
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has been formed, begin to  breath i n  a slow rhythmic fashion concentrating on your 
breathing for a few moments. Concentrating upon your breathing serves two 
purposes, it both regulates your breathing and relaxes your mind and body to prepare 
for the meditation. When relaxed close your eyes and begin to visualise a single dot 
in infinite space. Hold the image in your mind for as long as possible. This may be 
difficult to start with, but with practice the visualisation will improve as you learn to 
control and evoke images at will. When the dot begins to fade change the 
visualisation to a single line in infinite space, then build the image to form a two 
dimensional square or three dimensional cube. These are once again traditional 
shapes associated with earth in its esoteric rather than natural form. Holding the 
visualisation i n  your mind begin to transfer all your body weight to the area between 
the genitals and the anus. This technique enables you to control such phenomenon as 
your physical mass and develops the skill of manipulating earthly solidification at 
will, plus developing the ability to project this concentration of earthly energy i n  
subsequent sorcery workings when required. 

When you feel that your body weight has centralised at the stated point, begin to 
chant the following mantra, which was received from the pool of chaos and serves to 
t!mpower the techniques used i n  the meditation. The subsequent elemental mantras 
were also received in a similar fashion: 

UMA REN DE HI NA 

The mantra is  best recited in as deep a tone as possible, using a single breath for 
clIch chant, thus the lungs should be empty after each recitation. As the mantra is  
repeated, change the visualisation to the image of an open wild desolate plain 
st retching into infinity in al l  directions with you seated in the middle, This vision of 
l'lIrth in its primitive untarnished form teaches you the sorcerer that you are in 
rontrol of earth i n  all  its  forms. When you feel earthly power manifesting within 
your mind and body, stop the mantra, repeating the final chant as slow as is  possible, 
Il't the visualisation fade, return your body to its normal weight/mass distribution, 
rOllcentrate on your breathing and open your eyes. For future reference record the 
t'll periences/sensations that the meditation revealed; this also applies to the 
1'l'l1luining elemental meditations. The meditation is designed to not only teach the 
NOI'l'l�rer to control the power of earth but it can also be llsed to remove stress and 
�l' Ol lnd the sorcerer after intensive sorcery workings. Thus the meditation is  for 
I'1'l1l' t ical purposes, not simply to gain a deeper esoteric understanding of the element 
" lIl'th, 

Thl' soi I used to form the circle will be charged by the power created during the 
t l lrditation and can be stored in a wooden box to be used in future for such purposes 
liN I 'l'I ltL'cling dolls or amulets when they are not being used. 

AIR 

Till' lIl'xt  meditation is designed to enable the sorcerer to explore and develop the 
.k l i l s  to wntrol the element air. This meditation serves to strengthen the mind/wil l  
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of the operator, increase breath control thus strengthening the lungs, to be able to 
summon the power of the four great winds (from the north, east, south and west) and 
to be able to use the forces of air for sorcery purposes. 

To prepare for the air meditation an incense can be prepared of the following 
ingredients :  clover, sanda/wood, CO/t,I:f(JOt, niRhtshade and crushed oak leaves, 
bound together with frankincense or some other suitable oil  or resin. This is only a 
suggestion, alternatively a prepared incense can be bought and used in the 
meditation. Start by burning the incense and let the smoke fill the room. Remove all 
clothing standing naked over the burning incense, hold your arms outstretched above 
your head and recite the following invocation to air: 

Spirits of air I summon thee. 
Oh chaos 1 summon thee. 

Show me the key to unlock the power of air 

As you chant the call to air begin to slowly spin, creating a vortex in the incense 
smoke, holding your hand in front of you and watching it so you don't lose your 
balance: then when you feel that the power of air is beginning to manifest, as you 
have created a magickal whirlwind with the spinning dance, gently spin round 
lowering your posture until you are seated on the floor in the meditational position; 
mai ntain concentration on your hand until you feel settled. Regulate your breathing 
and concentrate upon the air that is being drawn into and exhaled from your lungs. 
W hen the mind and body is stilled imagine that your body is increasing in size and 
that  you are hurtling through infinite space. When the sensation of moving at high 
speed is  achieved, visualise a small cone surrounding you and begin to chant the 
fol lowing mantra in a soft voice increasing the volume of the chant during the 
meditation, but avoid shouting as this will lead to loss of mental and physical 
control: 

TAY DU YA ZUM NEE 

As you build up the power of the mantra by slowly increasing the volume of the 
chant, change the visualisation from a cone to a whirlwind that surrounds you. This 
visuali sation teaches you to summon the power of the winds at will with you at the 
core of their destructive/enhancing power. When you can no longer control the 
visualisation, with a final powerful exhalation to complete the mantra, feel your 
body returning to its normal size then open your eyes to end the meditation. 

This meditation is suitable as a preparation to contact the creatures of the sky, air 
spirits. to send telepathic messages or, as discussed, to summon a magickal wind, 
; l I llong other possible air related sorcery workings. 

WATER 

Thl' t h i rd meditation explores the element water in both its esoteric and natural 
1 1 1 11 l i S .  Water is used for baptism, cleansing and purification rites and in its 
1 I 1 1 I)!.id; a l/ac\ heric form to enhance/rejuvenate or destroy life. In esoteric terms water 
I� IIssl Ic iated with the feminine intuitive principle or lunar power. This can be 
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interpreted as the l atent part of the mind, access to which enables the Chaos Sorcerer 
to open a portal to occult (hidden) paths of unexplored consciousness, not in 
unconscious terms as it is  portrayed by Freud, but in terms of the ability to manifest 
power and segments of the sorcerer's personality (where answers to divinatory 
questions l ie and where names of entities/spirits unknown to the robotic 
consciousness of the sorcerer lie dormant until accessed/activated). Working through 
altered states of consciousness, the sorcerer is able to cast spells and curses and 
perform a multitude of water sorcery acts such as directing the sensation of 
drowning upon a victim via the vehicle of a doll (this will be explained in the 
following chapter). An understanding of the ability to manipulate the power of water 
in both its esoteric and natural form will aid the sorcerer in achieving gnosis to 
expand consciousness and broaden the perimeters of awareness, 

To prepare for the water meditation, first take a bath or have a shower. Before 
immersing yourself i n  the water, which i n  this case should be viewed as an act of 
ritual cleansing, stand naked with your eyes closed and hands covering the genitals 
us a gesture of awareness of nakedness in terms of knowledge, but maintaining the 
desire to learn, and say with authority: 

To the womb of my mind I return. 
Within the cleansing power of water I immerse myself. 
To open the portal of awareness, 
In preparation for the calling of water. 

Whilst being cleansed by the water, contemplate the power of the great oceans, the 
l i fe giving force of rain and the majestic beauty of the planet's great lakes and rivers. 
These are places of power upon the shores of which sorcerers of old performed their 
l1\tlgick. When you have finished the cleansing, go to the room where the other 
l1lt'ditations were performed and place a large bowl of water in the centre of the 
working area. Sprinkle some of the water from the bowUn a circle and stand at the 
L'C'ntre of the magickal water ring. With your index finger place a drop of water 
IlIkl'n from the bowl upon your third eye, then summon the spirits of water: 

Spirits of water I summon thee. 
Oh chaos I summon thee. 

Show me the key to unlock the power of water. 

M .. dte the invocation until you slip out of normal consciousness. When this begins 
III I Il'cur sit upon the floor in the meditational position and begin to visualise 
�\Il1r�l' l f  standing by a small pool of crystal clear water surrounded by dark infinite 
IIl'"" " ,  Feci your body being drawn towards the water. A s  the sensation of being 
1IIIl'ked into the pool increases begin to sing rather than chant the following mantra: 

ZUM LA HOR NE KEPH AR. 

An!.'t Ni l lging the mantra for a few m inutes, stop resisting the magnetic pull of the 
1'1,"1 lind let yourself be drawn into it (this is the point at which you access the 
"'I'l ltll of your mind through magickal analogy).  The sensation continues as you are 
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drawn deeper into the bottomless pool ;  at this point, change the visualisation to one 
in which you are gently spinning in an infinite mass of water. Listen to the whispers 
of the spirits and demons contained within the sacred waters of your mind and see 
the vision of past and future events of which you are the master. To return to normal 
consciousness, slow the singing mantra down, and feel yourself returning to the 
entrance to the poo\. Once you are back beside the pool looking into it, stop the 
mantra and clap your hands three times to return to normal consciousness. 

FIRE 

The final meditation upon the power of the element fire concludes with the operator 
extinguishing a candle tlame with the palm of his hand. Fire walkers of various 
geographical regions, such as those of the Polynesian and other Pacific Islands, are 
able to control the heat given off by the hot coals they walk upon (thus preventing 
ourning the soles of their feet). This is achieved by utilising the power of mind over 
matter and simultaneously empowering the magickal field (aura) between the soles 
of their feet and the hot coals. The meditation outlined previously upon the magickal 
field that surrounds the body will have equipped the sorcerer with a protective shield 
that will be activated during the meditation enabling him to extinguish the candle 
flame without receiving a burn to the palm of his hand. 
The fire meditation will teach you how to effectively manipulate the power of fire to 
your advantage in subsequent works of malicious and beneficial sorcery. Fire as 
with the other three elements can be an ally or enemy, working under your will or 
fol lowing its chaotic nature and thus sometimes working at cross purposes to you. 
All the elements both sustain and destroy life; with regard to fire, one only has to 
look at the dualistic qualities of the sun which can create a desert or nourish a 
oountiful crop depending upon which geographical position you happen to be in. 
The fire meditation takes this dualistic quality of fire into consideration. 
[n esoteric terms fire is the external world of the sorcerer and masculine power, the 
opposite to water. An examination of sun worshipping tribes or cultures such as the 
Romans with their gods Mithras and Apollo quite clearly i l lustrates the qualities of 
the warrior ethic associated with the power of the e lement fire. Fire is thus the 
clement (in esoteric terms) of sensations and direct experience as opposed to water 
which sums up the hidden power contained within the latent mind of the sorcerer. 
The inverted triangle is a symbol of water whereas the upright triangle symbolises 
the power associated with fire. This Qabalistic analysis is the formula to interpret the 
hexagram (six rayed star) otherwise known as the Star of David. The hexagram also 
comoines the triangles that represent earth and air. Earth is represented by an 
inverted triangle with the horizontal bar of the fire triangle running through it, 
whereas air is represented oy an upright triangle with the horizontal bar of the water 
I riangle running through it. The hexagram thus combines the symbolism of the four 
l' I l'n lL'ntal triangles and is an intuitive alchemical analysis of the power of the four 
n a l l l l"a l as well as esoteric aspects of the elements. 
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Incidently, the hexagram as a power symbol was not mentioned in lewish literature 
until the 1 2th century AD. It became the lewish emblem five centuries later. As with 
much else associated with Judaism and Christianity, the origins of their belief 
structure and symbolism can be traced back to much earlier cultures. The origins of 
the hexagram have been traced back to Tantric Hinduism which is one of the earliest 
religions to analyze the origins of the universe in metaphysical terms. 
In Tantric Hinduism the hexagram symbolises the union of the sexes. The inverted 
triangle represented the primordial image of femi ni ne power known as Y oni Yantra. 
This feminine creative force existed before the birth of the universe. This Goddess in 
her creative capacity gave birth to life within the triangle, this was the Bindu, which 
was to develop into the male archetype represented by an upright triangle. The two 
forces joined together to form the Primal Androgyne. The union of the two triangles 
formed the sacred symbol of the hexagram known as Sri Yantra. The inverted 
triangle equates to the Yoni (Shakti), whereas the masculine triangle equates to the 
Lingam (fire or Vahni) .  The Sri Yantra was personified by the Goddess Bindumati, 
she governed the forces of nature and thus controlled the four elements. Medieval 
Qabalistic practices incorporated the symbolism of the Tantric hexagram developing 
u form of sex worship. This was developed after the crusades that brought eastern 
Goddess worship to the Europeans. B aphomet, the God of the Knights Templars, is 
nn androgyne in terms of Eliphas Levi's interpretation, which combines the 
symbolism contained within the Tantric hexagram. Thus one could speculate that, 
l i ke the hexagram of the Qabalists, the Templars derived their form of sexual 
worship to honour the god/dess Baphomet from Tantric Hinduism. This could also 
he the origins of Aleister Crowley's 1 1  th degree. 
The metaphysical origins of the hexagram were included at this stage to give the 
( 'haos Sorcerer an insight into the depths to which esoteric analysis of the four 
dements has delved. This should also help when manipulating the four elements in 
their natural form. The above analysis is also an indicator by which the physical 
Nensations experienced during the meditations can be measured. A Chaos Sorcerer 
�'1II1 draw the hexagram inside a chaosphere when performing acts of elemental 
NIII"Cery, as a focal point by which the energy from the sorcery can be stored or 
pmjected towards the intended target. 
Mt'turning to the fire meditation, the sorcerer will need to make certain preparations. 
I lorm a circle of candles around your meditational circle. After they have all been lit, 
rlln your hand quickly through the tlames whilst humming to begin the calling of the 
powl'r of fire. After this act has been completed stand naked at the centre of the fire 
I'In.",  raise your arms above your head with your palms pushed together to form the 
NllIllll' of a tlame. As you recite the following invocation of fire move your body to 
l' l l I l I late the movement of a flame: 

Spirits affire I summon thee. 
Oh chaos I summon thee. 
Show me the key to unlock the power offire. 
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Wh�� the primordial fire h�s been drawn down into yourself, sit in the meditational 
P?sltl�n .and. begIn . to vIsualise a single flame in infinite space. When the 
vlsuahs�tlOn. I� cI�ar In your mind. be�in to. concentrate upon your body temperature 
and begIn ral.SIng I� . As the flame IgnItes wIthin you, start to chant the fol lowing fire 
mant.ra, startIng wIth a low tone and raising the pitch of the mantra as your body 
heat Increases: 

TA KIM ORE XEDUM ZENTO. 
Begin to sway your body . as �ou chant the mantra to once again emulate the movement. of a. flame. At thIS POInt change the visualisation from a single flame to a ball of ragIng fire that surroun�s you but does not consume you. At the height of the mantra when your body heat IS sufficiently raised to counteract the heat generated f�om a �Ingle candle flame, lower the palm of your hand onto the candle flame dlre�tly In front of you and extinguish it. This act enables you to control the power of fIre. !hen st�p th� m.antra, lower the temperature of your body with your mind a;d b�nIsh the vlsuahsatlO� by once again clapping your hands three times to restore t e mInd t� normal conSCIOusness. One indicator to detect if the meditation was successfu l  IS. that When you stop the meditation you should be sweating and the 

d
t�m

f.
perature In the room should have increased enough so that you can notice the I lerence. 

Extingu�shing th� flame with .the palm of your hand should not leave a bum on your palm, WIth practIce by r�peatIng the meditation you will be able to lower your palm o;to the flame slowly wIthout gettIng burnt. This is basic control of the element fire c osely related to .the mind and body control used for fire walking. The visualisatio� of yourself contaIned within t.he centre of a bal l  of fire teaches you that you can occupy . the centre of a maglckal flame while directing to its outer edges the consumIng heat. 
A�

I '  
was stated, the .meditations can be performed in preparation for sorcery that utI Ises the appropnate element. Sorcery in general, when performed regularly enables the sorcerer to beco�e proficient at his art. Thus the meditations wili bec�me. more powerful/effectIve each time they are performed. The elemental medItatJ�ns are a�apta?le, this means that the sorcerer can perform them at a chosen power SIte, manIpulatIng SUItable weather conditions to replace the preparations under.taken �hen . the meditations were performed indoors. The meditational exercIses outlIned III this section are only meant to be guidelines upon which the Cha�s Sorc.erer can develop hIS personal meditations to explore the mind body mag�ck�l fIeld and the f?ur elements. The techniques used in the e l�mentai medItatIOns lay the foundatIons upon which subsequent techniques wil l  be built and strengthened. 
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VISUALISA nON 

There are two distinctive visualisation techniques that the Chaos Sorcerer can 
develop. The first form of visualisation is to evoke images within the mind's eye 
(with the eyes closed); this is the type of visualisation that was utilised in the 
e lemental meditations. The second technique in certain respects demands a higher 
level of projected concentration and mental ski l l ,  to enable images to be visualised 
onto an object or into the space in front of you. This form of visualisation needs 
dedication to perfect and can take years of hard work to be able to see an evoked 
visualisation of an entity standing in front of you. The fol lowing chapters utilise 
both forms of visualisation in acts of beneficial and malicious sorcery. The 
visualisations outlined in this section wil l  prepare the sorcerer for the more complex 
visualisations needed to enhance and project the sorcery considered. 
To introduce the former visualisation technique, the method by which a chaosphere 
can be effectively visualised will  be outlined. In the previous chapter, Tools  of 
Sorcery, the techniques for activating the chaosphere as a tool of sorcery utilised 
visualisation of the chaosphere. This was an introduction to the type of 
visualisations used in Chaos Sorcery. 
To prepare for the visualisation sit in the meditational position and concentrate upon 
the chaosphere that you constructed as a tool of sorcery. If a chaosphere has not 
been constructed, make one that is large enough to cover the palm of your hand. 
Whilst holding and concentrating upon the chaosphere, memorise every detail whilst 
humming to stop the mind from distracting your concentration. When the 
chaosphere begins to alter its shape (due to intensive concentration), close your eyes 
for a few moments then open them continuing the concentrative process. 
After a few minutes stop the concentration but continue the humming mantra and 
when you feel  relaxed begin to visualise a single dot in infinite space. Hold the 
image of the single dot as long as is possible. The next stage is to expand the single 
dot until it becomes a solid red circle in infinite space. Finally change the 
visualisation of the solid red circle into the chaosphere. When you have mastered 
holding the visualised chaosphere in a static position, you can begin to alter the 
visualisation at wil l  by spinning the image, decreasing or increasing its size. It is 
also possible to visualise a three dimensional chaosphere and when this image can 
be manifested at wil l  the sorcerer knows that this particular visualisation has been 
perfected. 
After perfecting the chaosphere visualisation with your eyes closed, the next 
technique of visualisation can be attempted. Repeat the concentration upon the 
material chaosphere applying the humming mantra to sti l l  the mind, then close your 
eyes, visualise the chaosphere and hold the image for a few seconds. When the 
visualisation is clear in your mind, open your eyes and project the image visualising 
it materialising within the space immediatel y  in front of you. Alternatively project 
the chaosphere onto a material object. A blank piece of paper wi l l  aid the projected 
visualisation, as there will  be no other colours or shapes to distort the visualisation 
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or distract the mind when the chaosphere is visualised onto it. Hold the visualisation 
until the image begins to fade. 
To perfect this technique, visualise a projected chaosphere on the hour, every hour, 
for a period of five days. Start the visualisation practice when you wake up and 
before retiring at night, performing both the internal and external visualisation 
exercises. After the five days visualisation monasticism is completed, record your 
success rate in a diary noting any unintentional phenomenon that occurred and facts 
such as when it was easiest to perform the visualisation taking variables such as 
daytime or nighttime into consideration. This training period wil l  familiarise you 
with the seal of chaos and enable you to visualise it at wi l l  when required in 
subsequent sorcery workings. 
As was stated in the previous chapter, the chaosphere is one of the oldest of known 
magickal symbols, although it may not have heen used to symbolise the magickal 
forces of chaos when it was drawn/used or included as part of a magickal language. 
To i l lustrate this, within the temples of the period known as Uruk IV in southern 
Mesopotamia around 3000 BC, the eight rayed star was used as a pictogram to 
represent the concepts of God (Dingir), Heaven (An)  and star. The pictograms used 
by these ancient civilised people had magickal prophylactic meaning and can thus be 
viewed as ancient protective sigils. A temple built hy A-an-ne-pad- da King of Ur, 
estimated to have been constructed around the period 2600 BC, had a foundation 
tablet dedicated to the Goddess Nin-hur-sag, a fertil ity Goddess of great importance. 
The chaosphere appears repeatedly inscribed into the tahlet as a prophylactic 
symbol .  
Using the visualisation of the chaosphere, the sorcerer will he opening a doorway 
through which ancient magickal knowledge and sorcery practices are received into 
the mind from the shadows of the past. This will benefit the sorcerer and enhance a 
greater understanding of the techniques that have been applied throughout history to 
make sorcery effective and possible. In today's society the Chaos Sorcerer is fighting 
against the tide of rationality, politics and religion, but the sorcerer should be 
comforted by the fact that all through history sorcery has been practiced and that it is  
often heretics who are the agents of change. With this in mind the Sorcerer of Chaos 
can hold his head up high with the knowledge that he is both a heretic and Lord of 
Chaos. 
Visualisation as a technique enables the sorcerer to draw or project power from the 
image that is being visualised. This point will be emphasised by returning to the 
element of fire. A simple method by which a single flame or raging fire is visualised 
will now be outlined. The sorcerer prepares for the visualisation by staring into a 
single candle flame. Concentrate upon the movement of the flame, the colours that 
make its form and commit all these details to memory. Begin to regulate your 
breathing to simulate the movement of the flame then shut your eyes. Begin to hum 
and when your mind is emptied of any images visualise the flame that you have 
heen concentrating upon. When the flame is reconstructed by the power of your will ,  
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open your eyes and project the image into the space in front of you in the same way 
that you projected the image of the visualised chaosphere. When this technique can 
be performed, alter the size of the flame in front of you and develop the visualisation 
into a raging fire. You should be able to feel the heat of the visualised flame, but as 
it is magickal there is no danger of you being burnt. The visualised flame wi l l  only 
burn if your will commands it to do so, as when you direct it towards a victim in a 
magickal attack. The visualised flame is also a tool which the sorcerer can use to 
penetrate and absorb an i l lness in a sorcery healing working. The sorcerer will 
discover other ways of utilising the power generated by a visualised flame. 
When single objects such as a chaosphere and the ability to visualise and control a 
single flame are mastered, the sorcerer can begin to extend his visualisation skil ls .  
This next stage of visualisation development includes the ability to visualise 
animals, humans and entities/spirits or any other living or inanimate object. The 
ability to do this extends the sorcerer's imagination to its full extent. 
It is more beneficial to the sorcerer to begin this advanced form of visualisation 
technique by attempting to visualise a human or entity that the sorcerer is familiar 
with. The reason for this is that the he will already have committed to memory the 
physical characteristics of the person/entity. 
The fol lowing exercise sets out a procedure by which the sorcerer can visualise and 
materialise the image of a close friend or lover in front of him. If you have a 
photograph of the chosen person, sit in the meditational position and study every 
detail of the photograph, do not rush this part of the working as the more detail that 
is memorised, will in turn enable the visualisation to be effectively manifested. 
When the concentration is completed, close your eyes and build up the image of the 
person in your mind's eye, whilst employing the humming mantra. When the image 
is fully materialised, open your eyes and starting with the friend/lover's face build up 
II complete visualisation of the person in front of you, working your way from the 
neck downwards. With practice the sorcerer wil l  be able to change the posture of the 
visualised person with his will .  
The ability to do this enhances telepathic communication, enables a directed 
l1lugickal attack to be performed, for i nstance stabbing the visualised person 
(ohviously not in the case of a visualised friend) and also gives the sorcerer the 
opportunity to capture the person's aetheric form (this technique will be explained in 
dl'tuil in  the next chapter). These are only three of the many possibilities for working 
Horccry directly using a visualised person. 
Visualisation of entities that you are familiar with enhances the evocation of the 
l' lItity und enables the sorcerer to effectively control the entity when it has 
IlIl1tcrialised. This in turn creates a strong magickal link between the sorcerer and the 
t'lltity. The sorcerer can also banish it by fading out the visualisation and 
l'ol1llllanding it to be gone. Visuali sation of entities created by the sorcerer, 
IIItt'rnatively known as servitors, enables the sorcerer to send them into objects 
( Npirit traps) so that they can be stored until released to do the sorcerer's will .  An 
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entity can also be contained within an amulet by visualising it into the material 
realm then projecting it into the amulet. 
Following is a method by which a complex entity such as Baphomet, a god used by 
Chaos Sorcerers, can be visualised into the material realm. Baphomet as per Eliphas 
Levi's depiction is formed out of reptilian, bird, animal and human components as 
well as plant and mineral parts, and is thus a complex entity to effectively visualise. 
To prepare for the visualisation analyze a picture of Baphomet; start with the goat's 
head and work your way down the picture. When you have reached the hooves, 
reverse the process. Continue this concentrative process for about ten minutes. With 
the final analysis, when you start to run your eyes down from the tip of the goat's 
horns slowly chant Baphomet, Baphomet to begin to evoke the entity. Close your 
eyes and as with the other visualisations build up a mental picture of Baphomet in 
the mind's eye, whilst continuing to chant Baphomet in a mantric fashion. When the 
�ntity has fully materialised in your mind, open your eyes and see the God standing 
In front of you. Maintain the mantra until the visualisation begins to fade. Then with 
authority say: Baphomet be gone. This is necessary due to the nature of both the 
entity and the power manifested by the chant and visualisation. 
Effectively visualising entities enables the sorcerer to work more closely with them. 
Constructing a servitor for personal use should include the ability to visualise it into 
material existence. A simple form such as a snake servitor should not be beyond the 
sorcerer's powers of visualisation, once visualised into the space in front of you the 
servitor will perform whatever task you decide to give it. The servitor can also be 
sent astrally whilst the sorcerer visualises the target or geographical location where 
the task is to be performed. 
Visualisation is a useful tool by which pictorial images are manifested to answer 
simple questions. The method does not call for any specific preparation or material 
tools of sorcery. As the divinatory technique employs only visualisation, it can be 
performed at any time without attracting undue attention to the diviner. To start the 
divination, run the question repeatedly through your mind in a mantric fashion. This �echnique enables the sorcerer to continue whatever he is doing at the time. Steadily 
Increase the speed of the mantric question, then snap your fingers, stop the mantra 
and close your eyes. Hold the first image/picture that appears in your mind. This 
image is the answer to the question, it may need to be analyzed as at first the answer 
may not appear to be connected to the original question. The question formed into a 
mantra and repeatedly run through the mind will trigger a relevant answer, in the 
form of the visualised image drawn out of the pool of chaos that is the sorcerer's 
mind. 

CHAOSPHERE BANISHING 

Returning to the chaosphere, it can be visu�lised to absorb a negative emotion that 
the sorcerer is having difficulty banishing from his consciousness. It also serves in 
its visualised form as a vehicle by which negative or disruptive forces can be 
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destroyed as they are drawn into the visualised chaosphere. �s will be explained in a 
subsequent chapter it is not necessary to perform a bams�Ing. ntual, after the 
completion of the majority of sorcery workings. However thiS Simple chao�phere 
banishing employs certain techniques that will be discussed i� t�e n�xt section on 
gesture and can be used by the sorcerer when he feels that a bamshIng IS reqUired. 
Begin the banishing by . standing. in a traditional martial

, 
arts, attack .stance. This 

stance is formed by plaCIng the nght leg about a shoulder s Width behInd you� �eft 
leg. Bend your knees and transfer your body weight to your right leg. The posl�l�n 
of your feet form a right angle. Your left arm is placed in such a way that It . IS 
parallel to the upper section of your left leg, keep your left hand outstretched With 
your palm facing downwards. Bend your right arm at the e.lbow and With your head 
pointed directly in front of you stare into the palm of your nght hand. 
When the attack stance has been formed, start the banishing in earnest by beginning 
to gently hum whilst visualising a black or red chaosphere �aterialising in the palm 
of your right hand. After a short period change the hummIng mantra to a repeated 
chant of chaos, chaos (the negative energies are attracted to the chaosph�re du:-mg 
the chaos chant). Build up the pitch and volume of the chaos chant and with a fmal 
screech of the chaos chant, turn your right palm facing outwar�s and thrust the 
chaosphere into the void visualising the projected chaosphere hurtlIng upw�rds until 
it disappears. As you thrust the chaosphere upwards transfer your body weight from 
your right to left leg. This will add a powerful force to the thrust/punch: R.eturn to a 
normal body stance and clap your hands once to end the chaosphere bamshmg. 
With dedicated practice you will be able to visualise both images with the mind's 
eye and external images. The techniques of visualisation are only meant to be .a 
"uideline by which you can develop your own to SUit the nature of the sorcery that IS 
being performed. 

GESTURE AND DANCE 

The meditational exercises that explored the body and magickal field were designed 
III make you more aware of the power contained within yo�r .body and enable an 
�""ective magickal field to be formed around the body. ThiS Increased awareness 
wll1 in turn enable the sorcerer to develop gestures using parts or all of the body for 
nllljolickal purposes. 

GESTURE 

Wht'n concentrating upon an object to empower it, holding the pointer or 
�'"l11llltmding an entity, gesture and stance are of upmost importance. As body 
InlllLuuge often works in a subliminal fashion, the sorcerer m�st be the m�ster of the 
1116l111lls that he is transmitting, in both mundane life and ,;hllst p�rformIng acts of 
.ur�'t'ry. A discreet gesture of the hand can attract a pe�son s attent.lOn or change the 
dh't'�'tion of a conversation to your advantage. FaCial expreSSIOn, for example 
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utilising the evil eye, to be effective also involves using facial muscles which in turn 
can be viewed as a specific gesture for a specific purpose. 
Different types of sorcery workings, depending upon the nature of the sorcery, 
employ a specific emotion manifested by the sorcerer by directing his will. In using 
a specific emotion to achieve gnosis, the sorcerer should be able to emulate the 
emotion with specific gestures. If the gesture is effectively controlled it will  enhance 
the invocation of the emotion. Whilst invoking anger, clenching your right fist and 
thrusting it into the palm of your left hand whi lst gnashing the teeth and increasing 
the tension in your neck muscles so that your head vibrates will increase the power 
of the anger that is manifested. When gnosis is achieved a sudden body movement, 
such as a violent punch, can be used to direct the anger towards the intended target. 
The target may be a visualised enemy, doll or even a sigil to empower it with martial 
energy. 
The following two techniques although simple, further emphasises how gesture can 
be employed in chaos sorcery. Place your index finger over your lips and make a 
snake like hissing sound whilst saying in your mind: ( Persons name) do not defame 
my character. This emphasises that the sorcerer is employing a specific gesture 
whilst uttering i n  the mind a relevant spel l .  Simi larly when summoning an entity, 
drawing your outstretched arms towards you whilst uttering the evocation, utilises a 
simple gesture to add power to the calling. 
Developing gestures from simple hand movements or hy positioning the fingers in a 
certain way can be used to activate and call servi tors, entities that the sorcerer has 
been working with. A magickal link is instantly made with the above or the 
sorcerer's fetish by calling its name and performing one of the aforementioned 
gestures. Try to avoid complex gestures to ensure subtlety. A gesture such as placing 
the tips of your index finger and thumb together wil l  summon the servitor/entity to 
which you have assigned this gesture. Once a set of gestures has been worked out 
commit them to memory. Inform the servitor/entity that when the gesture is  
performed it  will obey your commands. This may seem obvious, but  one often 
overlooks the obvious. 
Once these simple gestures have been utilised, you should find that they take on a 
specific quality of association in your mind. The gesture will become, after a period 
of use, a powerful magickal tool in itself. Becoming aware of the power contained 
within yourself and the magickal energy your body transmits will enable you to 
become a master of chaos and lord over your chosen territory. 
The gestures created to be applied in chaos sorcery should not be associated with the 
type of ritual gestures used by the Golden Dawn or those more widely associated 
with Aleister Crowley. Examples of this type of gesture are: Earth, the god Set 
fighting; Air, the god Shu supporting the sky; Water, the goddess Auramoth and 
Fire, the goddess Thoum-aesh-neith. These gestures are for symbolic purposes, 
although this is not to say that they do not have a magickal quality in themselves. 
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Gesture used for chaos sorcery is designed to be applied in conjunction with an act 
of sorcery or as an act of sorcery in itself. Thus they are practical not symbolic. 
When forming a rune such as Teiwas, in which you stand upright with your feet 
together and arms outstretched, the sorcerer is drawing into himself the power of the 
rune. Alternatively the rune is formed to summon the god Tyr, a warrior god. The 
stance is once again practical and not symbolic. This particular rune when formed 
using the body and chanting Teiwas will be an effective preparation to summon the 
power of the warrior to prepare for magickal combat. 
A set of complex gestures and body stances can be developed into a magickal dance. 
As with the visualisation techniques it is advisable to begin with simple gestures so 
that the sorcerer can familiarise himself with their magickal potential . When the 
sorcerer is used to employing gesture, the next stage is to explore the potential of 
using dance in conjunction with a variety of sorcery acts. 

DANCE 

For the Chaos Sorcerer, the dividing lines between various magickal practices and 
techniques are not solid, so that the distinctions made between sorcery, shamanism 
and high magick techniques are blurred. Dance, as a technique by which a trance 
state can be achieved, is an area where the line between sorcery and shamanism 
becomes less disctinct. A form of dance can be performed, for example, as a 
preparation for invocation to full possession, and can also be performed as an act of 
sorcery in itself. Dance is thus a technique that can be applied by the Chaos 
Sorcerer, even though ritualised dance does not immediately come to mind when 
sorcery is discussed. Ritual dance often incorporates complex gestures, such as those 
performed by Hindu women in honour of various deities or for specific religious 
celebrations. The famous Ghost Dance performed by the Sioux in the 1 890's as an 
expression of their frustration with the destructive influence of the white man, can 
be viewed as an act of sorcery. The dancers wore a specifically  designed ceremonial 
shirt and danced themselves into a frenzied state. Once this state was achieved they 
envisioned the return of Indian supremacy. The Ghost Dance was thus a way by 
which a spell was cast to bring about their collective desire. Dance performed to 
communicate with the spirits, such as those performed by Haitian vodoun dancers, 
African witch doctors or the nature of the dances performed by Sri Lankan Devil 
Dancers can be acts of sorcery. The examples mentioned indicate that the sorcerer 
applies dance as a specific way by which sorcery can be undertaken, in a similar 
way by which a shaman performs a dance to achieve his/her particular will/desire. 
To further emphasise the importance of dance in sorcery, the techniques utilised by 
the Sri Lankan Devil Dancers offer an interesting illustration. The Devil Dancers 
hoth gather together and work on their own to perform specific acts of sorcery. As a 
group they gather to banish demons, break curses and cast spells. In the banishing 
dance, the sorcerers emulate the gestures and movement of the demon by moving 
forward in a line threatening the demon and pushing/banishing it back to the domain 
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from which it came. One of the sorcerers drums a simple beat to coordinate the 
different stages of the dance. In individual acts of sorcery the Devil Dancer will 
work himself into a frenzied state making spasmodic arm and leg moments. When 
the sorcerer has entered a state of frenzy (gnosis), a curse or spell is chanted over a 
material base. The material base can be a doll, charm or bones such as a human skull 
dug up by the sorcerer, depending upon the nature of the spell or curse. The Devil 
Dancer performs healing workings employing frenzied dance whilst uttering the 
required spell over an object or hair cutting attached to a healing charm, to create the 
necessary magickal link with the patient. Bodily fluids and nail clippings are also 
employed by the Devil Dancer when required. A sacrifice such as a chicken will 
often be made to obtain the help of a spirit prior to the casting of the spell/curse. 
The Devil Dancer's tools are similar to those employed in African tribal magick or 
vodoun and to both these groups dance/gesture is an important aspect of their 
sorcery. Unfortunately magickal cults such as the Sri Lankan Devil Dancers are 
beginning to die out; their practices are threatened by the predominating religion and 
culture, and the influence of western rationalism and science has also begun to 
undermine this form of sorcery. The Devil Dancers now perform their dances to 
tourists as a form of entertainment, such is the way of so cal led progress. 
The modern Chaos Sorcerer has the advantage of being able to manifest the original 
power raised by the type of dance outlined, as wel l  as devising his own dance 
techniques, that can be incorporated into his wider techniques of sorcery. 
When summoning an entity the sorcerer is able to entice it by performing a dance 
employing gestures and stance that the sorcerer knows equates to the type of 
movement used by the entity. This type of dance enhances the summoning of the 
entity. The sorcerer should be able to perform the dance as well as visualise the 
entity manifesting into the material realm. Being able to perform the dance and 
effectively hold the visualisation will enhance the overal l  power raised during the 
sorcery working. 
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The use of masks during dance is also something that you can explore. When 
performing sorcery, a mask will help the sorcerer to disassociate himself from his 
mundane personality, especially in conjunction with dance. This is achieved by the 
simple but effective psychological change that occurs when a mask is worn for a 
specific purpose. The mask can change both the personality and gender of the 
sorcerer psychologically and enable even the animal part of the sorcerer's psyche to 
manifest, if this was the intent before hand. A mask also changes/removes the 
identity of the dancer from a group of other sorcerers he is working with during the 
dance. The mask can be simply black (representing the removal of the sorcerer's 
personality) with a red chaosphere painted over the position of the third eye, or 
designed to represent the facial features of the entity being summoned. The later 
type of mask helps the sorcerer to summon the entity, as when he puts the mask on 
he begins to take on the personality of the entity heing summoned. The mask is 
constructed with this in mind and is thus magickally charged to be able to change 
the personality of the wearer. 
The Pende, Kwilu and a variety of other peoples along the Congo river basin in 
Africa, utilised masks in various sorcery related dances. Other peoples such as the 
Chinese have employed masks extensively in their ritual dances. Maskers such as 
the Mwaash aMbooey would create an entire costume to enhance the magickal 
quality of the mask. African sorcerers also designed masks to simply indicate the 
specific nature of the dance being pelformed. 
A variety of masks can be incorporated into rites of passage that the sorcerer 
undertakes. Rites of passage mark various stages of a sorcerer's or magician's 
development. Traditionally rites of passage marked a child's in itiation into adulthood 
and various stages of development in terms of social rank within the tribe. The 
Chaos Sorcerer can use a mask during such a rite of passage. When for example the 
sorcerer decides to be tattooed, he can ware a mask that has no eye holes. This mask 
will be worn so that the sorcerer can in total darkness concentrate upon the pain 
whilst the tattoo is being formed. The pain will enable gnosis to be achieved. During 
gnosis the sorcerer can charge a visualised sigil to mark the rite, or create an entity 
that will be contained within the tattoo to be used when desired. A mask created for 
symbolic purposes will remind the sorcerer of the occasion it was created for. Such a 
mask can be worn when the sorcerer decides to mark his commitment to pursuing a 
path of sorcery. A simple dance and oath can be recited to mark this particular rite of 
passage. 
Frenzied dance can be employed for a variety of purposes. As the name suggests, 
frenzied dance does not have a predetermined set of gestures or movements. Thus 
the sorcerer spins and moves his body at will; he can use this form of dance to 
charge a sigil, for instance. The sigil is held in the hand and during the dance the 
sorcerer concentrates upon it, summoning power from within to charge it. This 
particular form of dance is also effective during sorcery in which the sorcerer 
manifests his power animal. The animal is released from within by the violent 
uncontrol led body moments. During the dance the sorcerer attempts to dislodge his 
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personality, this enables the animal such as a wolf or bear to take over. the sorc�r�r's 
personality. This particular magickal act also crosses over the boundanes that dIVIde 
sorcery from shamanism. 
Due to the nature of the rite, it is best performed outside at a power site, with other 
sorcerers/shamans aiding in the manifestation of the dancer's power animal. A fire 
can be built and drumming used to help the sorcerer obtain a frenzied state. The 
sorcerer can also paint his body with tribal markings and sigils to manifest the 
animal from within. Once the animal has manifested the helpers need to be able to 
control it, for the safety of the sorcerer contained within. The helpers also need to be 
able to banish the power animal to return the sorcerer to normal consciousness. 
During the dance the helpers can dance around the sorcerer pushing and hittin� him 
to help the animal manifest. Once the rite has been completed the s?rcerer WIll be 
able to summon his animal for protection, or use it as a form of servItor to perform 
acts of sorcery for him on the astral . A sigil created to summon the animal will aid in 
this process. An amulet can be created before the rite so that the animal once 
manifested, can be directed to charge it with its power. Such an amulet can be worn 
for protection or, as with the sigil, be worn when the sorcerer wishes to manifest the 
unimal in the future. An alternative method is to carve a sigil into the chest as a 
permanent mark of the animal's power. The sigiJ will act as a portal by which the 
unimal can manifest itself, when the sorcerer determines it. 
Frenzied dance is one of the methods by which contact with astral entities or spirits 
is achieved. Alternatively an astral divination can be undertaken. Once again it is 
preferable that this type of dance is performed at a power site in the early hours of 
the morning, employing the aid of fellow sorcerers. To prepare for the dan�e buIld a 
small fire, if spirits are going to be contacted, prepare some food and dnnk as an 
offering to the spirit and place it by the fire. 
As the fire is being lit, the dancer and the helpers begin to chant the name of the 
spirit/entity that is to be contacted. The dancer then stands by the fire . whilst . the 
olhers sit around it and begin to drum.  The dancer then begins to throw hImself mto 
" state of frenzy as he dances around the fire. When exhausted (this should take at 
lellst an hour), the dancer collapses to the floor and imagines himself being thrown 
Ihrough a chaosphere, as a doorway to the astral. Communication .w.ith . the 
Npirit/entity is then undertaken. If the dance was performed to perform a dlvmatlOn, 
Ihis is performed after the sorcerer passes through the chaosphere. 
To oring the sorcerer out of the trance, the other participants gently hit him and push 
him around on the ground, whilst calling out his name to return him to normal 
L'onsciousness. 
Thl' aoove dance is performed at night for a number of reasons. In the early hours �f 
Ihl' morning most humans are sleeping, thus there is less likely to be psychIC 
Ilisturoanee from the barrage of human thought travelling around the area dunng the 
lillY .  The sorcerer will also be naturally fatigued from staying awake, so his psychic 
L'C'IlStlf will be more easily bypassed, enabling astral communication to be more 
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effectively achieved. Finally, it is unlikely that the sorcerers will be disturbed in the 
early hours of the morning. 
!he recent phenome.non of Acid House music and Raves is a modem example to 
Illustrate how effective dance can be to achieve an altered state of consciousness. 
<?nosis is achieved by prolonged dancing, rhythmic repetitive music and a barrage of 
lights that causes sensory overload. Unfortunately the dancers have not been trained 
to perform an act of magick whilst in the aforementioned altered state of 
conscio�sness. If an act of magick was performed simultaneously by all the dancers, 
channellmg the energy manifested by the dance, it would no doubt be very powerful 
and effective. 
USi.ng a repetitive drum beat, a simple dance can be devised to honour the spirit/ 
entIty that the sorcerer is going to work with. This type of dance creates an 
alternative form of magickal link with the spirit/entity. It can be understood as a 
preparation for future acts of sorcery in which the spiri t/entity is activated. 
Wi�h the var�ety of dance techniques available, the sorccrcr has the ability to turn his 
entire body mto a magickal tool and use it accordingly to perform a diversity of 
sorcery acts. A meditation performed before the dancc can be used to prepare the 
dancer as he con�entrates upon the task at hand. Visual isation utilised during the 
dance .can focalise the overall working, activating specific images with pre 
determmed gestures. One can thus draw together the tcchnitlues outlined so far and 
incorporate them into a Chaos Dance, and these techniqucs also prepare the Chaos 
Sorcerer for the final section to be discussed in this chaptcr. 

POSSESSION 

Possession as a technique by which the sorcerer deliberately allows his mind and 
body to be taken over by the personality of a pre determined spirit, entity or demon 
can be vi�wed as the ultimate act of invocation. It is also an advanced act of sorcery 
th�t reqUires a strong healthy operator who has mastered the necessary magickal 
�k.Ills to. enable possession to be possible. Due to the nature of possession workings 
�t IS adVisable that they are performed as a group working with experienced exorcists 
m attendance, . as the exorcist will be responsible for banishing the spirit/entity that 
has temporanly possessed the operator. Possession workings should not be 
attempted by an !nexperien.ced person who has not yet attempted to master the type 
of sorcery techmques outlmed so far. This has been stated for the benefit of the 
r�ad�r. Possession workings can leave the operator feeling detached, confused and ?Isonentated; it c.an also be an emotional experience. Unless correctly incorporated 
mto th� personality/psyche of the sorcerer, the power or knowledge raised by the 
possessIOn can cause permanent damage. It i s  for this reason that the aforementioned 
advice has been given. 
In �odoun cultures �uch as the one prevalent in Haiti, possession is a process by 
�hlc� the sorcerer displaces his personality (ti bon ange), to allow the spirit (loa), to 
IOhablt the vodounist's mind and body. The spirit is then able to communicate 
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directly with the other participants of the working. The spirit can also be asked to 
perform acts of magick whilst it inhabits the vodounist. In vodoun possession 
workings the ritual drummers play an important part. The rhythm of the drumming 
determines the extent to which the dancer will become possessed as well as the type 
of spirit that will possess the dancer. It is the off beat of the drum rhythm that is the 
important factor. 
In vodounist possession ceremonies, the priest/ess employs a form of trance 
inducing dance to enable the spirit to possess them. The type of frenzied dance 
outlined earlier is suitable to enable possession to be achieved. As a trance state is 
entered, the dancer temporarily destroys his personality as it is lost in the frenzied 
state achieved by the drumming and dance. The spirit summoned can then enter the 
sorcerer replacing his personality with its own. In vodoun ceremonies of this nature 
the dancer will often sacrifice a chicken during the dance as an offering to the spirit 
enticing it to possess the dancer. The dancer is often trained from birth and 
dedicated to a specific loa, then becoming the vehicle by which the loa can 
communicate with its worshippers. Vodoun is a religion and should be studied with 
this in mind. 
Before attempting a possession it is advisable that the sorcerer studies the 
entity/spirit. Learning its attributes, what it  has been traditionally used for, the 
techniques (in terms of the culture or peoples that work with it) that have been used 
to summon it and the nature of sorcery the spirit/entity can be asked to perform. To 
emphasise this point, it  is unwise to let yourself become possessed by Pazuzu 
(Sumerian/Akkadian demon of the southwest winds) to perform a sorcery healing 
working. When these points have been considered, the sorcerer should decide before 
undertaking the possession what is required from the spirit once it has possessed the 
uperator. When the spirit has manifested, another sorcerer present then directs the 
Npirit to perform the desired act of sorcery. Specific questions can also be asked to 
Icurn more about its nature first hand. 
Dunce it not the only technique that can be used to enable a sufficiently strong 
lrunce state to be achieved to enable possession to occur. Before the possession 
working begins, the operator summons the spirit/entity in the kind of format used in 
Iruditional invocatory workings. At this stage the sorcerer visualises the spirit/entity 
whilst he continues to summon it. The summoning in itself should be performed 
wilh all the power of calling the sorcerer commands. If preferred the sorcerer can 
UHC u barbaric tongue to call the spirit. Once the sorcerer feels that the spirit, or 
demon if you prefer, is beginning to respond to the calling and the command to 
possess the sorcerer's mind/body has been given, the sorcerer may collapse to the 
"round. At this stage the other participants begin to also call the spirit using 
whnlever techniques each individual feels is appropriate. Drums can also be played 
III Ihis point to aid in the calling. 
When the other participants have begun to call the spirit, the operator (the sorcerer 
Who is going to be possessed) begins to shake his body violently to start the process 
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by which his personality is dislodged. From this point on the operator should no 
longer be fully aware of what is happening to him. The operator may begin to speak 
in a strange tongue as he shakes upon the ground. This is a sign that the spirit is 
beginning to take control of the sorcerer's personality. When this occurs the other 
participants should begin to increase the power of the calling. The sorcerer being 
possessed may also make strange noises and denease or innease the pitch of his 
voice. 
Only the other participants will be able to discern when the spirit has fully possessed 
the sorcerer. It will usually be the task of the sorcerer chosen to direct the spirit, to 
ask the spirit its name to ascertain whether or not the chosen spirit is amongst them. 
After the required tasks are performed by the spiri t .  it is exorcised from the sorcerer 
to enable him to regain his personality. Do not be surprised i f  the spirit refuses to 
comply with your demands. 
An alternative method that does not require the sorcerer to perform the summoning 
before hand will now be explained. As with the previous possession workings that 
have been outlined, this is once again a group working. 
The sorcerer who is to be possessed stands in the middle of the other participants, 
leaving enough space for him to freely move about when possessed. The circle also 
acts to constrain the spirit once it has fully manifested within the sorcerer. The 
operator then begins to meditate upon the spirit that is going to he called and gently 
begins to talk to it in his mind as if it were standing in front of him. After a period of 
time which depends upon the sorcerer who is going to he possessed, the sorcerer 
begins to gently move his body slowly increasing the intensity of the movements. 
When the sorcerer is literally vibrating he begins to speak I Ising whatever sounds or 
word forms enter his head. The sorcerer now begins to visualise the spirit standing 
in front of him. After a while it will appear to the others that he is speaking a foreign 
language. At this point the other participants begin to dance around the operator in 
whatever direction seems appropriate, whilst calling the spirit to manifest (possess) 
the sorcerer. The sorcerer performing the possession should at this stage be 
removing his personality from himself to enable the spirit to possess him. 
The fever of the circle dance in which drums can be played is now increased. The 
operator will be vibrating and making uncontrolled gestures, whilst screeching and 
or speaking in a strange tongue. The sorcerer now pu lls the visualised spirit into 
himself. The spirit will now fully possess the empty vessel which formerly 
contained the sorcerer's personality, to enable communication to begin. One of the 
other participants then questions the spirit to make certain that complete gnosis or 
possession has occurred. As before, the spirit will need to be exorcised from the 
sorcerer to enable his personality to return. Sorcerers who are experienced with the 
phenomenon of possession may find that the spirit voluntarily leaves, enabling the 
personality or ti bon ange in vodoun terminology to return naturally. However, it is 
always advisable to perform the exorcism, as some spirits are quite capable of 
imitating the personality of the sorcerer. 
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The phenomenon of the sorcerer beginning to talk in a strange and often demonic 
sounding tongue is brought about when the spirit begins to enter the operator and 
replaces the operator's ego with its own. It is also a side effect of the sorcerer 
deliberately banishing his own personality, enabling him to open up to any of the 
forces that happen to be around at the time. The spirits can be seen to communicate 
to each other through the operator. This is why it is necessary to make certain that 
the desired spirit has in fact possessed the operator. 
The Chaos Sorcerer does not have to believe that the spirits actually exist as a self 
determining force with a specific lifeforce and personality of their own. The process 
by which possession occurs can be interpreted as the sorcerer manifesting a 
particular part of his personality. For example a possession working to summon 
Baphomet can be viewed as the operator manifesting the Baphometic part of his 
personality whilst the rest of his personality has been temporarily displaced. From 
whichever of the two categories you decide that spirits come under, possession is a 
phenomenon that can be explored by Chaos Sorcerers and it is a particular aspect of 
magick from which a great deal of i mportant information can be directly received. 
Possession is thus a technique by which occult knowledge can be rediscovered. 
Applying the methods outlined in this chapter will enable the Chaos Sorcerer to 
effectively undertake the workings in the rest of this book. As with the rest of the 
workings discussed, these techniques are only meant to be guidelines by which 
further techniques can be developed. No single person can claim that he has 
developed the ultimate system of sorcery, or that she is the sole custodian of some 
system of magick that requires no alteration or adaptation to be effective for any 
practitioner of the arts using it. Any person who makes such claims should be 
regarded with caution and that person is certainly not working within the overall 
philosophy of Chaos Sorcery and Chaos Magick in general. 
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CHAPTER III 

MALICIOUS DOLL MAGICK 



A doll to make from wood or clay 
Through its power a life 
To save or cast away. 
With spittle, blood, a nail or pin 
Command the lifeforce 
Contained within. 
Your vision and power, a demon 
to call. 
This solitary task to make your 
Victim crawl. 

Doll magick has been and still is integral to the sorcery techniques practised by a 
diversity of people both ancient and modern. Historically the use of dolls in sorcery 
can be traced back before the Chaldeans developed their sophisticated demonology 
and magickal system. Various African tribal cultures have developed powerful and 
effective techniques for both malicious and beneficial doll magick workings. Since 
the dawn of time these techniques have been extensively employed and integrated 
into their respective tribal sorcery practices. Doll magick has also become an 
important aspect of Haitian vodoun practices. These doll magick techniques 
developed out of the sorcery knowledge inherited from their African ancestors, and 
are an effective tool in the Chaos Sorcerer's repertoire. 
A doll constructed to enable the Chaos Sorcerer to direct his will must not be 
confused with an entity, be it held in a material base or in a pure aetheric form. An 
entity is created by the sorcerer to perform a particular or variety of tasks and is 
given an identity and name by the sorcerer to enable him to control and direct it to 
fulfil the task at hand. An entity does not directly resemble any person, it is a 
creation of the sorcerer's imagination, whereas a doll does directly resemble the 
person the sorcerer wishes to heal, harm or help. The doll is the material base 
through which the sorcerer manipulates his sorcery; an entity is a vehicle by which 
the sorcerer can direct his intent without having to specify how the entity performs 
its task, it is a being, not a representation. This is an important distinction between 
an entity and a doll and one which will help the reader to differentiate between the 
techniques of Chaos Sorcery employed when using a doll for one form of sorcery 
working and an entity for another. 
British and European witches, centuries before the Alexandrian and Gardinarian 
modernised forms of witchcraft developed, employed dolls made from clay, wax or 
wood in specific workings with the intent being to heal, harm or help the person the 
doll was constructed to represent. It can be argued that ancient British witchcraft 
was more akin to a sorcery related system of magick, without the religious 
connotations associated with organised and often dogmatic witchcraft practices of 
today. As indicated in the introduction to this section, there are three fundamental 
nut ural base materials out of which dolls constructed for sorcery workings have been 
made from, these are wood, wax and clay. Doll magick is usually contained within 
the category of malicious or dark sorcery; this understanding has arisen from not 
only the Christian interpretation of sorcery in general, but also out of the western 
misguided comprehension of the mechanisms and connotations associated with 
uncient and modern tribal sorcery practices. A doll can just as effectively be used to 
hcnefit or heal an individual but this aspect of doll magick is often neglected in 
prefcrence for a doll being constructed and applied in works of malicious sorcery. 
Very little reliable literature is available on the practical application of doll magick, 
upurt from their use in African tribal sorcery and Haitian Vodoun. Historical 
IIccolints of British doll magick only relate to their use in witchcraft without 
l'ovcring the technical aspects employed. One of the more reliable sources for 
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information concerning the use of dolls in Britain is the Witchcraft Museum in 
Boscastle, Cornwall ,  which contains examples amongst its exhibits. 
For the modern Chaos Sorcerer, incorporating a doll into his repertoire of techniques 
enables him to explore the extremities of his visualization and concentrative powers. 
A doll can be constructed for a single purpose; if this is the case the doll should be 
destroyed when the working is completed to release the energy that the sorcerer 
manipulated during the sorcery. Techniques employed to destroy the doll will be 
outlined as individual workings are discussed throughout the chapter. The Chaos 
Sorcerer also has the option of constructing a doll for general doll magick purposes. 
Obviously the doll will not be destroyed upon the completion of each working, but it 
is important to cleanse the doll after it has been used. Two simple but effective 
methods are ideal for cleansing the doll and harnessing the magickal power of the 
elements water and fire. To use the element of water, it is first necessary to purchase 
or make by hand a wooden bowl at least ten inches in diameter. When the bowl is 
finished or a suitable one has been bought, carve or paint the eight rayed start of 
chaos at the bottom of the bowl ; the chaosphere will ahsorb the energy contained 
within the doll. Fill the bowl with water and add a few sea salt crystals, or use sea 
water which has a natural cleansing quality, then immerse the doll in the water and 
leave it there for about ten minutes, allowing the chaosphere and water to perform 
the cleansing. When the doll is retrieved know that the doll is cleansed. 
The second method requires less preparation, as the only items necessary are a white 
candle with a chaosphere inscribed into it. Light the candle when the working in 
which the doll has been used is complete, and gently ask the flame to cleanse the 
doll. When your cleansing spell has been recited, pass thc dol l through the candle 
flame three times to complete the cleansing. It may appear that with the primitive 
nature of sorcery it is unnecessary to cleanse a tool constructed for mUlti-purpose 
workings, especially in the context of Chaos Sorcery, but this would be an error on 
the part of the sorcerer. If the doll was used for malicious purposes, for example, and 
then used later in a healing working, the energy created in the doll by the sorcerer 
from the first working could interact with the energy conjured for the healing. 
Cleansing the doll in between banishes any leftover intent in the doll and, more 
i mportantly, in the sorcerer's magickal mind. 
A doll constructed for malicious purposes can be effectively used to harm the 
chosen victim physically, mentally or to destroy property, such as business premises. 
The sorcerer can also construct a doll to cause a victim to break up with a close 
friend or lover. Before considering the construction of a doll for malicious purposes, 
it is wise to explore other magickal or mundane solutions. This is not a moral 
statement or one of karmic retribution in mind, it is a point of practical advice. 
Malicious sorcery, in this case doll magick, requires pinpoint magickal and mental 
concentration, which may be difficult when the sorcerer is emotionally involved. 
Also, it  may leave the sorcerer drained and open to magickal attack himself, with 
diminished defences that may not be adequate to absorb or deflect the attack. 
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B y  taking this into consideration the sorcerer can avert any unpleasant repercussions 
that could arise and prepare for the possibility. The creation of a doll to represent the 
sorcerer is one form of defensive action. This may still be appropriate even if the 
victim is not another sorcerer or practitioner of the magickal arts, as malicious 
thoughts formed in the victim's mind can give birth to a powerful demon that will 
carry out the thought, as if a statement of intent had been prepared and acted upon. 

MAGICKAL TWIN 

To construct the doll the sorcerer again needs to decide on the appropriate material 
base from which to make it, this may be based on convenience, purpose or through 
the answer obtained from a simple divination. As has been mentioned, clay, wax and 
wood are traditional materials and the question can be worded to divine which of the 
three materials would best absorb a retributive magickal attack. When constructing 
the doll to represent the self-image or magickal twin, the anatomy of the sorcerer 
can be represented to clearly distinguish the gender of the doll. A strand of the 
sorcerer's hair can be attached to the doll's head and pubic hair to the genitals, and 
nail clippings and a small piece of cloth can be incorporated to enhance the magickal 
link. The doll will be magickally charged during its construction and, at the same 
time, the sorcerer will develop a strong magickal l ink through the items taken from 
his body. If the sorcerer wishes to include bodi ly fluids, such as spittle and blood, 
they can be combined in a small vessel and then massaged into the doll .  
Once the construction is complete, all that remains to be done is to pronounce the 
statement of intent (this being the purpose for which the doll was constructed) over 
the doll, an example being: 

This doll is me, 
As I have life, so does this doll, 
It is my magickal twin, 
Constructed by my hand, 
To absorb any malicious thought 
or acrion, magickal or mundane 
made against me, for it is my shield and 
Protective veil. 
This is my will. 

When this statement has been completed, place the doll in a wooden box that should 
he made or purchased for this specific purpose. The box can contain some soil 
ohtained from the base of the tree that the sorcerer has activated as a fetish, or some 
olher representation of earth. The soil should cover the doll as this further helps 
l'olllain any malicious energy directed at the sorcerer and a chaosphere can be 
l' llI'ved on the inside of the lid as a further precautionary measure. Place the box in a 
Nt'dudcd part of the house so that it will not be disturbed and banish its existence 
I'rom mcmory. The doll will do what it has been instructed, even after it has been 
fl ll'�( )lten by the sorcerer's conscious mind. The doll works by attracting the attack 
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intended for the sorcerer, it becomes the mirror self or magickal twin, absorbing 
maliciousness directed at the sorcerer. 

MAGICKAL ATTACK 

After the protective doll has been constructed, the sorcerer can begin preparations 
for makmg a doll that represents the victim to be attacked. If possible the sorcerer 
s�ould try to obtain something from the victi m, i .e .  a strand of hair, a photo or a 
pIece of clot� from an item of clothing. An object that has been frequently used by 
the person WIll  also do, such as a pen or cup, as securing hair or nail clippings from 
another sorcerer is  almost impossible. Having said that, i t  i s  advisable to use some 
object, even a photograph, so that the victi m's aetheric double or part of it can be 
bound into the material base of the doll and the necessary magickal link effected. 
Malicious doll magick can be used both for local miscreants and to attack unpopular 
world leaders, such as Saddam Hussein. People such as Saddam are magickally 
�rotected due to the support they receive from their followers, particularly when, as 
m Saddam's case, they hold strong religious bel iefs. A photograph can be used as 
such people frequently appear in newspapers and maga/.ines. The photograph is 
attached to the doll or burnt when the magickal attack is sent out. It is a good idea to 
perform such an attack in a group working to raise suffic ient chaos energy or kia 
force to make it effective. To achieve the necessary gnosis,  anger can be employed 
by the group within the ritual to be directed into the dol l which can then for 
instance, be crushed under foot by the participants. 
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After completion of the doll representing the victim, the Chaos Sorcerer needs to 
consider the most effective way to send out the attack ,  where to send it and the 
duration and timing of it, all of which are important variables to achieve the desired 
malicious effect. The severity of the attack will depend upon the sorcerer's ability 
and the extent to which he is prepared to inflict mental or physical distress. 
The Bakongo

. 
people of Zaire used a carved wooden hOl11oncu l us (humanoid figure) 

as part of their sorcery system, which served to represent the enemies of the tribe or 
village community. During sorcery workings, a blade or nail would be hammered 
in�o �he homonculus to inflict suffering upon the victim. The intent, such as " may 
(vIctim's name) be blinded for three days " or " exterminate so-and-so 's cattle, " 
would be sent out with the help of the Bakongo's spirits, who would have been 
summoned before the attack was sent out using chanting, drums and dance. The 
sorcerer would sometimes go into a possession trance analogous to the sort used by 
the �oungan or bokor in Haitian vodoun during malicious sorcery. This form of 
maglckal consciousness (gnosis) is  an effective way to raise the required malicious 
energy to make the attack effective. The Bakongo also hammered a nail into the 
homonculus to brea� a spell or curse or other form of malicious sorcery sent by a 
another sorcerer agamst one of their people. This is an example of a primitive tribal 
people's use of a multi-purpose doll primarily for malicious sorcery. 
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The Chaos Sorcerer can adapt these so-called primitive sorcery methods and employ 
them in his or her own malicious doll magick, As an illustration, the sorcerer can 
choose to inflict pain on part of the victim's anatomy by hammering a nail into the 
corresponding part of the doll. If the doll is made from clay, the sorcerer can push a 
pin into the doll's body, which of course is just as effective. Visualising the victim 
while performing the magick is important, as in visualising the person's face while 
pushing a pin into one or both eyes to blind him. As a way to achieve gnosis, anger 
can be raised and when the pin i s  pushed into the doll, while holding the 
visualisation, shout out the statement of intent and spit on the doll as a gesture of 
contempt. Choose the words of the statement of intent carefully, to shout out "may 
. . . .  be blinded" is not specific enough, details such as the duration of the blindness 
and whether it is temporary or permanent should be included. A suitable statement 
of intent that takes these into consideration would be: 

May ... . (victim 's name) be temporarily blindedfor three days, from the moment he/she 
wakes up tomorrow morning. 

A suitable time to carry out this particular act of malicious doll sorcery would be 
between three and four am in the morning. Timing is important. Between these 
hours the victim is most likely to be in deep sleep mode, this being when the natural 
defensive instincts and magickal shield (aura if you prefer) are at there weakest. This 
enables the sorcerer to send out the malicious sorcery via the vehicle of the doll with 
the least possible resistance from the victim, which in turn creates a more effective 
magickal attack. The timing, duration and how by using the emotion of anger to 
achieve gnosis whilst inserting a pin into the doll's eyes, has thus been correctly 
considered and put into action by the sorcerer in a similar way that an army general 
would plan and then execute an attack against the enemy. Manipulate the energy 
drawn from the pool of chaos but do not leave anything to the goddesses of chance 
and fate when undertaking an act of malicious doll magick. 
If this is the only act of malicious sorcery to be administered to the victim, once it 
hilS been completed the doll should be destroyed by burying, burning or throwing it 
into deep water. If the attack is  to be one where the intent in this particular case is to 
inflict permanent blindness leave the pin in the doll's eye whilst i t  is  being destroyed 
by one of the suggested methods. By leaving the pin in the doll's eye the severity of 
lhe attack is enhanced and magickally transmitted via the doll to the victim. The 
�esture (pushing the pin into the dolls eye) becomes the physical action necessary to 
inll ict the blindness upon the victim. If the sorcerer's intent is to cause permanent 
hlindness this should also be included in the statement of intent or spell recited 
hefore the attack is undertaken. The sorcerer may decide that further acts of 
l l Iulicious sorcery are required or justified. If this is the case leave the pin in the 
dol l 's eye until the sun has set in the west the following evening. Removing the pin 
when the veil of darkness has taken the place of the sun, symbolises in this case that 
lhe victim has been successfully blinded for the duration stated in the statement of 
In lcnl .  Once the pin is removed it can be placed in a box or bag that the sorcerer 
�l'l'PS his magickal tools in to be used again when required. After the pin has been 
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removed from the doll's eye, cleanse the doll by one of the methods previously 
stated to prepare it for future use. 
Using a pin to direct a magickal attack via the doll is only one of the methods that 
the Chaos Sorcerer can employ as part of his malicious doll sorcery to inflict mental 
or physical pain upon the chosen victim. Manipulation of the element of fire by 
enhancing the heat produced from the flame of a black candle can also be effectively 
used to burn a specific part of the victim's body. To dedicate the candle to the task at 
hand, the sorcerer can carve the victim's name into it before the doll magick working 
begins. If preferred the sorcerer can carve the victims name in a sigilised form (a 
pictorial representation of the victims name) or using one of the ancient scripts 
mentioned. 
It is preferable to carry out acts of malicious doll magick in the hours of darkness for 
the reasons already outlined, but when the sorcerer has decided to manipulate the 
element of fire, he can if so desired enhance the natural energy generated by the 
power of the sun during the hours of daylight. This manipulation of solar power 
before sunset by the sorcerer increases the severity of any burn that the victim will 
receive via the doll. The technique employed is to imagine that the candle flame is 
the centre of the sun and the source of all its power whilst the doll is being held over 
the candle. The sorcerer can also call upon the aid of a solar deity such as the Roman 
sun god Mithras before the working begins. If the sorcerer decides to summon a 
solar deity during the working, he must remember to thank the deity for his help 
after the sorcery working has been completed; this is out of courtesy and respect for 
such deities as Mithras. Another method is to obtain a photograph of the victim, fold 
it up and attach it to the part of the doll that will be held over the tlame. As the photo 
begins to smoke, visualise a bolt of lightening striking the victim where the 
photograph has been attached and shout out three times "hum . . .  hurn . . .  burn! " 

It is necessary to consider the amount of pain the victim is to endure. This will 
depend on the time you hold the doll over the candle tlame and your visualisation. 
Another important variable is the material base from which the doll was made. If it 
was fashioned from wood, wait until the wood begins to blacken and starts to 
smoke. This is enough to produce a small burn on the victim's body. To let the doll 
continue to burn and catch fire could inflict serious injury as the flames covering the 
doll are magickally transmitted to the victim. An attack only intended to cause a 
minor burn could turn out to be fatal if precautions outlined are ignored. If the 
sorcerer made the doll from clay, hold it over the flame for about ten seconds and 
visualize the burn appearing on the victim's body. Any longer than ten seconds could 
weaken the structure of the doll and affect other parts of the victim's body which 
might lead to a more serious than intended injury, such as cardiac arrest or severe 
shock. In addition, to severely weaken the structure of the doll can render it 
unsuitable for further use as the doll may not be able to absorb and transmit the 
magickal energy created to make the attack effective. 
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A nail and the element of fire can be combined to inflict two injuries 
simultaneously. While the doll is being held over the candle flame, push the pin into 
another part of the doll's anatomy or, when the doll is removed from the flame, push 
the pin into the area of the doll that has been burnt. When working with the element 
fire, it is advisable to destroy the black candle after the magickal attack has been 
sent as this will stop the element of fire being used against the sorcerer in any 
revenge attack. The candle can be melted down in a pot and then, as the wax cools, 
take it and mould it into another humanoid figure to represent the victim who was 
attacked prior to the candle's metamorphosis. Take the wax doll and bury it within 
the shadow of the tree fetish. If the sorcerer has chosen not to use a tree as his fetish, 
bury the doll at night in a graveyard, possibly calling upon a deity of death, such as 
Baron Samedi, to guard the doll. If the victim is another sorcerer who decides to 
magickally burn you in a revenge attack, the attack will be transmitted into the wax 
doll and returned to the sender. This is an example of how a doll can be made from a 
weapon (the candle) that was used in an attack to protect the sorcerer and cause even 
further torment if a revenge attack is sent. Such is the way of Chaos. 
Another useful fire related spirit is the salamander, which can be summoned to aid 
in any magickal working that utilizes the power of the element of fire. For doll 
magick, the salamander can be summoned before or during the malicious sorcery 
working, but it is of the utmost importance to command the salamander with 
authority if the sorcerer's will is to be correctly fulfilled. There are numerous 
methods by which the spirit may be summoned, one of which is the following 
conjuration that has been designed to suit this particular sorcery (doll magick): 

Spirit offire, 1 summon thee 
Spirit of the eternal flame, I summon thee 
Spirit of primordial energy, 1 summon thee 
Through the portal of the chaosphere, I summon thee 
Thou art known as Salamander . . .  

Give life to my fire and do my will. 

I f  the salamander is to be called before placing the doll over the flame, hold the 
l'undle in front of you and light it while reciting the conjuration. After the last 
sentence of the conjuration, visualise a glowing humanoid or reptilian figure 
appearing before you, feel the heat emanating from its presence. Pick up the pointer 
with the hand that is free, point it at the salamander and say: 

,, 1 am your master, the keeper offire. 
I command you to enter this flame, 
give power to its burning. " 

I )irect the pointer towards the candle and visualise the salamander entering the 
f1ullle. Put the candle on the floor, pick up the doll and place it over the flame once 
IIlLllin saying three times . . .  burn . . .  burn . . .  burn! 
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An optional approach is to summon the salamander after the candle has been lit. 
Hold the doll in front of you during the conjuration and, as you visualise the 
salamander appearing, give the following command: 

, . I  am your master, the keeper a/pre. 
I command you to breathe destruClive .f/ame, 
into (victim 's name alld parI of the hody 10 he hurnt). " 

When this has been done, place the doll above the flame as before. It is of great 
importance that, after a spirit or demon has been summoned and its task completed, 
the sorcerer gives it license to depart to send it bal:k from whence it came. If 
ignored, the salamander will be contained within the material realm to which it was 
summoned awaiting further commands. When no other directions are given, out of 
boredom the salamander will turn its attention against the person who summoned it 
with unfortunate consequences for the forgetfu l sorl:erer. The sorcerer must be in 
control at all times. The salamander should be banished immediately after the 
malicious doll working has finished. The following l il:l!nse to depart is suitable for 
that purpose: 

I license you to depart - oh sa/lIIlliIllt/el' .I'f/il';1 (�ffire. 
I command thee to elller the c/w().I,/Jhl'l't'. 
To return to the primordial f7anll'f/'tllll whence you came. 
Be Gone! 

After a period of practical experience, the Chaos Sorl:erer will begin to develop 
original techniques and methods by which his or hcr will I:an be directed upon the 
intended victim via the vehicle of the doll. However to give the reader some more 
ideas from the abyss of chaos, two more techniques by whil:h the sorcerer can inflict 
pain upon the victim are: applying a noose around the doll's neck to induce the 
sensation of strangulation upon the victim and using the chaosphere as a portal 
(focal point) visualised or carved into a predetermined part of the doll's anatomy, by 
which malicious thought forms or pain can be magickally sent to disturb or destroy 
the unfortunate victim of the sorcery. 
To induce the sensation of strangulation upon the victim via the doll, make a noose 
from copper wire (copper is an excellent magickal conductor of energy) or a length 
of cord that is long enough to fit around the doll's neck leaving some excess cord 
extending from the noose. Construct the noose as soon as the doll representing the 
victim has been completed so that the intent of the sorcery is held firmly in the 
mind. To begin the working, place the doll on the ground holding the noose above 
its body and lower then raise the noose in a threatening manner. These ritualistic 
movements are intended to enable the sorcerer to focus his mind and begin to enter 
gnosis in preparation for the magickal attack. When the sorcerer feels ready to begin 
the attack, place and tighten the noose around the doll's neck, take up the slack and 
raise the doll off the ground. As this is being performed visualise your hands slowly 
tightening around the victim's throat and whisper: 
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The breath of life is taken from thee. 
ohfool who did dare offend me. 

Once the enchantment has been recited three times, lower the doll to the ground and 
release the noose from around its neck. The time it takes to recite the enchantment 
three times is long enough to induce the sensation of strangulation upon the victim 
and cause severe discomfort. 
An alternative technique is to build a replica of a hangman's gallows large enoug� to 
enable the doll's neck to be placed in the noose without the feet of the doll touchlllg 
the ground. A chaosphere can be carved into the gallows with a si�ilis�d 
representation of the victim's name written in the middle of the chao�phere. ThIS will 
enable the sorcerer to directly activate the power of chaos dunng the sorcery 
working. When the doll is placed in the gallows the sorcerer can activate the ch�os 
energy to direct the attack via the doll by once again whispering the followlllg 
enchantment: 

Oh chaos, 
remove the air from . . .  (victim 's name) lungs. 
As this doll chokes so does . . .  (victim 's name). 

As before, remove the doll from the gallows after the third recital of the 
enchantment. If the sorcerer forgets to remove the doll from the gallows the attack 
could be unintentionally prolonged, which could lead to the death of the victim from 
both suffocation and shock. Doll magick incorporales gesture, concentratIOn and the 
intent in the form of a statement of intent, spell or enchantment. The Chaos Sorcerer 
needs to be able to coordinate all these aspects and any other magickal technique 
that is employed during the sorcery working. Mistakes can be avoided if the sorcerer 
follows his magickal instincts and dedicates himself fully to the task at han� . Hav�ng 
completed the working, if the doll is not going t� be used a�ain, d�stroy It. Dunn.g 
the destruction of the doll the sorcerer can say III a mantnc fashIOn; my work IS 
done. Saying this completes the original intent and signifies to �he sorcerer's mind 
that no further action in this particular case is necessary. ThiS does not mean, 
however, that the sorcerer is unable to orchestrate a future attack upon the victim if 
drcumstances demand that such action is required. 

THE CHAOSPHERE AND MAGICKAL ATTACK 

Inwrporating the chaosphere into malicious doll magick enables the Cha.os Sorcerer 
10 manipulate the primordial force out of which magick is made possl�le. Chaos 
).tods and goddesses of many different guises hav� been both wors�lpped and 
IIssimilated into many different aspects of maglck slllce the dawn of yme . . These 
i lldude amongst many others, Tiamat the Chaldean goddess of the pnmordIaI sea 
who was destroyed by Marduk in the Chaldean creation myth, Eris the chaos 
1I0ddess of the Greeks' and Baphomet the god of the Knights Templars who's 
original form was a human skull but who IS now �ep)ct�d as a goat- headed 
hermaphrodite as per Eliphas Levi's representatio� of thIS entIty. T.he modern Chaos 
Sor��crer can use the chaosphere instead of the tnangle used III HIgh MaglCk when 
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summoning these entIties (gods/goddesses) during doll magick workings or any 
other form of sorcery if so required. The eight rayed star of Chaos also appears in 
pictorial form in ancient artwork portraying the goddess Ishtar. In addition, the 
chaosphere can be seen in a number of sacred seals associated with the Zonei in the 
Necronomicon, these include: Nanna, Inanna and Shammash. It is thus a powerful 
tool that has been both symbolically represented and applied in various types of 
magick for over a millennium, a tool that can be used effectively by the modern 
Chaos Sorcerer. Using the doll in conjunction with the chaosphere enables the 
sorcerer to work with magickal precision. Four parts of the doll's anatomy are 
sufficient to carry out a variety of malicious workings. These are, not in any order of 
preference, the head, chest, stomach and genitals. 
A chaosphere visualised or carved into the dol l 's head becomes a portal through 
which pain can be transmitted to this part of the victim's body. Visualising a snake 
entering the chaosphere carrying the pain in its venom will enhance the sorcery. To 
cause the victim to suffer from a sever migraine, for instance, the following 
statement of intent can be spoken whilst concentrating upon the doll's head before 
the working begins: 

may (victim's name) be afflicted by a sever miftraill(' ./ilr three days. 
From the moment the snake enters the chaospherc. Fill' this is my will. 

During the visualisation, chant ' migraine, migraine, migraine' three times to charge 
the malicious sorcery. The same technique can he applied to cause the victim to 
have amnesia for a specified time or to control the victim's thoughts to the benefit of 
the sorcerer. In both the above techniques, after the initial visualisation, the sorcerer 
can imagine the snake constricting around the victim's cranium to induce the pain or 
amnesia. Be specific in the statement of intent and hanish the snake once the 
working has been completed (after the specified time) .  
When sending malicious thought forms via the doll and chaosphere to the chest 
region of the victim, it is possible to control the intensity of the pain. The Chaos 
Sorcerer has the added advantage of being able to take the victim's gender into 
consideration. This also applies when the doll is constructed, during which the 
sorcerer should emphasize the physical characteristics of the victim, including 
genitalia. A female's breasts are a very sensitive part of her anatomy. To send pain in 
the form of swelling or an ache, carve the chaosphere into the breast (one or both of 
them) and visualize the snake entering the breast via the chaosphere. Imagine that 
the snake begins to increase its mass once inside the breast. If the victim is male, 
imagine the snake sinking its fangs into the chest muscles. 
A technique that can be used on both sexes is to carve the word heart into the 
chaosphere in a sigil ized (pictorial) form after it has been inscribed onto the chest. 
Once this has becn done, place the doll near a drum and begin a slow repetitive beat 
to represent the rhythm of the heart. After about ten minutes, which is enough time 
to enter gnosis, send the snake into the chaosphere with a suitable conjuration (or 
statement of intent) and visualise the snake constricting around the victim's heart. 
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Begin to make the drum beat in an irregular fashion to symbolize the b�ginnin? �f a 
heart attack. Stop the drum beat after one minute, as any longer could kill the VIctIm. 
If this technique is used, do not exceed the time stated and destroy the d?l l. as soon 
as the working has been completed. The snake can be used to cause the VIctIm to be 
unable to breathe properly by visualising it slowly wrapping itself around th� lungs. 
Once the snake has done its work, draw it out of the victim and back mto the 
chaosphere, which will contain it in the void. To banish it, shout: Be gone, oh 
servant of mine. 

One final malicious thought form that can be used is to concentrate on the 
chaosphere carved into the doll's chest and slowly begin t� chant drown, d.rown. 
After a short period, visualise the lungs filling with water to mduce the sensatIOn of 
drowning upon the victim. This will also cause the victim to panic as to feel you are 
drowning whilst being nowhere near water is very disturbing indeed. 
Using the doll to inflict pain into the stomach of the victim. is an effective. way to 
direct malicious thought forms of a short or long term duratIon. The s�nsatl?n of a 
stomach cramp is one of many variations that can be .used. By ma�lpulatmg the 
gender of a female victim, the sensation of menstrual pal? can be projected through 
the chaosphere carved into the doll 's stomach. Once agam, repeat the. words �f. the 
intended pain that is going to be directed at the victim in a mantnc (repetItI�e) 
fashion. Continue the mantra for as long as you wish the victim to suffer the pam. 
The pain can be intensified by pushing a pin into the chaosphere durin? the man�ra. 
To prolong the pain, visualise the snake tha� has been 

'
prev�ously des�nbed entenng 

the chaosphere whilst concentrating upon It. The pam WIll last untIl the sorcerer 
commands the snake to depart; this can be three hours, three days or. more than. t�ree 
weeks. It is advisable not to forget that the snake has been used m the mah�lO.us 
sorcery as prolonged intense pain without a second of respite could lead the vIctIm 
to seek a cure down the end of a gun barrel. 
When considering a malicious attack using the doll and chaosphere inscri.bed into 
the genital area, gender is the first consideration. A male �a� be made Impote�t 
whereas a female cannot. This may seem obvious, but It IS to the sorcerer s 
ndvantage to be able to manipulate correctly the physiological and biological 
differences between the sexes. For instance, genital warts on a female are harder to 
detect and cure than genital warts on the male penis. Thrush (yeast infectio�) also 
causes more discomfort to a female than a male, although both may have It. .The 
sorcerer should thus choose carefully the kind of affliction that will be transmItted 
;hrough the chaosphere carved into the genital a�ea of the d�lI. It is also wise to 
consider that certain viruses, such as the prevIously mentIOned warts, can . be 
trunsmitted to the victim's sex partner; a statement of intent before the workmg 
should cover this situation to avoid causing pain or discomfort to an innocent 
person. 
( lnosis can be achieved using orgasm for malicious doll sorcery involving t�e 
."cnilals. The Chaos Sorcerer can thus manipulate an ecstatic sensation to cause pam. 
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The sorcerer can also use the orgasm and the magickal power generated at the 
moment of climax to charge sorcery tools and to reach gnosis for other non
malicious workings. At the point of orgasm, shout out the virus or intended 
affliction, such as impotency, then exhale sending the thrust of orgasmic energy into 
the chaosphere. Do not employ the semen or vaginal fluid released during orgasm; 
the sorcerer's own body fluids should not be used in a doll that represent's the 
victim, as this could interrupt the magickal link with the representation of the victim 
built up during the construction of the dolL 
When manipulating sexual gnosis, it is preferable to have previously carved the 
chaosphere into the genital region of the doll, so that the attack can be released via 
the breath of the sorcerer without having to visualise the chaosphere onto the doll, 
distracting the mind away from the intent and power generated at climax. Pin point 
accuracy is required during this technique of malicious doll sorcery as the orgasmic 
power leaves the sorcerer only a few seconds to manipulate it. The sorcerer can 
construct the genitals of the victim without having to make the rest of the body. This 
enables total concentration to be sustained on this area of the body without the rest 
of the body to distract the eye. It is also easier to carve the chaosphere into a large 
phallus or mons veneris than a small part of a full dolL An alternative is to over 
emphasise the genitals in proportion to the rest of the doll's anatomy. To destroy the 
doll, or phallus, after the working has been completed hreak the doll into small 
pieces, wrap the remains in a cloth with a sigilised representation of the virus or 
affliction written in a chaosphere painted onto the cloth and then as soon as possible 
bury the remains. The sorcerer can if so desired bury the remains of the doll at the 
foot of the tree fetish which will stand guard over anything the sorcerer places 
within its shadow. Wrapping the remains of the doll or phallus in a cloth and sealing 
it with the chaosphere combined with the sigil, completes the sorcery by finishing 
off the working with the same intent that it was started with. This is analogous to 
returning to the front door to check that it has been closed properly. 

CONTROLLING THE VICTIM'S ASTRAL BODY 

The Chaos Sorcerer may decide that it is necessary to capture the aetheric or astral 
body of the victim. This process is similar to the kind of sorcery that a Haitian bokor 
(the adversary of the vodoun priests known as houngan) will preform to have total 
control over the victim; the sorcery of the bokor will be discussed later in this 
chapter. The process by which the Chaos Sorcerer is able to capture the astral body 
of the victim is complex but not impossible. The sorcerer's first task is to decide 
what material base is suitable to construct the doll in which the victim's astral body 
will be contained. A simple divination will supply the sorcerer with the answer to 
his question. When the divination has been performed, the next stage is for the 
sorcerer to construct a doll representing the victim. It is necessary in this particular 
malicious doll magick working to obtain from the victim a piece of cloth taken from 
an item of clothing worn by the victim, or something that the victim uses in his/her 
daily life. A photograph in this case is not sufficient to be able to attract the victim's 
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astral body into the material base of the doll .  The astral body will only be drawn 
towards something that has been directly used by its human double or blood, spittle 
or hair taken directly from the body . 
After the sorcerer has constructed the doll containing, or wearing, shards of the 
items obtained, the doll can be scented. To do this the sorcerer prepares a sweet
smelling incense. The ingredients depend upon the sorcerer's personal choice, 
although the following are suitable: lavender, rose petal, oak leaves, a crushed 
cinnamon stick and a drop of patchouli oiL When the incense has been prepared, to 
magickally charge it visualise the chaosphere entering the ingredients. Burn the 
incense and slowly run the doll through the smoke until all the incense has been 
burnt. The doll is scented to give it a further human quality, this being its own bodily 
odour. This also helps to attract the astral body of the victim towards the dolL 
When all the preparations have been completed the working can begin in earnest. 
The sorcerer will need to prepare himself by firstly relaxing the mind and meditating 
on the sorcery that is to be performed. Continue the meditation until the mind and 
body are totally relaxed. Now begin to rock backwards then forwards in a gentle but 
rhythmic fashion; this should begin to place the sorcerer in a trance. Once the trance 
state has been achieved place the doll in one hand and the pointer in the other. The 
pointer is used by the sorcerer to direct the astral body of the victim towards the doll 
once it has been summoned. With arms out-stretched begin to visualise the victim's 
astral double standing directly in front of you. To summon the astral body into the 
material plane it is necessary to perform a conjuration as if a deity or demon was 
going to be evoked. The visualisation helps the sorcerer to bind the astral body of 
the victim and direct it into its new home (the doll). 
Whilst the visualisation is being performed, begin to chant: come to me, come to 
me. Then recite the following evocation: 

I summon thee ... (victims name), 
I am the master of your astralform. 
I am the lord of your shadow self 
Oh astral body give substance to my visualisation. 
I command you oh shadow, 

to enter this doll. 
For this is your material base, 
Your prison until my will is done. 

When the conjuration has been completed, direct the pointer towards the doll and 
hcgin a humming mantra. During the mantra imagine that the astr�l bo?y o� the 
v ictim begins to diminish until it is the same size as the doll and at thIS pomt With a 
holt of electric blue light it enters the doll. The aetheric body of the victim will be 
contained within the material base of the doll until the sorcerer destroys the doll and 
Ilnce again releases it. With the conclusion of this working the sorcer�r has total 
l'Ilntrol of the mind and body of the victim. The magickal link created Will only last 
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a few hours after which it will begin to diminish as the victim becomes weak due to 
the loss of his astral self making effective control of the victim more difficult. It is  
advisable to destroy the doll after about three days, during which time the sorcerer 
should have completed all the tasks he wished the victim to perform. To control the 
victim once the astral body has been contained in the doll ,  the sorcerer only has to 
direct a command at the doll as if he were speaking to the victim directly .  As was 
stated at the beginning of this working, this particular malicious doll magick is 
possible but the sorcerer may have to perform the working many times until the 
astral body is finally contained within the dol l .  
With the aid of simple tools such as the spike or pin, t:haosphere and the ability to 
manipulate the natural elements, a variety of sort:ery tet:hniques are possible to 
int1ict pain, control the mind and adualise malit:ious thought forms upon the victim. 
The doll is the sorcerer's vehicle by whit:h he is ahle to inflict his will. Chaos 
Sorcery as with Chaos Magick in general enables the sort:erer/magician to develop 
hislher own magickal techniques to achieve the desired result. Thus the techniques 
that have been outlined in this section on malit:ious doll magit:k t:an be developed or 
changed to suite the sort:erer's individual magit:kal ski l ls .  Visualise, conjure and 
command, then thy maliciousness will be done. 
Chaos Sorcery enables the sorcerer to work with a variety of ancient and primitive 
tribal sorcery techniques and freely enter any belief strut:ture such as vodoun and 
witchcraft for the duration of the sorcery working ( manipulating a paradigm to the 
sorcerer's advantage) whilst being able to detat:h himse lf  from the chosen belief 
structure once the working has been completed. The Chaos Sorcerer also has the 
added advantage of being able to add to his own arsenal of tet:hniques those sorcery 
practices that have been shown to be effective through t:enturies of use and trial and 
error. This is one of the unique aspects of Chaos Sort:ery whit:h differentiates it from 
other more structured approaches to the art of sort:ery that are wntained within one 
overriding belief structure, which result in a restrit:ted wde of practice. This is 
especially true when the sorcerer is guided by a dark repressive doud of religious 
beliefs. 
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i I ZOMBIFICATION 

Certain sorcery practices may appear even to the most open minded technician of 
Chaos Sorcery to be improbable or even phantasmagorical. One of these practices is 
the creation of a human zombie (living dead). This process is know as zombification 
and is one of the sorcery practices developed by Haitian sorcerer's known 
individually as bokor who operate a system of sorcery drawn from mainstream 
Haitian vodoun, but one that has certain characteristics that differentiate it from the 
sorcery practised by the traditional vodoun priest (houngan). A bokor is an initiated 
member of one of the Haitian secret societies such as the bizango, zobop and 
voltigeurs who's origins have been traced back to the sorcerer societies of West 
Africa. Ethnographic and anthropological research has traced the development of 
secret societies in Haiti to the maroon enclaves set up to protect escaped slaves when 
Haiti was under French control in the eighteenth century. 
Zombification can be viewed as the ultimate form of dol l magick, the material base 
in this case being a human who has lost his/her free will, personality and 
intelligence. The bokor has the ability to totally control the unfortunate victim once 
the zombification process has been completed. According to vodoun belief only a 
person who dies from unnatural causes can become a I,omhie, There are also two 
distinct forms of zombie, who's creation by an experienced hokor is greatly feared in 
Haitian vodoun culture, these are the physical zomhie ( zomhie cadavre) and the 
zombie of the spirit (zombie ti bon ange, or zomhie astra l ) ,  The zombie cadavre is 
created by an experienced bokor using certain sorcery techniques to induce a near 
death experience and, after the victim has been certified dead and has been buried 
the bokor will remove the victim from the grave to complete the zombificatio� 
process. The creation of a zombie cadavre is a complex magickal procedure. The 
zombie ti bon ange will, in terms of sorcery, be more commonly created by the 
bokor for his own purposes. In vodoun belief, it is impossihle for the former type of 
zombie to exist without the other. 
In Haitian vodoun belief and for practical magickal application of this type of 
sorcery, there are various interrelated components of man. A human is not complete 
without all of his spiritual components; if one is missing he is merely a zombie 
cadvre, i.e. the material home of the spiritual components. The spiritual components 
are: the z 'eroile, the gros bon ange, the ti bon ange and the n 'arne; without the n'ame 
each cell of the body cannot function, it is the spirit of the flesh, which, after clinical 
death of the body, maintains the form of the corpse. 
Wade Davis notes on page 186 of "Passage of Darkness," 

" The n 'ame is a gift from God, which upon the death of the corps cadavre begins to 
pass slowly into the organisms of the soil; the gradual decomposition of the corpse is 
the result of this slow transferral of energy, a process that takes eighteen months to 
complete. Because of this no coffin may be disturbed until it has been in the ground 
for that period of time. " 
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The z'etoile resides in the sky (heavens). It can be understood as a representation of 
the individual's destiny, a calabash carrying one's hopes, and it orders the future 
events of the soul during its next life. The vodoun soul has two distinct aspects, the 
gros bon ange and the ti bon ange, translated from French this means; 'big good 
angel' and ' little good angel,' respectively. The gros bon ange enters the individual at 
conception, its sole function being to keep the person's body alive; when the 
individual becomes clinically dead (no trace of any vital signs left in the body, i.e. 
no heart beat nor brain activity) the gros bon ange returns to the cosmic energy 
reservoir, God's source that supports all life. It should be mentioned that vodoun 
conceptions of God are their own and quite different from Christian notions of 
Yahweh or Jehovah. 
The ti bon ange can be viewed as the individual's aura, his or her personality or will. 
It is the ti bon ange that the bokor must trap and manipulate to create both the 
zombie ti bon ange and the zombie cadavre. During sleep, the ti bon ange leaves the 
body and this is what makes dreams possible in vodoun belief. When the houngan 
becomes possessed by the loa (spirits), the ti bon ange is temporarily displaced to 
allow the personality of the loa to manifest through the other spiritual and material 
components of the vodoun priest or priestess. The houngan will, on certain 
occasions, take precautionary measures to protect the ti bon ange from the sorcery of 
the bokor, as it is essential to preserve the ti bon ange .both in life and after the gros 
bon ange has left the body following death. When certain vodounists are initiated the 
houngan will extract the ti bon ange from the body and contain it in a clay jar 
(canari), keeping it within the sanctuary of the hounfour (vodoun temple). The ti 
bon ange is still able to animate the living body, so that the new vodoun initiate does 
not lose his or her personality. The houngan knows if he can remove the ti bon ange 
and place it in a canari, then a black sorcerer bokor can also use the aura of the 
victim and tum him or her into a living zombie. 
The bokor is able to create as previously noted either a zombie cadavre or zombie ti 
bon ange, and in both cases the bokor can only undertake the necessary sorcery if 
the death was due to unnatural causes, such as drowning at sea or a Haitian who was 
killed in a foreign land. A natural death, known in Haiti as mort bon dieu, is 
determined by God and is thus outside the bokor's sorcery capabilities. The bokor 
who has knowledge of the correct spells can capture the spirit (ti bon ange) of a 
victim who recently died due to unnatural causes and use the zombie ti bon ange to 
do his will by commanding it and releasing it from its spirit trap, similar to the 
canari jar employed by the houngan. An alternative method is to capture the ti bon 
ange of the living by sending the l 'envoi morts or expeditian; the literal translation 
means ' the sending of the death spirit.' The bokor may perform a conjuration to 
summon the vodoun equivalent of the devil known as djab to give power to his 
spells. Ql,'lce the death spirit has been activated, the victim will begin to suffer from 
the following symptoms as his/her ti bon ange is drawn away from the gros bon 
ange, n'ame and corps cadavre; they will become thin, lose all bodily and mental 
strength\ .. spit blood and eventually die unless a houngan intervenes and combats the 
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, I' I malicious death spirit, sometimes seen to be the iutin, a spirit of an ancestor who 
feels cheated or neglected by hislher living relatives. The houngan can use a garde, 
sometimes taking the form of a small bag containing magickal ingredients or a 
spiritual tattoo cut into the skin, to combat the bokor's sorcery and leave the victim 
with hislher ti bon ange intact. The I'envoi morts or expeditian along with the 
creation of a zombie cadavre is seen by Haitian vodounists as the bokor's most evil 
or black acts of sorcery. The vodounist can also partake in a ritual performed in the 
hounfour in which an invisible protective charm known as pouin is constructed and 
released to protect the vodounist from malicious sorcery. 
The bokor can also incorporate the use of what is known as wanga, this being a term 
used by vodounists to describe any object or an array of objects that will harm any 
persons who come into contact with it. The wanga is the supreme magickal weapon 
of the Haitian bokor. When correctly arranged (ranwf) and charged with the 
appropriate spell, only the victim marked by the son.:erer will be harmed when 
he/she touches it. This is an example of the extent to which a bokor can control his 
sorcery powers. Vodounist belief applies the concept of dualism, for every wanga 
produced by a bokor, a houngan can prepare a magickal antidote known as the 
garde, some of which have been previously discussed. 
A Haitian bokor can also use a wanga in the form of toxins prepared to enable the ti 
bon ange to be stolen from an intended victim. The toxic powders are spread in the 
form of a cross at the entrance to the victim's home. Using the skill of the range, 
only the intended victim is afflicted and the process of zombification will begin. It is  
also possible in vodoun belief to capture the t i  bon ange within one week of the 
victim's death, during which the soul is detached from the corps cadavre. 
The bokor is unable to undertake the process of creating a zombie unless he first 
performs the necessary sacrifices to Baron Samedi, the guardian of graveyards, who 
may or may not sanction the act. If the Baron agrees, the victim is then what is 
called 'marked' by the bokor. Maitre-Carrefour, the master of crossroads will also 
often be summoned by the bokor to aid in the complex process to create a zombie. 
Many of a houngan's and bokor's ceremonies are performed at crossroads as they are 
seen to be sacred sites where the worlds of the loa (spirits) and man interact. 
The creation of a zombie cadavre is the most complex of all forms of bokor sorcery. 
To capture the ti bon ange using toxins placed at the threshold of the victim's home, 
he will first need to obtain a toxin known as tetrodotoxin, which is collected from a 
female puffer fish in the summer from the sea around Haiti. This toxin is mixed with 
other toxins and powders procured from plants and fungi. Depending upon the 
bokor's personal magickal formula, other ingredients may include tarantulas, toads, 
polychaete worms, snakes and shavings from a human skull. Once the powder is 
completed, a sacrifice, usually a chicken or black cockerel, is offered to the loa and 
gods. 
Before the magickal powder is placed on the ground in the form of a four quarter 
cross, ground glass or other toxins will be added to enable the toxins to enter the 
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blood through the abrasion on the bottom of the feet. The chances of the powder 
working effectively are slim and other events may intervene to frustrate the process. 
For example, even if the powder works and the victim is  pronounced dead, he may 
suffocate in the coffin, or the powder may be too strong and actually kill the person. 
If the bokor does kill the person, the bokor will believe that God has intervened. If 
the toxins only make the victim sick and then he/she recovers, the bokor will believe 
that a houngan successfully combated his magick with a powerful garde. If the toxin 
tetrodotoxin is administered correctly by the bokor along with the other magickal 
ingredients, the following process occurs. The victim's metabolic rate and all vital 
signs are reduced to almost zero. The victim enters a catatonic state in which the 
body does not respond to sound or touch, the senses appear to be, for all intents and 
purposes, absent. When this stage has been reached, the victim appears to be dead, 
will be certified as such by a physician and buried. 
The process is not yet complete, even if the tetrodotoxin formula works as intended. 
The bokor will need to wait until the victim revives and regains consciousness in the 
coffin. The time taken before the toxins wear off will vary with each victim, based 
on factors such as body weight, age and health. After digging the victim up, the 
bokor will tie his hands behind his back and lead him to a cross, where he will be 
rebaptized and given a new name by the bokor, a name by which the bokor will be 
able to control the zombie as it will be unknown to relatives, houngans or anyone 
that the victim was associated with. 
When the victim is retrieved from the grave, he will be suffering from the effects of 
the tetrodotoxin and will also be in a highly traumatized state. After the baptism on 
the following day the bokor will make a paste containing a potent psychoactive drug 
known as datura stramonium. The victim will then be forced to eat the paste. Datura 
stramonium is known by vodounists as the concombre zombi, or zombie's cucumber. 
It is a drug that contains specific ingredients to cause any person who digests it ,to 
become severely disoriented, leading to amnesia. Whilst intoxicated with datura, the 
bokor resocialises the zombie and the unfortunate victim is given a new identity and 
becomes the slave of the bokor, obeying his every command. The victim will remain 
u zombie for the rest of his physical life unless a houngan is able to combat the 
bokor's sorcery with a powerful enough garde, enabling the victim's ti bon ange to 
be reunited with its gros bon ange, corps adavre, n 'ame and z'etoile. Wade Davis 
describes the phenomenon of zombification ("Passage of Darkness," page 1 9 1 )  in 
terms of: 

.. The zombie cadavre that has its gros bon ange and n 'arne can function; however, 
separated from the ti bon ange the body is but an empty vessel, subject to the direction 
of the bokor or whoever maintains control of the zombie ti bon ange. It is this notion 
of alien malevolent forces taking control of the individual that is so terrifying to the 

vodounist. In Haiti the fear is not being harmed by zombies as much as becoming one. 
The zombie cadavre is a body without a complete soul, matter without morality. " 

There exist in Haiti historical records of the phenomenon of zombification; one such 
victim was Clarivius Narcisse. Narcisse first began to feel the effects of the 
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sorcerer's magick in 1 96 1  during the period he was engaged in a land dispute with 
his family in the Atribanite Valley of Haiti. It is known that he asked for help from a 
houngan, but no garde was prepared to help him. In 1 962, due to the seriousness of 
his illness, he was admitted to the Albert Schweitzer Hospital where he entered a 
state of paralysis and, upon cessation of vital signs, was subsequently pronounced 
dead by physicians trained in the West. 
Narcisse stated that he remembers leaving his physical body only to return to it 
when in the coffin he was summoned by a bokor who beat Narcisse to prevent his ti 
bon ange re-entering his body. He was then baptized before Baron Samedi and given 
the concombre zombi (datura stramonium). Narcisse was then kept as the bokor's 
slave on an isolated farm, but later returned to his own community testifying that he 
had regained his ti bon ange with the help of a houngan . Narcisse is viewed in the 
Haitian vodoun community as a zombie savanne (former zombie). 
Apart from the bokor's ability to create a l iving doll in the form of a zombie, the 
bokor is also believed to be able to metamorphosizc into a werewolf (loup garou).  
Further, the bokor can trap a person's ti  bon ange in another living animal, insect or 
bird and use the chosen vessel to do his will .  
Zombification outlines the extent to which a sorcerer can manipulate magickal 
power to control another person. A zombie can be regarded as a doll in light of the 
fact that a doll created by a Chaos Sorcerer for malicious purposes renders the 
victim defenceless against the loss of control of his physical and mental state. 
Zombification is a phenomenon only to be discovered in vodoun culture and 
magickal beliefs, but it illustrates the extent of a sorcerer's powers and capabilities. 
Although datura stramonium can be used by a Chaos Sorcerer to cause a victim to 
suffer from amnesia, tetrodotoxin is unobtainable in the British Isles in its natural 
form as the female puffer fish does not inhabit our waters. 
The techniques of malicious doll magick discussed are sufficient to enable the Chaos 
Sorcerer to impose his will upon another person. As the Chaos Sorcerer is working 
in an overall chaotic paradigm, it is often a good practise to follow a malicious 
working with a beneficial working at some point to experience extremes and 
contrasts. An inexperienced sorcerer practising mostly malicious workings may 
create demons from his own mind that he is unable to control and over time the 
shadows of the past will eventually enclose him in a veil of darkness, consuming his 
very being, leaving him defenceless and in need of assistance from other like 
minded sorcerer's. This is not a karmic warning, it is the magickal consequences of 
practising malicious sorcery of any form as a full time vocation. Even the Haitian 
bokor knows how to perform beneficial sorcery using the power of the garde. The 
di viding line between the sorcery of the houngan and that of the bokor is not as 
clearly drawn as some may have been led to believe. 
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The sorcerer called to cure orjilld. 
Changes the direction of his mind. 
A doll created, a friend notfoe, 
An image of life to enhance 
Not let go. 
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Chaos Sorcery incorporates beneficial as well as malicious techniques of doll 
magick; doll magick does not have to be malicious to be effective. The Chaos 
Sorcerer using the magick of the doll can heal or protect as efficiently as if the doll 
was constructed to harm or destroy. Constructing a doll for beneficial purposes 
employs similar methods as if the sorcerer was intending to use it for malicious 
purposes. The material bases out of which a doll is constructed for beneficial 
purposes also remain the same, these being wood, clay and wax. 
The construction of a doll for beneficial purposes is made simpler by the fact that 
obtaining nail clippings, hair, blood spittle and other bodily fluids to create the 
necessary magickal link can be achieved without having to be devious. A person 
who approaches a Chaos Sorcerer asking for the benefit of his sorcery skills to heal 
or help, is likely to have trust in the sorcerer. Thus the necessary items to make an 
effective magickal link will more than likely be given freely, enabling the sorcerer to 
start the construction of the doll without having to first steal the required items. 

HEALING 

When constructing a doll to represent the patient to be healed, the patient may not be 
willing to give the sorcerer hair and nail clippings and even less willing to offer the 
sorcerer blood and personal sexual fluids. This can be due to a number of reasons, 
one of which is that if the person who approached the sorcerer is also a practitioner 
of the magickal arts he/she may not wish to part with such items as they will be well 
aware of what use the sorcerer could put them to if the present circumstances of 
their relationship happened to take a turn for the worse. If this is the case the 
magickal link can still be made by obtaining a photograph of the patient or a single 
thread from an item of clothing. Do not steal these items, it will not affect the 
sorcery if necessary items are stolen, but it could hinder the sorcerer's powers of 
concentration and ability to summon the required spirits if he knows that he has 
deceived the patient. The patient is also likely to seek help of the secular kind if 
he/she discovers that the sorcerer is a thief. This is something that the sorcerer 
should keep in mind and dishonesty is to be avoided at all costs when the sorcerer is 
undertaking a working of a beneficial nature. Dishonesty can however be employed 
by the sorcerer to achieve the desired effect in sorcery workings of a malicious 
nature. The Chaos Sorcerer only has to summon the Loki or Puck within himself to 
realise this. 
If more than one healing working is necessary using the doll representing the 
patient, the sorcerer does not have to construct a new doll after each individual 
session of therapy. The sorcerer does however need to banish the illness after it has 
been contained within the doll. This will prevent the illness from re-entering the 
hody/mind of the patient. 
A doll constructed to represent one patient should advisably not be used to help or 
cure another. Like a plug that has been incorrectly wired, a doll used to heal another 
patient after it has been specifically made and charged to heal someone else could 
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unsuccessfully contain the second illness, especially if the sorcerer forgot to banish 
the illness contained within the dolI from the previous working, releasing both the 
previous illness and not attracting the second towards the doll. Instead of being 
cured the second patient could end up being infected with the first illness and still be 
suffering from his own. This would be brought about by an ineffective magickal link 
being created by the working, crossing the current from the former patient to the 
later. 
It is possible for the Chaos Sorcerer to construct a mUltipurpose doll adding his own 
hair, nail clippings and bodily fluids for a variety of beneficial doll magick 
workings, to cure or aid more than one person. The doll in this case acts like a 
powerful attractor without a specific personality or nature. The mUltipurpose dolI is 
used to absorb the patient's illness in the same manner as if the sorcerer had prepared 
the doll to absorb any magickal attack (as previously described) without the sorcerer 
contracting the illness himself. The multipurpose doll can also be astrally activated 
and thus sent out to help a person who has requested the sorcerer's talents to aid him, 
leaving the sorcerer time to perform other necessary conjurations or mundane tasks. 
Once the multipurpose doll has been used in healing workings, the sorcerer needs to 
banish the illness even if he is certain that it is contained within the doll. This 
prevents the transference process from one patient to another occurring that was 
previously mentioned. 
This banishing technique is suitable for both the mUltipurpose doll and a doll 
constructed to heal a specific person. Visualise a chaosphere and then project it into 
the doll whilst saying: 

Oh power of chaos absorb the il/Ill'ss. 
May this doll be cleansed, 
In preparation for any further use, 
For this is my will. 

When someone has requested that the sorcerer perform a healing working and the 
doll has been constructed, assuming the sorcerer constructs the doll for this specific 
patient, it can be initially baptised before the sorcery healing ceremony is performed. 
The baptism serves two purposes, firstly it is a simple method by which the doll can 
be cleansed and charged in preparation for the healing and, secondly, the sorcerer i s  
enhancing the magickal link among himself, the doll and patient by  using the 
patient's name in the baptismal verse. The baptism of the doll is as follows. 
Place the doll on the ground and, standing over it, meditate upon the purpose for 
which it has been constructed. Then pick up a drum and with a slow rhythmic beat 
move around the doll until gnosis is achieved. Once a trance state is reached, put the 
drum down, pick up the doll and hold it above your head, lying flat on the palms of 
your hands, and pronounce the following: 
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I dedicate this doll to Chaos, 
The dark force of life and death, 
Earth and sky, 
And all that is known or unknown in 
The Universe. 
I name you (patient 's name) 
May your power be used to heal (patient's name) 
For this is my will. 

After the verse has been recited, pick up the pointer and draw the eight rayed star of 
Chaos over the doll. Now that the doll has been baptised, the healing working can 
begin in earnest. 
This sorcery healing working is similar in many respects to the use of the 
chaosphere to draw an illness from the patient. The major difference is that the doll 
represents the magickal twin of the patient whereas a cha?spher� used mdependently 
does not. The doll will be used by the sorcerer to contam the Illness as a surrogate 
for the patient once the transference process from the patient to the dolI is complete. 
The first stage of the working is to make certain that the patient is relaxed mentally 
and physically. When the patient is comfortable and calm the sorcerer Will begm to 
enter a trance to achieve a mental state of total gnosis, similar to the sort of trance 
employed by tribal sorcerers during exorcism workings to banish malevolent spirits. 
This may be attained by beating a single repetitive rhythm on a drum (a bodhran, 
which is an Irish folk drum, is excelIent for this) until the sorcerer is only aware of 
the drum's vibration. Or a humming mantra can be used to still the mind enabling a 
trance to be entered. When this state is reached, the sorcerer starts the healing 
process by placing his left hand above the patient's head and slowly run.ning t?e 
hand over the curvatures of the patient's body, about one Inch above It, while 
visualising an electric or aetheric charge emanating from the palm of the hand. This 
technique is employed by the sorcerer to neutralise the illness and restore strength to 
the patient's entire body. 
When the patient's body has been magickally massaged from th� top of t�e h�ad to 
the soles of the feet, take the doll in the right hand and hold It about five mc�es 
above the part of the body where the illness resides. Begin to shake the doll m.a�Ing 
threatening movements with it, which in effect attracts the illness an� coaxes .It mto 
its new material base, this being the doll or magickal twin of the patient. While the 
gestures are being performed the sorcerer can visualise the illness in the .form of a 
black vibrating orb. Continue the visualization for as long as feels fight, then 
visualise the orb being pulled out of the patient's body and into the doll. The sorcerer 
can begin to hyperventilate as the orb leaves the body and with a final exhalation 
chant the following containment spell in a soft voice: 

From patient to twin the illness passed 
Contained in the doll and dead at last. 
This healing now done was my will's task. 
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Recite the spell three times and, with the last recital add " So be it. " If the illness is 
severe it ma� be necessary t? repeat the process. The initial working should have 
stopped the Illness from gettmg any stronger by preventing it from feeding on the 
patient's life force. 
If t�e healing is t� be repeated, place the doll in a wooden box until it is used again. :Vatt only about fIve days before repeating the healing as any longer could allow the 
Illness to return to full strength as the energy raised in the first working begins to 
deplete. The sorcerer does not have to repeat the baptism as the doll has already ?e.en consecrated and charged in the original sorcery working. As mentioned before, 
It IS only necessary to repeat the healing in cases of severe illness. The sorcerer can 
usually dispose 0: the doll af�er the first healing working by burying it to symbolize 
the death of the Illness. An Ideal place to conduct the burial is at the foot of the 
sorcerer's tree fetish, which will witness the burial and stop the demon of the illness 
from re-entering the healed patient. As a final precautionary measure the sorcerer 
can draw a protection sigil of his own creation on a stone and bury it with the doll 
saying as the earth is placed back over the grave: 

' 

Magickal twin of (patient's name) he free. 
For now the illness is contained/i)r all eternity. 
So be it. 

Healing sorcery workings that incorporate a doll do not necessarily have to be 
performed while the patient is in  the presence of the sorcerer. Beneficial doll magick 
can also be c�nducted when the patient or receiver of the beneficial sorcery is 
asle�p. A healIng sorcery working that is performed while the patient is asleep 
reqUIres that the doll constructed to represent the person be placed in that person's 
bed Just before he retires at night. 
Con�truct the dO.ll  as if the patient was going to be present during the working and 
baptIse th� doll m the same manner as has been outlined. After the baptism, write 
the followmg enchantment or words to that effect on a piece of paper: 

be healed (patient's name) and whilst you sleep, 
The illness will be attracted to this doll. 

Then ?urn the pa�er over a white candle, with white in this case representing 
cleansmg and healmg power, and place the burning paper in a vessel. When the 
paper has been reduced to ashes, add some spittle to the ashes and with the pointer 
make a paste. Rub th.e paste into the doll's body and let it dry, as the paste will act as 
an attractor, performmg the command written on the paper. Ancient sorcerers would 
have used �ap.yrus, animal skin or human skin to write spells and enchantments 
upon, but thIS IS not necessary for a Chaos Sorcerer's sorcery to be effective. Chaos 
Sorcerers should be able to use any material, modern or ancient, but when 
employing it in a sorcery working, view it as a sorcery tool in the same way 
primitive sorcerers would have. 
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In preparation for the actual working, the sorcerer will need to visit the patient's 
home on the evening the healing working is to be performed to cleanse the bedroom. 
This process is analogous to what a surgeon would have done before performing an 
operation on the patient, but in a magickal sense. The cleansing working is an 
important part of this particular sorcery healing and should not be neglected. 
Execute the cleansing ritual alone, while the patient is out of the room. The sorcerer 
will need some frankincense crystals or incense and a white candle for the cleansing. 
Once in the bedroom, the sorcerer should sit comfortably and relax to calm the body 
and mind. After a few minutes, burn the frankincense and light the candle. Hold one 
hand over the candle and one over the incense smoke and say: 

Spirits of health, I summon thee 
Spirits of protection, I summon thee 
When I call . . .  (patient's name) 
Magickat twin, help the doll 
do its work. So he it. 

Before the patient retires, explain that no harm will come to him while he sleeps and 
that when he awakes he will be healed. This reassurance will relieve any anxiety the 
patient has concerning what the sorcerer intends to do with his magickal twin 
embodied in the doll .  This also implants a positive magickal seed in the patient's 
mind, removing the slight possibility that he may try to combat the healing sorcery 
whilst asleep. Before leaving the house, place the doll under the patient's pillow or 
under the mattress in preparation for the working. 
The sorcerer will need to stay awake until the patient has entered deep sleep mode. 
This will usually be between three and four in the morning. When the sorcerer is 
satisfied that the patient is in deep sleep, he can begin the healing working. Start by 
visualizing the doll and, if desired, begin a slow beat on a drum. This single 
repetitive beat will enable the sorcerer to enter a trance state and also symbolises the 
heart of the doll beginning to beat, activating the doll and, in a sense, bringing it to 
life for the duration of the working. Continue the drum beat for about half an hour, 
then command the doll to do its work with the following: 

Awaken . .  twin (�f (patient's name) 
Draw the illness into yoursI'll 
Then close the portal of connection 
And return to your deep magickal sleep. 

When the command has been recited, stop the drum beat and retire yourself. In the 
morning, go to the patient's house and banish any spirits used in the working. If you 
are satisfied with the result, collect the doll and bury it as in the previous working 
(under the tree fetish).  
Constructing a doll for beneficial sorcery workings opens another doorway to the 
sorcerer's magickal mind and tribal memory, enabling him to create his own sorcery 
workings. Healing doll magick is only one aspect of the many possible applications 
of beneficial doll magick. A doll can be constructed to protect property, find lost 
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property, and can be used in a sorcery working to restore a broken relationship or 
create a new one. The doll made for the workings just mentioned is similar in many 
respects to a charm or amulet, the main difference being that the doll represents the 
sorcerer or another person as his or her magickal twin. 

PROTECTION OF PROPERTY To build a doll to protect personal property, the sorcerer follows methods already discussed and then baptises the doll to give it its own lifeforce. The main difference to previous dolls is the addition of a third eye, symbolizing the doll's ability to see into the immediate future and prevent occurrences that would jeopardise or destroy the protected property. The sorcerer will receive psychic or telepathic information from the doll in his magickal mind that will prompt him to go home early because his .house is. 0: will be broken into or to take an alternate route, thus preventing an accident. It I S  Important to use a specific statement of intent when creating/baptising the doll so that its functions are clear. 
With regard to beneficial sorcery workings, It IS advisable for the sorcerer to recommend secular or mundane solutions as well. For instance, in addition to making a doll to protect his car, the Chaos Sorcerer would also install a car alarm. This is particularly true when dealing with physical i l lness, as it is important to diagnose and treat serious illness early. This, however, is not a cop-out, Chaos Sorcerers should be wise enough not to shun secular help and advice, as this will certainly not damage their magickal credibility. Additionally, we live in a technological world and the sorcerer has the advantage of being able to creatively emp�oy th.e bene.fits this brings. Further, with respect to healing workings, a proper medical diagnOSIs may help the sorcerer focus his magick more precisely or he can use sorcery techniques to enhance a treatment program. Chaos Sorcerers should be able to step in and out of their various norms of behaviour at will and manipulate their environment to enhance life. The mind can be re-socialised to suit the sorcerer's requirements. Even an anarchist needs dogma to be able to reject it; this also applies to sorcerers who view themselves as Chaos Anarchists. 

FINDING LOST PROPERTY 

As mentioned above, a further application of doll magick is to find personal 
property, an example of which combines the use of a small doll, no larger than two 
inches, and an ancient pathworking technique. Firstly purchase or, if the tools and 
materials are available, make a box large enough to contain sand and with the 
pointer trace a labyrinth. The word labyrinth, according to Barbara G. Walker, 
comes from labrys, ' House of the Double Axe,' this being the ceremonial axe used to 
sacrifice bulls to the Moon-goddess of Crete. The most famous labyrinth was in the 
palace of Minos (Moon-king), home to the sacred Minataur, in which the spirit of 
Minos dwelt. Minos was also the Cretan Lord of Death. The Chaos Sorcerer can 
adapt this mythology to objects lost, as to walk within a labyrinth is to undertake a 
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sacred journey into the underworld and return, a journey of death and r�birth, or loss 
and discovery in terms of the sorcerer's applicatio? The classi.cal labynnth had only 
one path transversing the entire figure and leadtng out, as IS  the case . at another 
interesting labyrinth at the Cathedral at Chartres, France, with th� path betng exac�ly 
666 feet long. In addition, witches have utilised labyrinth deSigns for ceremOnIal 
purposes and to mark different stages in the initiation process. 

. The Chaos Sorcerer may copy the Cretan labyrinth or design one espeCially for the 
sorcery working, taking into consideration that a labyrinth .has one single path, �t IS 
not a maze in which a person can get lost. When the labynnth has been drawn IOta 
the sand, a powerful magickal tool has been created to aid him in th.e task at .hand. 
Before constructing the doll ,  draw the possession �hat has b�en misplaced

, 
10 �he 

sand in the centre of the labyrinth. This plants a maglckal seed 10 the sorcerer s mmd 
removing any doubt that the lost possession will be found. 
When these preliminaries have been completed, the sorcerer may, if desired, 
undertake a simple divination to discern what material the doll. should ?e made from. 
Once it is finished, it can be charged with blood or other maglckal flUids; due to the 
small size of the doll ,  it is not necessary to attach hair or nail clippings. To enh�nce 
the magickal link further, write the name of the lost possession on a :ery small piece 
of paper (possibly adding a single drop of blood) �hat. C:U.l be rolled mto a scroll an.d 
attached to the doll's torso, using a single strand of haIr II you have long enoug� haIr 
or what ever seems appropriate. The doll is now ready and the working can begm. 
Place the doll at  the entrance of the labyrinth and begin a humming mantra to still 
the mind in preparation for gnosis. After a short period hegin to visualize the obj�ct 
and chant a simple spell of retrieving, possibly using a harbarous tongue lIke 
Enochian or a mantra derived from the spell: 

Oh magickal twin 
Find the (name of possession) 
That I have lost 
So that I may find it also. 

While continuing to chant, hold the doll upright and lead it into the lahyrinth. slowly 
following the path, taking the doll to the centre. As the doll stands ov�r the drawn 
object at the centre, say 'it is found. ' Place the .doll over the drawI� o�Ject and clap 
three times to signify the end of the sorcery. ThiS sudden gesture will also retu�n t�e 
mind to normal (robotic) consciousness. Place the box 10 a safe place wher� II will 
not be disturbed and let the sorcery energy generated do its work. The workmg may 
jolt the sorcerer's memory into remembering where the possession was placed �r 'accidently left so that it can be retrieved. It is also possible that the so.rcerer Will 
have a vivid or lucid dream, which takes him to the place where the obJect can be 
found. If the dream reveals that the possession was stolen, the sorcer�r c�n take the 
necessary steps to retrieve the object and administer magickal retnbutlon. If �he 
possession is not found within a reasonable time, the process can be repeated usmg 
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the same doll and labyrinth as they should still contain energy from the first 
working. 

ATTRACTION DOLLS 

There are certain beneficial doll magick workings that require the construction of 
more than one doll. Sorcery to restore a broken relationship or create a new love 
bond are two such examples. One doll represents the sorcerer (or client) and the 
other represent� the partner, friend or future lover. If the sorcerer is to perform the 
sorcery for a clIent, then the first doll is constructed by the client under the guidance 
of the sorcerer. As before, the doll for the sorcerer/client is made within the 
guidelines previously outlined, and a representation of the third party in the form of 
a doll. needs to be. charged with either a photograph or some object that person has 
been m contact WIth to form the required magickal link. If the sorcerer/client has a 
letter or card sent by the third party, it can be ritually burnt and made into a paste 
with .spittle o� a drop. of blo?d and rubbed onto both dolls (as per the healing �orkin.g descnbed.earlIer). Wnte both parties' names on the back of the photograph, 
If that IS the only hnk available, and the desired outcome of the sorcery, burn it over 
a green candle and save the ashes. Make a hole in the stomach area of both dolls and 
place half of the ashes in each, sealing with the wax of the green candle used to burn 
the phot�. This technique will help begin bonding the dolls' human counterparts in 
preparatlOn for the rest of the sorcery working. 
When both dolls have been prepared, place one on top of the other and bind them 
together with a length of cord. If you have activated the tree spirit described earlier, 
take the dol ls  to the tr�e: place them on the ground and summon the spirit to aid your 
sorcery. When the spmt has been summoned, recite the following spell over the 
dolls three times: 

A bond that was broken 
A friendship forsaken 
Restore regenerate 
as I offer this token. 

When the s.pell has been recited three times, draw blood from the index finger of the 
han� .that IS used to greet friends and anoint both the dolls. This simple blood 
sacnflce ena?les t�e sorcerer to release the spell into the void, directing it by his will 
and the maglckal Imk that was created during the construction of the two dolls. The 
word.s of the spell  are chosen by the sorcerer depending upon the type of relationship 
that IS to be restored or created, they are interchangable and not rigid in their 
formulation. 
If th� �orcery wo�king is undertaken indoors the sorcerer will adapt the doll magick 
to utlhse the envlroment he is working in. The same techniques are employed but 
th� sorcerer re�laces �he summ�nin? of the tree spirit, as he is not within the vicinity 
01 t he tree fetish, With an activatIOn of a servitor created to fulfil the intended 
Ill l ll·OIne of the working. Before the spell is activated draw the servitor (or the 
Sl' rv l tor's sign or sigil) on a piece of virgin paper and write the spell in a sigilised 
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form over the top of it, then begin to hum and visualise the servitor in its material 
form taking shape. When the servitor has been born stop the humming mantra, 
command it to undertake the task at hand, making certain that you instruct it to 
return to the formless chaos out of which it was given life once the task has been 
succesfully completed. Finally recite the spell as before and perform the blood 
sacrifice to complete the working. For those of you who do not wish to use blood, 
spittle, semen or vaginal fluid are suitable substitute sacrificial offerings. 
In both of the sorcery workings described it is not necessary to destroy the dolls 
after the sorcery has been completed. The sorcerer takes the dolls and buries them as 
close to his home as is possible, or if the sorcery was undertaken for a client, the 
dolls are buried in hislher garden or within the immediate vicinity of hislher home. 
This is a final technique that the sorcerer can employ to attrack the lover-friend to 
his home. A kind of psychic homing beacon is created drawing the person the 
sorcery has been directed at towards his/her magickal twin (the doll). The dolls can 
be left in the ground even after the sorcery has completed its task; they only need to 
be removed if the sorcerer wishes to break the bond that has been created, by 
destroying the dolls whilst reciting another spell  to unweave the original one. 
Sorcery is in general a precise art, thus all actions and gestures performed and words 
spoken during the sorcery are directed towards a speci fic not haphazard conclusion. 
This does not mean, though, that the Chaos Sorcerer is hindered by using the powers 
of chaos to aid in any working, as the sorcerer becomes the lord of future events, 
manipUlating the universe however it is perceived, thus not bei ng passively dictated 
to. Magick in general will also tend to take the path of least resistance; this must also 
be taken into consideration when performing acts of sorcery whatever the nature of 
it may be. One may wish to obtain a suitable mate and create uol ls accordingly, but 
remember that the desired person may become part of your l i fe with the unfortunate 
consequence of their former partner coming to an untimely enu. Thi s may appear to 
be a severe example but it has been illustrated with the intention of reminding the 
sorcerer not to undertake acts of sorcery without consiuering what possible course 
the sorcery manifested may take to achieve the desired cond usion. 

The sorcery techniques employed in the above attraction work i ng arc similar in 
certain important respects to an ancient love-attraction witchcraft spell that was 
performed in rural areas of England such as Somerset. In place of dolls, the witch 
would go to an old apple tree, summon the spirit of the tree and ask the spirit  if she 
could pick a single apple for magickal purposes; she would then select a suitable 
apple using her intuition. An offering such as a mug of cider or a sma l l  gift would 
then be placed at the foot of the tree to thank the spirit for al lowing her to take part 
of its fruit. The witch would then cut the apple in half and remove all the p i ps apart 
from two, one to represent each person to be brought together by the aid of her 
witchcraft. Next she would seal the pips inside a small piece of paper with the love 
Npell written upon it. If she was unable to write, which in most cases being part of 
the peasant rural class she would not have been taught to do so, she would either 
place a piece of hair taken from the person who requested the spell ,  or draw the two 
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I figures on the paper placing a pip on each figure. The paper was then placed 

between the two halves of the apple which was resealed by dripping wax from a 
burning candle around the cut. When this had been completed she would begin to 
recite the spell that she wrote on the paper contained inside the apple whilst tying a 
piece of cord around it. When the spell had been recited seven times the witchcraft 
was concluded by burying the apple at the foot of the tree from which she originally 
obtained it. Thus the entire working was performed without her leaving the shadow 
of the apple tree. This act of witchcraft/sorcery if so desired can be performed by the 
Chaos Sorcerer as an alternative to the doll magick working, if circumstances 
indicate that this particular form of witchcraft would be more suitable to achieve the 
desired effect. 
In most acts of sorcery it is not necessary to perform a High Magick formalised 
banishing ritual after the conclusion of the sorcery. This is due to the fact that the 
sorcery techniques outlined include the natural ending of the sorcery with the 
concluding act, gesture or statment uttered by the Chaos Sorcerer. It is also unwise 
to banish thus dispersing the energy or eliminating the charge, magickal link, spell 
or curse produced by the sorcerer's magick (a counterproductive act). If the sorcerer 
summoned an entity, spirit or created a servitor it will be given the appropiate 
commands, returning to the realm of chaos after the completion of its task unless 
otherwise instructed. When the sorcerer devises a curse or a spell, the mechanisms 
of the aforementioned include the depletion thus natural conclusion when the intent 
has been achieved. The sorcerer should also put a time limit on the spell or curse to 
terminate it  if the intent is not achieved within a reasonable time span. 
If, as in certain cases, negative energies are generated by intensive sorcery workings 
that are not automatically dispersed with the conclusion of the sorcery, the sorcerer 
could suffer from a kind of psychic kick-back, which in tum may leave his mind and 
body in a traumatised state. This is not a condition to remain in as it will begin to 
effect the sorcerer when he performs mundane tasks. Lack of concentration and 
tiredness are two symptons of psychic kick-back. To avoid the possibility of this 
occuring the sorcerer can prepare a doll to be used after sorcery workings to absorb 
such energies that remain within the sorcerer's magickal field (aura). 
The doll in this case will be constructed with the sole intention of it being perceived 
as the magickal twin of the sorcerer, its task being to absorb any unwanted residue 
that remains after the completion of sorcery workings. The sorcerer in this particular 
case needs to add to the material base of the doll: nail clippings, hair, blood, sexual 
fluid, spittle and a strand from an item of clothing (worn by the sorcerer). All these 
items can be added to the ashes of a photograph of the sorcerer and placed in the 
centre of the doll's torso. This is to ensure that a strong magickal link is created 
between the sorcerer and the doll that represents his magickal twin. 
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iJI IJ I i Wh�n the . doll has been completed and the sorcerer is satisfied that a strong 
magIcka� lInk has be�n c.reated, the doll can be baptised. This is done by immersing 
the doll m w�ter, WhIC.h IS a natural cleansing agent in itself. If the sorcerer lives by 
a na�ural spn?g, obtam the water from the spring directly. One such example is 
ChalIce Well m Glastonbury which contains minerals and residues of iron (dragons 
blood). Leave the doll under the water until you are satisfied that your magickal twin 
has been cleansed. As the doll is removed from the water utter the following 
command; 

I name you (your own name). 
Your duty is to draw into youself any unwanted energies, 
that are contained within my magickal field, 
to cleanse my body and mind, when I so desire it. 

The baptism has now been completed. There is one final preperation that the 
sorcerer can make to attract negative energies towards the doll. Obtain a small sheet 
of thin copper and cut out a small chaosphere, placing it over the part of the doll's 
torso that contains the objects used to create the magickal link. Alternatively cut a 
length of copper wire into four equal lengths, then criss-cross the lengths to form a 
chaosphere on the doll's torso as before. The doll is now ready to be used. 
After an intensive sorcery working has been completed, take the doll, breath into it 
with one full exhalation, then utter the following command: 

I awake thee oh magickal twin, 
do thy task, cleanse me. 

Now hold the doll about two inches above the tip of your head and slowly run it 
over �our face continuing down the rest of the body whilst gently humming to relax 
th� mmd. �ove� as much of your body as is physically possible. This self massage 
�smg. the VIbratIOns that emanate from the doll as it draws the disruptive energies 
mto It.self, can. take u� to . half an hour to complete. Do not rush this sorcery 
cleansmg techmque, as It wIll benefit you if caried out with the same attention as if 
you were undertaking any other act of Chaos Sorcery. When the self massage is 
complete, run the doll through a candle flame, the heat produced by the flame will 
consume the energy contained within the doll preparing it for future use. Remember 
t� awaken the doll each time it is going to be used. To store the doll wrap it in a 
pIece of black cl?th to protect it whilst it sleeps and keep it i n  a safe place. This type 
of dol� can �e vIewe.d by the sorcerer as a lover who removes pain from the body 
and mmd usmg magIckal massage, a self love doll in the context of Austin Osman 
Spare's terminology. 
Bef?re continuing on the subject of beneficial doll magick, when the sorcerer 
decIdes to create a doll for the purpose of attracting a partner, be it for love, sexual 
reasons, business, or restoring a broken friendship, he must consider if the success of 
the sorcery wil� in the long term be beneficial to him. In the case of performing the 
sorcery for a chent, the sorcerer will take it for granted that the client has considered 
the factors stated, as the client, not the sorcerer, will be dealing with the 
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consequences of the outcome of the sorcery. To desire a person for sexual reasons is 
not a prerequisite for constructing a doll to enter into a relationship with that person, 
as once your desire is fulfilled you, the �orcerer, may have difficulty detatching 
yourself. It is often wiser to resort to other means by which your lust can be 
satisfied, avoiding resorting to sorcery. These unintended consequences can be 
avoided if the sorcerer, before constructing a doll, performes a simple divination to 
see what the outcome of his sorcery will be. 

PLANETARY DOLLS 

Chaos Sorcery in terms of beneficial doll magick, can be adapted to replace or 
supplement more traditional forms of magick, such as planetary invocations. The 
sorcerer can construct a doll to serve as a spirit trap, or even as a material base in 
which a servitor can be stored until i ts  services are required. With regards to 
planetary invocations, the two examples of Jupiter and Mars, or Chesed and 
Geburah if the Qabalistic analogy is applied, will outline the possible application of 
this particular form of beneficial doll magick. 
Mars the red planet is attributed with certain speci tk qualities. Although this may 
seem to be a traditionalist rather than chanist approach, the Chaos Sorcerer applies 
the Martial attributes in an innovative fashion. Thus is does not undermine his 
approach to sorcery. The Qabalistic analogies of Mars can be viewed as contained 
within a general system of Order Magick, but the Chaos Sorcerer is still able to 
benefit from examining the magickal attributes of the Martial Sephria Geburah. 
Martial qualities include; strength, courage, fl'(/r (/nd the warrior ethic. The power 
associated with Mars when experienced will enable the sorcerer to achieve his 
Martial desires. Deities associated with the Warrior include: Mars himself the 
Roman god of war, Thor the Nordic god who holds the mighty hammer, Athene the 
Greek goddess of war and wisdom and Eris also a Greeek goddess of discordian and 
Cuchulainn the Celtic (Irish) war hero, defender of the people. The Archangel 
Khamael attributed to Geburah is also useful to work with in connection with Mars. 
The Martial doll, once c�nstructed, will embody the warrior trait of the sorcerer's 
personality, this should be held in mind during the doll's construction. This Martial 
doll will be a magickal twin empowered with a specific quality. Include hair and nail 
clippings during the construction, to begin the process by which a magickal link is 
created between yourself and the doll. 
There are certain herbs, plants, gems and stones associated with Mars, which are 
suitable to be included in the construction of the doll. Amongst others these include; 
bloodstone, (helitrope), jasper, (stone), tobacco, nettle (plant), corriander!cilantro 
and garlic (herb). If the doll i s  made from wax or clay, the chosen stone, plant or 
herb (the later can be crushed and made into a powder) is concealed within the 
material base of the doll. However if prefered, the doll can be just as effectively 
made from wood. Mahogany has martial qualities due to its redish colour and 
strength. If a piece of mahogany is obtainable, carve the doll instead of using clay or 
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wax. To include the plant/herb powder in the construction of a wooden doll, carve a 
small hole in the chest of the doll and conceal the powder within the hole created. 
The hole is sealed by dripping wax from a red (Martial) candle over it, and holding 
the doll in a horizontal position, until the wax hardens. The gem/stone must be small 
enough to enable it  to be worn around the doll's neck. Make certain that the necklace 
is secure, so that it cannot be accidently broken or removed. As a final attractor of 
Martial energy, attach a small piece of iron to the doll's chest with the planetary 
symbol of Mars etched into it. A small sword made out of the same material as the 
doll when placed in the doll 's hand will visually symbolise the Martial authority, 
strength and warrior spirit of the dol l .  An alternative weapon is also suitable 
depending upon personal taste. 
A s�mple .ceremony dedicating the completed doll to Mars will strengthen the 
maglckal lmk between the doll and the sorcerer. This ceremony enables the purpose 
of the doll to be stated. In preparation for the ceremony, paint your body with war 
paint using tribal designs, or whatever feels appropriate. Surround the ceremonial 
ground with weapons, bones or any object you feel will  give the ceremony a Martial 
flavour. A bone can worn around the neck, symbolising your strength, courage and 
warrior achievments, adding to the overall effect. 
A technique to. induce gnosis before the dedecation begins is to beat a steady rhythm 
on a drur.n until the you enter a trance, then scratch the symbol of Mars into your 
chest, or If female between the breasts. This is a method by which gnosis is achieved 
usmg the vehicle of pain. If prefered replace the traditional symbol of Mars with 
your own design. An alternative i s  to draw the symbol onto the chest whilst 
shouting; I am strong, death to all that is weak in myself. Repeat this statm�nt until 
you do not doubt it, then beat your chest four times with your fist to complete the Martial awakening within. 
The

. 
preparations may appear to be s imilar to those used by a magician when 

performmg a traditional invocation of Mars, using shamanic rather than sorcery related techniques. This though is del iberate. Preparations for the dedication draw 
togethe.r various �agickal techniques to focus the sorcerer's mind upon the doll, which I S  a tool of sorcery, a material base that will be used to awaken the warrior within. as the abi l ity to defend yourself is essential to the modern Chaos Sorcerer �ho in. turn is not bound by magickal categories, but is able to manipulate whateve; 
IS reqUired from the vast landscape of magickal parameters. 
Now that the arena for the dedication i s  ful ly prepared, take hold of the doll and begin to breath �n a purposeful manner. this will relax the body and mind. When you f�el r�ady. begm to shake, feeling the skin shed from your body until you can 
visualIse the muscles and veins. Slowly replace your skin with a red suit of armour. This is a metamorphosis akin to shape shifting. When the change is complete, hold the doll above your head and say: 
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This doll is Mars and all it represents. 
It is my Martial self. 
Whenever I hold or work with it, 
May my mind and body, 
Be filled with Martial energy. 
For this is my will. 

Repeate this dedication until you can fel l  Martial energy emanating from the doll .  
Once this has been achieved place the doll o n  the ground, clap three times to end the 
dedication and to return your body to its normal form. 
Use the Martial doll whenever you require courage or extra strength. It is also an 
excellent tool to use whenever self doubt plagues the mind. All that is required is for 
the sorcerer to hold the doll, utter a mantra formed out of the words that make up the 
required manifestation of Martial energy, then meditate upon the doll to enable the 
energy to manifest within the body and mind as it is drawn out of the doll .  This will 
activate the Martial characteristics of the son;erer's mind. As with other sorcery 
techniques, the Chaos Sorcerer, after a peroid of working with the doll ,  will be able 
to develop personal techniques to activate it. 
It is unadvisable to use the doll for magickal combat or defence, as it was not 
created for these purposes. It should be viewed in a simi lar way as if you were to 
look into a mirror seeing yourself as a mighty warrior in thc reflection, with all the 
attributes this paradigm manifests. 
Like Mars, Jupiter is attributed with specific l/ual i t ies. Qabalistically the sephi rah 
related to Jupiter is Chesed (majesty). Jupiter resides over Earthly power, this 
translates into material wealth, political power and the ability to prosper by the 
accumulation of monies (economic/fi nancial power). It is possible for the Chaos 
Sorcerer to attribute Odin to Jupiter due to his majestic presence and power over 
Earthly affairs in the Nordic tradition. Jupiter, the Roman god, is the equivalent of 
Zeus, the lord of Olympus, and has parallels with all fatherly mythological figures. 
As with the construction of the Martial doll, stones/gems herbs/plants and metals 
with Jupitarian qualities can be included during its making. Obsidian (volcanic 
glass) and the crystal amethyst, are powerful attractors of Jupitarian energy. The 
crystal amethyst, when concealed within the doll's torso or worn around its neck, 
will help generate respect for the sorcerer after he has worked with the completed 
doll .  The amethyst also banishes l ack of confidence from your mind when you hold 
the doll .  Crushed sage and dandelion, as with the Martial doll, when included in the 
material base will help to enhance the magickal link between the doll and the 
Jupitarian part of the sorcerer's psyche, as they are both associated with this 
god/archetype. Jupiter's tree is the mighty oak, sacred to the Druids and Celts, also 
known as the Green Man. If desired, the doll can be carved out of the branch of an 
oak. If this is the material base chosen, be certain to ask the spirit of the oak before 
obtaining a suitable branch. The Green Man guardian of the oak forests will assist 
the sorcerer in the preparation of the doll ,  helping to charge it with Jupitarian energy 
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if summoned with respect to do so. Leave a small gift at the foot of the oak if a 
branch is taken. 
A small piece of tin (Jupiter's traditional metal) attached to the doll's chest, with the 
symbol of Jupiter etched into it, will complete the construction of the doll. The 
Chaos Sorcerer does not necessarily need to use the traditional planetary symbols 
and can devise his own. This adds a personal magickal touch to the doll's overall 
construction. Additionally, if the doll is found by a trespasser, a personal symbol 
etched onto the tin plate will disguise the specific nature of the doll. 
As with the dedication of the Martial doll, it is important that the sorcerer enters a 
Jupitarian paradigm to effectively charge the doll during the dedication working. 
The. m�terial base out of which the doll was constructed does not directly effect the 
dedIcatIOn, although if the doll is made from oak the sorcerer, if so desired, can 
summon the Green Man to witness the dedication after the initial preparations have 
been completed. 
To prepare the working space, be it within your home or in a specifically chosen 
area . ou�side in which the natural forces of nature enhance the working, begin by 
medItatmg upon the materials used to construct the doll and all things with a 
Jupitarian quality; this will enable you to begin to enter a Jupitarian paradigm. After 
a period of meditation, surround yourself with money, pictures of the world's most 
powerful leaders, past or present and see the influence these people have had on 
others' lives. Begin a slow beat on a drum and imagin yourself standing before a 
crowd who a�aits your commands and words of wisdom. When you feel Jupitarian 
energy e?gulfmg you, sto� the drum beat, pick up the doll and hold it against your 
chest, thiS .gesture sy�bohses the act of a god who gathers his wealthlknowledge 
and worshIpers unto hImself. Feel the Jupitarian power of this gesture, look down 
upon the doll and say: 

This doll is Jupiter and all it represents. 
It is my Jupitarian self. 
Whenever I hold or work with it, 
May my material desires befulJilled. 

May I command respect after receiving its power. 
For this is my will. 

��peate the dedication until you can feel Jupitarian energy resonating from the doll; 
It IS now ready to be used. Although it was stated that with the Martial doll i t  should 
not be used for purposes of magickal attack or defence, both the Martial and 
Jupitarian dolls are suitable for using as a focal point to cast spells, related to the 
qualities asso�iated with these planets. When the Jupitarian doll is meditated upon, 
the sorcerer WIll a:-vaken his majestic personality, with all that this part of the psyche 
co�mand� . ThIS III turn, when used in conjunction with a suitable spell or sigil 
castmg, wIll enable the sorcerer to fulfil l  his material desires, made possible by the 
power co?tained within the doll and the magickal link that was manifested during its 
cOllstructlOn. 
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Due to the nature of Chaos Sorcery and the freedom of expression chaos in general 
manifests, the sorcerer is able to devise his own planetary qualities, to replace the 
traditional ones without undermining the effectiveness of his sorcery. You are thus 
able to re-name the planets, devise new qualities and attributes for them and create 
entities to fulfil the planetary powers willed into existence. Thus the Chaos Sorcerer 
constructs dolls as an Earthly manifestation of his own solar system (or whatever it 
is now called). 
Within the ideas that have been outlined in the chapters on beneficial and malicious 
doll magick, a system of sorcery drawing together various techniques for achieving 
gnosis, or activating spells and curses, has been attempted. This has also included 
utilising the art of visualisation which in itself needs persistent practice to be 
effective, as was outlined in the chapter on Techniques of Sorcery. The dolls 
described so far have all been humanoid representations of the sorcerer or subject 
depending upon the circumstances. Replicating thus creating a magickal twin of a 
sick animal for healing purposes is also possihle within the context of beneficial doll 
magick and is another possible avenue of explorat ion for the son;erer. Similar 
techniques can be employed, but take into consideration that an animal may be less 
receptive to the commands given during the work ing. To charge the doll you will 
have to use your imagination, having stated th is , hairlfur and spi t t le in most cases 
when included with the material base of the animal 's magickal twin w i l l  charge the 
doll and create an effective magickal link. 
Dolls in various forms conjure a variety of responses. This i s due to their human 
characteristics, although the direct resemh lance to a human may only be slight.  One 
such example is if a sorcerer were to use the traditional imagry of Sheela-Na-Gig, 
the Celtic goddess, with her grotesque facial features and splayed vagina, inviting 
both sex and repulsion as possih le responses to her imagery, that could be used for 
various doll magick purposes of a sexual nature. Dolls are also the subject matter of 
nightmares and a child's pleasure. This shows the various psychological responses 
possible to them, that are built into the mechanisms of the mind. We humans have a 
natural affinity with dolls in all their different guises. The Chaos Sorcerer is able to 
manipulate this inbuilt mechanism contained within his psyche to enhance the 
various doll magick workings undertaken, whether beneficial or malicious in their 
nature. One can also see this process being manifested in the creation of humanoid 
tribal fetishes, some of which have been previously mentioned. A magickal doll is 
the imagination of the sorcerer manifested into the material realm, for specific or 
mUltipurpose magickal uses. 
It is i mportant that the sorcerer does not allow the dolls that he creates to become an 
obsession. They should only occupy the mind whilst the workings that they were 
created for are being undertaken, thus it is only activated for the duration of the 
working. Although dedicated time and effort will go into a doll's construction, 
during which time you may become attached to it, you should be able to destroy the 
doll when required, banishing its existence from the mind, forgetting that it ever 
existed. 
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CHAPTER V 

WORD WEA VING 



The words in the mind 
A silence of kind, 
With a whisper formed 
Like a gentle wind, 
A curse is born 
And the veil is torn. 
With a subtle move 
She forms her spell. 

The Chaos Sorcerer knows 
The power of the word comes 

from within, 
Then to its destiny goes. 

The term Word Weaving il lustrates the process by which curses and spells are 
formulated. The spoken words are then directed towards a predetermined person, or 
as is often the case with spells, spoken over a material base to empower it and then 
the spell is activated. Although both curses and spells utilise the power of the spoken 
word there is a fundamental traditional difference between the two. 
To empower a curse, sorcerers would summon the aid of a malevolent spirit/entity. 
To emphasize this point, a bokor could call upon the Djab (vodoun devil) after 
obtaining permission from Baron Samedi, to aid in directing a death curse towards 
the bokor's intended victim. 
Spells, contrary to curses, are recited over or written to be contained within a variety 
of material bases. The sorcerer does not necessarily call upon an entity to empower 
the spell. The sorcerer in casting a spell is using verbal power to enable the required 
magickal energy to be raised and in doing so uses a material base to contain/direct 
the spell towards the chosen target without the intervention of the gods. 
These traditional categorisations used to distinguish the mechanisms by which spells 
and curses are operationalised should not be viewed as rigid, especially in the 
context of Chaos Sorcery. There are circumstances where a sorcerer using gesture 
such as casting the evil eye upon a victim to curse them without reciting a 
specifically worded curse that does not fol low the tradi t ional conception of what a 
curse is. Emotion such as anger replaces the power of the spoken word. An 
Aborigine sorcerer pointing a giant lizard hone at a victim to direct a fatal curse 
whilst uttering the required words does not cal l upon the aid of the spirits before 
sending the curse. Thus both the above examples differ from the definitions given. 
Curses of this nature are meant in most cases to be fatal or to cause problems for an 
extended period of time. For instance, the phenomenon known as vodoo death has 
been widely recorded in various ethnographic journals, with these reports going 
hack to the sixteenth century. In 1 587 Soares de Souza, a New World explorer, saw 
Tupinambas cursed by a "medicine man" die of fright. A. G. Leonard ( 1 906) 
reported that he witnessed the slow death of a Hausa warrior in West Africa who 
helieved that he had been cursed. These incidents are examples taken from Wade 
Daves' book "Passage of Darkness". 
This chapter will also describe the methods by which a witch's bottle can be 
constructed, as well as looking at a specific branch of vodoun practised in certain 
parts of America known as "Root Magick". 

EMPOWERING THE CURSE 

In Asiatic belief mothers were seen to be the most effective administrators of curses. 
The power to curse came with the birth of the first child during which a li>rln of 
III 1Igickai transition took place, enabling this power to he act i vated . A lthough it was 
thollght that most curses could be combated. Asiat ir cul tures kan:d lll11ther's curses 
liS there was no known defence against them. 
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Female's menstrual blood has been used in a variety of cultures to empower a curse 
or spell. This is a powerful method by which a woman could offer a sacrifice, as 
menstrual blood contains the remains of the unfertilised egg (at least until the 
contraceptive pill was introduced). The menstrual blood would be included as part 
of the bodily fluids contained within a witch's bottle or be smeared onto a written 
spell to charge it. A mother's curse was so feared by the ancient Greeks that they had 
a specific word for it, Miasma. 

Historically one only has to look at the paranoia and greed of the Catholic Church to 
see a patriarchal religion's fear of women. During a three hundred year reign of 
terror sanctioned by Papal Bulls (orders) such as Pope John's Cum inter nonnullos 
( 1 325) and Pope Innocent IV's Ad extirpanda (May 1 5th, 1 252), an estimated five 
million people throughout Europe were tortured, murdered and had their possessions 
confiscated by the church. Many of the victims were women who were accused of 
witchcraft and sorcery, as they were the gender believed to have the power to 
curse/hex, such curses reportedly being directed towards males, their property and 
children. The Inquisition is a part of history that the Catholic Church for the most 
part still maintains was justifiable and is only one example of this form of organised 
religion's crimes against humanity.4 

Due to the magickal nature of curses it is wise to be specific when formulating the 
words that are to be used. 
A curse can be directed at a victim unintentionally. A sorcerer who, in a fit of rage, 
needs only to say I hope you break your legs, to later discover that the person this 
statement was directed towards actually did break his legs in an accident. As was 
made clear in the chapter on malicious doll magick, a curse should only be activated 
if there appears to be no other solution to the problem at hand, as magick tends to 
take the path of least resistance provoking unanticipated consequences. Malicious 
thoughts in themselves are sometimes sufficient to activate a curse as the words are 
weaved in the mind with intent. One of the fundamental keys to enable a Chaos 
Sorcerer to be proficient in his art is to be in control of his will (mind) at all times. 
This includes the ability to control emotions and malicious thoughts that may, if not 
controlled. cause pain or suffering without the sorcerer intending this to happen to 
the person the thoughts were aimed at. Weaving words in the mind can thus 
empower a curse just as effectively as the spoken word. 
The victim does not need to be in the presence of the sorcerer when the curse is 
empowered and due to the nature of certain curses (such as a death curse), it may be 
necessary to employ other techniques as well as the power of the spoken word. 
A time may occur where the sorcerer has his life threatened or a death threat is made 
against a loved one. In cases such as these retributive action in the form of a death 

The above examples regarding Asiatic belief and the Inquisition were taken from Barbara 
G. Walker' s  book "The Woman' s  Encyclopedia of Myths and Secrets". 
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curse can be activated. This removes the possibility of the person ca�ying out his 
threat. The following technique is suitable to be used in such adverse circumstances. 
Begin by meditating upon the threat that has been dir�cted towar�s y?u.  �s you 
meditate, visualise the sender of the threat within �our mmd:s �ye whIlst mvoking all 
the anger your will can generate. As the anger is mvoked wlthm you. cha�t the n.ame 
of the target person until you have manifested a powerful rage. At thI� pOl�t begm to 
beat your chest with your fist, stop the chant and summon Pazuzu

. 
With thIS

. 
relevant 

call. Other malevolent demons of death/disease can be called If so deSIred, but 
Pazuzu will be particularly effective in carrying out the task at hand: 

Pazuzu lord l�f" the Southwest wind I summon thee. 
Pazuzu Oh brother of" Humwawa I summon thee. 
Oh grinning dark angel I summon thee. 
Oh horned doublnl willged demon I summon thee. 
Pazuzu sink your tl'l'tl! ill to (victims nllme J. 
Pazulu may your howl destroy IIislhl'r sOIlI. 
Oh Pazulu' who lavs /w/t! IlI/()1I vO/lr vietim /llItil dl'lIth. 

Kill (victims namt'). 
Before two cycles of" Ihl' 11/0(//1. 
For this is my will. 

When the summoning of Pazuz� is completed. visllal i s� the victim stan�ing in front 
of you and project a chaosphere into th� ir heart shoutmg the name of the demon, 
then weave the words of the curse hy say mg: 

As Pazulu is my aid. 
With this demoll's IIlIWt'r a cllrse is made. 
To kill (victims lIame). 
Before two cye/es l�f" thl' mOOf!. 
You (victims name) will he sent to the grave. 

Repeat the curse twice, then clap your hands twice or. make t:vo beats on a dru� and 
say It is done. Make an offering to Pazuzu by burymg a pIece �f raw meat I� the 

d The meat can be buried under the shadow of your tree fetIsh. Pazuzu WIll be ���:� '
to the task for which he was summoned and will be released when the 

maggots have consumed the buried meat. 
. Due to the intensity of this type of sorcery, a self massage performed usmg �our 

magickal twin (doll) to relax your body and mind will restore any �epleted �aglckal 
energy reserves that were used .in the send.ing of the curse. ThIS techmque was 
outlined in the chapter on benefiCial doll maglck. 
Word weaving to activate a death curse is the final and decisive act of sorcery. to be 
used as a last resort in life endangering circumstances. A Chaos Sorcer�r sho�ld 
rarely have to undertake such an extreme act of sorcery. To be in c�ntrol 01 your life 
means avoiding circumstances that lead to this form of protective sorcery ever 
needing to be sent as an act of self defence. Ot�er forms of curses are not so severe 
in their nature and can be activated to the benefIt of the sorcerer. 
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Formulating a curse to remove business rivals, for example by making it impossible 
for them to challenge your position, can be as important as being successful in your 
business endeavors. The wording of this curse, as is always the case with a statement 
of intent, needs to consider what exactly it is you wish to achieve. Two approaches 
will be looked at, although there are many other possibilities open to you. The first 
curse is the more severe of the two and is designed to bankrupt your rival's business. 
Certain preparations are required before the curse is sent. To start with make a small 
coffin shaped box and place in it a business card or part of the product he produces 
or sells. The next stage is to take a photograph of the rival's business premises. Roll 
the photograph into a scroll, place the scroll beside the coffin and lay a pin beside it. 
The preparations are now completed. 
Begin to meditate upon the success of your own business whilst visualising your 
rival's business premises boarded up with a "for sale" sign outside. Begin to gently 
laugh as you hold the visualisation. when you feel ready, stop the visualisation and 
say over the coffin: 

In three cycles of the moon your business will fold, 
Your debts will mount up as nothing is sold 
Whatever financial rescue you try to make, 
Your creditors and bankers will .I'w{J you, 
Then push in the bankruptcy stake. 

Repeat the curse three times as you stated that the rival's business will fold within 
three cycles of the moon. As you say the final sentence push the pin into the scroll, 
place it in the coffin and begin to laugh. 
When the moon is next full, go to a graveyard and bury the coffin. When you have 
finished the burial, project a chaosphere into the ground over the buried coffin and 
once again laugh. Before leaving the graveyard, take some soi l from the burial site 
and when you are home place the soil in an envelope. Write the rival's name on the 
envelope and send it to his business premises. This directs the curse towards the 
intended target enhanced by the words of the curse, the visuali sation and the objects 
placed in the buried coffin, all of which create a strong magickal link with the target. 
The second form of curse i s  designed to make it impossible for a business rival to 
make any undermining moves against your business. It also stops the rival from 
being able to sell any of his products to your clients. 
To prepare for the weaving of the curse, obtain as before a photograph of your rival's 
business premises, obtain a length of blue cord, a black candle and a piece of virgin 
parchment. To start the working begin to hum to still the mind whilst writing the 
following curse on the paper. 

In all the business ventures you plan against me, 
Discord andfailure will be the result for thee. 
Your products or services will not sell ifplaced with mine. 
A black shadow of confusion will be the result, 
Until you realise you 're wasting your time. 
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As each line is written visualise a chaosphere and project it into the photograph. 
After the final line has been written, roll up the photograph as before. Begin to hum 
to prepare the mind for directing the curse. Pick up the cord and recite the curse four 
times. On completion of each individual word weaving of the curse tie a single knot 
in the cord. Thus after the curse has been recited four times, you will have four knots 
in the cord. Take the cord and tie it round the photograph/scroll. Take the black 
candle and scratch the name of your rival's business into it. If the business has no 
specific name, scratch the owner's name into the candle. Light the candle and drip 
the burning wax onto the ends of the cord tied around the scroll to seal it. When this 
stage is completed say it is done. Laugh at your rival's impending misfortune and let 
the candle burn itself out. Then take the scroll and seal i t  in an envelope, writing 
what was scratched into the candle upon it. Hide the envelope at your own business 
premises. This symbolises that your rival will not be able to operate against you as 
per the words woven into the curse. 
The above two curses differ in form from the traditional format of how a curse is 
sent/operationalised. To activate them the Chaos Sorcerer is not calling upon the aid 
of any spirits. Different forms of material base are incorporated to aid in the 
sending/empowerment of the curse. The intent in the written or spoken word is the 
fundamental ingredient that enables the curse to be effective. The later curse also 
employs the negative aspects of Jupitarian energy. This being the four knots tied into 
a length of blue cord. Qabalistically, four is the number of the sephira Chesed 
(Jupiter). 
The sorcerer in both the above cases uses rhyme to word weave the curse. The 
material bases utilised are purely for symbolic association (note the connection with 
Jupiter in the later curse), to aid the sorcerer in summoning the required magickal 
power to direct the curse. Word weaving focalises the sorcerer's will to activate the 
intent of the empowered words of the curse. 
The Chaos Sorcerer should be able to manipulate/utilise all necessary means, 
magickal or mundane, to empower a specifically worded curse. The sorcerer is thus 
not guided by pre-determined parameters of how traditionally a curse should be 
empowered and sent towards the target; this is not the way of chaos, which as a 
power in itself has no book of fundamental laws of how its chaotic magickal power 
should be released into the world. It is up to each individual sorcerer to learn how to 
utilise the magickal power of chaos to conform to hislher will. 
A curse can be very specific in its nature or be designed to have a wider parameter 
of effects upon the victim. The subsequent example falls within the former category. 
This curse is designed to cause a male you suspect of having an affair with your 
lover to be inflicted with impotency. A female sorcerer can change the wording of 
the curse to make certain that her lover is unable to have an affair with another 
women. The impotency will be designed to occur when he attempts to have 
intercourse with your partner, or in the case of a female sending the curse, if her 
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lover attempts to have intercourse with another women. This curse is also adaptable 
to take into consideration homosexual sorcerers. 
This particular curse includes the summoning of a specific . spirit. Two tha� have 
been chosen from a diverse variety that are appropriate in thIS case are: Haglt� t�e 
01 m ic spirit associated with Venus and the Chaigidel the demo.mc force 0 � e 

1; h�tiC sephira Chockmah, with Chokmah being the. pre�o�mant mascuh.ne 
�i�ciPle of the Qabalistic Tree of Life. The chief of the QhP.hotic Side of the sephlra 
Chokmah is Beelzebub. This particular curse calls upon Haglth. . 
To begin the empowerment of the curse, stand na�ed over a bl�c� candle carved mto 
the shape of a phallus and begin to call the demomc force Haglth. 

Hugilh I summO/l thee. 
Hagilh, dark demonic .fiJrCl' (!f' Venus, 
I am )'our masler, come /(1 1111'. 
Hagiih empow{'/" //IV C/lrs(' with vO/lr {)('rv('rt('d {us/, 

Fill nil' vic/illl with vour {)(Ii,I'OIl. 
To su,irerjl'Otll ill/po/ellcl'. W{/('II with II/V {m'('r, 

As this is wi/hill YO/lr /)(H'o'('r. 
. 

N that Hagith has been called to aid yOll. the curse w i l l  need to he aCliv,�te� . ThIS ow 
'11 be woven as if it were a male son:erer d irect ing It  towards hiS female curse WI ' . '  h' I I "  . .  dl · A '  it artner's other male lover. Before the ClJ I'Sl' is recl l ed ,  l ight th� r " Ie e,1ll c .  s .  

� ns down the person that the curse i s  directed towards WIll
, 

h�gm to lose theIr ur 
1 power as per the wording of the curse. Enflame yourse lt With sexual ene�gy 

:�:;t:hen you have obtained an erection,  recite t he following curse over the burnmg 
candle: 

You who have dared pelll'/ra/e my lover, 
Never again will vour phallus stand erect. 
Forfail('d will be allY sexual attempt, 
You Ir), /(I nwke wilh my lover. 
As Impotency will be your only success. 

. 
This curse is more in keeping with the traditional format although a phalliC candle 
was used to focus the sorcerer's will. 

WITCH'S BOTTLE 

A witch's bottle is part of the traditional tools used f�r
. 
witchcr��t .  Th� bottle in itsel� 

Iso has a wide range of magickal possibilities. TraditIOnal Bntlsh wltchcr�ft as was 
�tated previously is  more akin to sorcery than any of the other d�verse �aglckal a�ts. 
The modern Chaos Sorcerer in adopting certain witch�raft prac�lces will be w�}:�mg 
with a powerful and ancient form of primitive maglck. Cert�m of these �ractlc�s 

ch as candle knot and doll magick have already been m�orpor�ted mto t e 
��fferent worki�gs outlined at various stages in this book. �hls particular tool �f 
sorcery bridges the gap between the definitional bound.anes of a .cur�� or spell, as �t 
can be used as a form of curse or as a protective shield. A Witch s bottle can e 
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i constructed to be placed in the home of a sorcerer and charged to protect the premises and contents when the occupants are out. This form of sorcery tool is thus a two edged sword. 

The bottle can be constructed to take the life of a specific person who walks over the ground where it has been buried, it can be viewed in this context as an alternative to a doll constructed for a similar purpose. The witch's bottle that will now be described is constructed to bring about three months continual bad luck to a specific person. 
Bad luck as a term is rather ambiguous as it can take many forms. This though is deliberate. The Chaos Sorcerer in this context will be channelling the power of chaos to enable it to work the intent of the curse utilising the fact that chaos in many respects is unpredictable. The sorcerer in this case also allows the magick in the form of a curse sealed in a witch's bottle to deliberately follow the path of least resistance. Thus bad luck will fall upon the victim from the most unexpected quarters. 

The first task of the sorcerer is to find a suitable bottle. One that has been dug up is ideal, but an old milk bottle or one of a similar size is also suitable. To begin to empower the bottle it needs to be purified/cleansed. This is simply done by filling the bottle with water, a few sea salt crystals and some soil. Place the bottle outside a window on the windowsill when the sun has set and retrieve it when the sun has risen the following morning. This enables the bottle to be charged with the power of the rising sun and with the element air (by the power of the wind). When the bottle has been retrieved empty the contents and rinse it out, preferably with spring or rain water. The bottle is now ready to be used. 
Leave the bottle in a place where it will not be handled for about five days. During this time periodically think about your victim's life being thrown into turmoil by repetitive bad luck. This will concentrate your will on the task at hand. When the period you determined is over, retrieve the bottle and etch or paint onto the boUle a chaosphere with the victim's name written in the centre. The name can be written in a sigilised form if you prefer. Next the bottle needs to be filled with your own bodily fluids (urine, a drop of blOOd/menstrual blood, semen/vaginal fluid and spittle ) .  The reason for using your own bodily fluid in this particular case is to enable you to form a magickal link with the victim. In this case the magickal link operates as if each time the victim crosses over or passes near to the buried bottle, you were there in person to curse him. This is also how a bottle is charged if it is to be used to protect your home. 

There is one final ingredient which is placed in a witch's bottle, an iron nail or iron fillings. The nail is placed in the bottle to charge the contents as it begins to rust. This can be viewed as a specific alchemical magickal process to add martial energy to the curse (iron is associated with the planet Mars). As the final preparation write the following curse on a piece of paper: 
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As you (victims name) cross my bottle.'s path, 
Bad luck becomes your brother as I sit �a�k and laugh. 
Each time you cross it your bad luck Will Increase, 
And for three months there will be no release. 

. b the paper over a candle WIth ��:�i�����::���=S����:{����:�:�� o�� p;��'
o�h:l�t�:�'

d;';t���� c g 
b '  dIe over the cork/cloth to ensure that It IS sealed. wax from the urmng can 

. f h head and recite the curse three tImes, once or eac . Hold the bottle above yo�r 
be ' t I h Finally call upon the aid of Loki month of the curse's duration, then gm a aug . 

the Nordic trickster god to aid you: 

Oh Loki it is time to "lay, 
Trickster Mod / SUnIlIlOf/ YOIi todav. 
Help me sl'lId this ('urst' Oil its wav, 
Empower it fiJI' t/I/'I'I' //Iollthl' til till' dav. 

. . , 

f 'd . ht that evening take the bott k' and bmy it as ncar 10 Ihe vIctIm s ho�e Be .ore mI . mg . lace that ou known hl' is l ikdy 10 cross or walk close �. as IS POSSI�Ie, ��e
a
si�e recite th� curse threc more t i llll'S and Olll'e again laugh a� hIS �efore �eavmg 

Th curse wi l l only al'kl'l Ihl' pl'rson who's nallle IS written Impe�dl;?
h 

b�� �u��e th: victim crosses t i ll' palh of t i ll' huried hOll le the curse wl.I I  upon �t. e Irs 
I d t need to hl' rclril'wd Whl'lI t i ll' t hrce month period I S  be actIvated. The batt e oes no 

. '  , ' I  , .' d ' II tomatiC'llly cease at tn thl' dl'Slgn,ltel pel lO , completed as the curse WI au , 
. f the most ttl of this kind was usually constructl'd hy a kmall', ml'1I were or. , '. A bo e 

b t bl ' shing a more inlel lel'lual approarh to l IIaglck an� wntmg thelr
f 

part too usy es a I I ' 1\ ' hy vanous monks 0 . . which for the most part seemed to have Wl'll wn en ' . gnmo.lre
d

s, 
th Thl's is not to say though that malt' sorcerers/warlocks dId not one kin or ana er. 

construct witch's bottles for their own usc . 
. ' h ' h h I' I 'lirse IS the kmd of curse w \C The direct confrontational approac . to Sl'lIl IIIg 

'. l .' 1 1  h
" 

. ware of With this form I h have knowledge of the m:cl I l t al ts WI c a . 
. . most peop e w a 

the words whi l st hl� ing in the presence of the VIctIm. of curse the sorcerer weaves . '  
work with The curse that will now be described is designed to remove a person you 

who is making life at work difficult for you , . . . d k h . Wh 'n the moon I S  m Its ar p ase The following curse requires no preparatHlIl . C 
t" r mind at him, approach the person �aking certain �hal I�e ... S 

.
011 Il lS own, ocus you 

look into his eyes and m your own mmd n.:pc.lt. 

Before the moon isful/ 
And with the power that / 1I0W ('{II/, 
You will be seekinM a/tullatil'/' /'III/'/O.l'lIIl'lIt, 
For the period of a year and a day. 

. ' d tI hugh to yourself as you walk Click your fingers discreetl� nme tlm�s an . ge
t� .

y 
p(:wer of the evil eye that was away. Looking the person m the eye IS 

lIsmg c 
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mentioned earlier. Pointing your mind at him replaces the need to use a physical 
pointer such as a bone and directs the curse towards the victim. 
A number of different curses have been discussed employing a variety of 
techniques. The empowering of the curses and the way in which the required 
magickal link was formed should have given you a rough guideline to the variety of 
sorcery techniques that can be used when and if it is necessary to weave the required 
words to form a curse. The Chaos Sorcerer is only constrained by one factor and this 
is that a curse by its very nature is malicious and not beneficial for the recipient. 
Curse only when it is absolutely necessary and make certain that your will is fully 
directed to enable the curse to be effective. Aleister Crowley realised that it is the 
power of the spoken, written or thought word that is one of the essential keys to 
effective magick. Thus weave your words with care. 

ROOT MAGICK 

The origins of root magick are not clear, but due to its close relationship with other 
vodoun related practices, one could argue that as a system of malicious sorcery it 
probably was first devised in Africa. Root magick is still used today in certain parts 
of America mainly along the Mississippi delta. This particular form of sending a 
curse is employed by both black men and women. As the term suggests root magick 
utilises the inherent power of certain roots taken from a variety of herbs and plants. 
The root is viewed by the practitioners to be malicious in nature as it  is always 
contained within the ground and during the plant or herb's life never sees the light of 
day. The root is also seen to symbolise death as, like a corpse, it is buried under the 
ground. 
The sorcerer when she has decided to curse a particular person will first obtain the 
required root or roots by digging them up at night. The root is then placed in a small 
pouch with other ingredients; these may include a nail clipping or a strand of hair 
lakcn from the victim, and the curse itself written on a piece of paper. Sometimes 
Ihe sorcerer will include a pin and the veve (sigil or seal) of a particular loa to aid in 
Ihe sending of the curse. The pouch is then buried in the garden of the victim's 
hOllic. The curse is usually designed to make the victim seriously ill and 
occasionally to kill him. 
The roots reyu ircd depend largely upon the individual sorcerer and handed down 
traditions. The slrand of hair is taken from a brush or comb used by the victim. The 
sorcerer would oftel1 curse a white employer and as they were working in the 
victim's home it was not to d ifficult to obtain the required strand of hair to create the 
magickal link. If the sorcerer was unable to obtain hair/nail clippings they would 
often make a small doll representing the victim and place this inside the bag. The 
essential ingredient, though, is always the magickal root. This form of sorcery is 
similar to the traditional witch's bottle. African and British sorcery are similar in 
many contexts, even though they have developed in two totally different cultures 
and geographical locations. 
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. . a ick also utilise another interesting 
Black American pra�tltt.o�ers of roo:ce:r�akes three pins used by the victim, or 
technique to curse �he.Ir ;Icttms. The so 

'ns to contain the curse. The pins are 
pins found in t�e vIctlm s house .and us:��� 

!�d and stuck into the victim's pillow. 
tied together WIth a stra�d of half or a 

. the middle is upside down. The sorcerer 
Two of the pins are upngh� and the on� 10

. them in the victims pillow. This form 
recites the curse o.ver the pInS �efore s�ck:�g 

severe bad luck depending upon the 
of curse once agam can cause Illness, ea or 

intent. . . , ick or a erson who is versed in this form 
I t  requires another praCtitIOner of root mag

'th rote�tive magick. This is similar to a 

�������7t ��:r�:���n� �r���l1
t;�n

c�:s�r:�k ,; curse or spel l  sent against him by a 

bokor. . I t' f 'ursing and use 
S . ,  11 e'lsi l y 'Ilhpl I h i s parllcu ar orm 0 C ' ' 

The modem C�aos ��cere;t��ds ;I�al �er� prev iousl y  oUl l ined . Rool m,�gick i s  h(�th 
It as an alternative t� e m . '

i s 'I )'\rcl1 l l  known of i ls speci fic origllls . As With 
powerf.ul �nd effec

d
tIve but little 

Af;i�\ 'is I hl'� lrig inal honll'la lld of Ih is mag ickal art. 
the maJonty of vo oun sorcery, " 

SPEl J ,S 
b sed for holh 1ll'IIl'fil' ial alld malic ious purposes. 

S 11 ontrary to curses, can e u, . k . I Iy pe s, c . ith which I I Il' S\ ll"l'l'\'I'r i s  gll l l l).', 10 W\ll" . wll I. Oil 

With regards to the matenal base w . . . II I' 'SI I:I " I 'I I I)' hl"lor To i l l i roduce Ihe . ' f th 's imagmatlol1 IS lL' l .  . , ' . 
the l imItatIOn 0 e sorcerer . dl " I kl l l li 1 1 I ' I" il' k wi l l he looh'd al as 

d· . 
I 11 castmg can c ,11ll ' t · . nature of tra ItlOna spe '

1 B II 1 I I 'Sl' lools l \ ' Ive a lO l l).' h i slmy 01 usc 
f II fng in themse ves. 0 1 l ,  , . ' 

systems 0 spe cas 1 
t' ' I ' : ' 1 1 1 ' I Sl" 1 1 1 ' 1 1  ,"I l l  Ill' l' I I IP loYl'd lo casl , les of the sort () m.1 l l l ,l " . , . and are two pnme examp 

d dl " 'k ' Irl' l' fkl'l i v(' 10 1 Il' l Il ra l t se a l'lI I"Sl' I hat 
numerous spells, Both knot an can e magIC , 

has been directed against you. 

KNOT MAGICK , . . ' f knot magiek arc u lIl'l'rl a i l l ,  K l lol l I Ia�il' k i l l variOUS 
Like root magIck, the .or���h�rn European coull i ril's as pari or a wi(kr syslem of 
forms has been used I n  

' h' h th ' knols Wl'\"l' l il'd al ld 1 1ll' number of 
. h ft d sorcery The way In w IC C '  " ' Wite cra an . . 1" '1 . Th ' k l lOIS an' l il'd I II conjUnctiOn 

knots appears to have been the Important ,IC ()\ . l: ' 

with a spell that is to be cast. . \ '  Ih . . . k w i l l  show how 10 I rap ( Ihus cure ) wll l l ll e 
The first applicatiOn of knot magIC " 

h "  cold Th is spl' l l  is sui lahle 10 he 
knots common sickness such as the flu or a cavy , 

d urself or to cure a sick friend. , . use on yo . e a seven inch lenglh of cord aml l l lakl' S I X  marks 
To prepare for the spell .castmg tak 

' t  I Jth Phee Ihe cord in fronl of you and 
of ,equal distance apart m e�alk ��:� I �u

e�:el 
'
rea�y rec itc Ihc fol low ing spe l l  six 

begin to hum to stII� the
h
mm

h
d'

lk mar; as a guidel ine each l ime Ihe spell has been 
t imes. Tie a knot usmg t e c a · 

recited: 
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Oh sickness you are not welcome, The time has come for you to leave. Into the knots I cast you, 
With these simple words I weave. On completion of the spell casting you should have six knots along the length of the cord. Take the cord and place it in a jar that has been filled with sea salt crystals. Write the spell out on a piece of paper and place it in the jar with the cord. Seal the lid of the jar. The spell will now begin to heal you and return your body and mind to full  strength. Six knots were tied as six is the number of the sun which is associated with regenerative energy. Spells are often recited in a rhythmic fashion to induce a trance like state which aids the casting of the spell. This next knot magick spell only requires one knot to be tied. The length of the cord is also not significant. This spell is cast to cause discord between two people who were previously friends. As before take a length of cord and make a chalk mark in the middle. Place the cord in front of you and this time visualise the two subjects in a heated argument. When the visualisation begins to fade recite the following: 

As the knot is tied, 
Your friendship will change its course, And into a sea of discord, 
You will beforced to sail. 
All attempts to mend the break, Will come to no avail, 
Until l untie this twisting tail. When the final word of the spell is spoken tie the knot. The last sentence of the spell refers to the cord with a knot in it resembling an animal's twisting tail or the twist in a plot of a novel or play. 

The final aspect of knot magick describes how it is possible to break a curse that has been sent against you. Before attempting to break a curse it is important that you know what its nature is and how it was formulated. To obtain the relevant information you can perform a divination. If your suspicions are correct and you are not just being paranoid, the divination should replicate your suspicions and also give you some indication as to how the curse has been formulated. A suitable divination would be to pull three runes out of a pouch. If the reading confirms that you have been cursed you can then proceed. This spell will be cast as if a witch's bottle was used to send the curse to cause you to be severely ill. Take a length of cord and bury it for three days. This replicates the burial of the bottle and retrieving it begins to counteract the curse. When the cord has been dug up hold it in front of you and place a bottle on the ground. Then recite the following: 
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You who buried a curse in the ground, 
To make me ill, oh how profound, 
But when I tie a knot in this cord, 
The curse will be broken, 
All your efforts destroyed. 

h h b ttle . . I k ot in the cord and crus t e o With the final words of the spell tIe a SlOg e n 
under your foot. The curse wiJl no� be

. 
re!�:s;:�m of spell casting give only a brief The above exam�les of knot maglc\l� 

following examples of candle magick also introduction to thls form of sorcer�. e 
only touch upon this particular subject. 

CANDLE MAGICK 
. . for thousands of years for i l lumination as well as Can�les have be�n wlde�y ����hcraft and ceremonial magick is due to some c�ten

,
t maglck. Th�re :V.lde use m ' . I v i l l a 'l'S  throughout Britain would have h'ld. a to their avallabllIty. Both �owns a�( 

g . . . '11 household would often make Its k ogmsed erailsman, 01 l ,Il ' ' . , , 
candle rna er as a rec '

h dl h "" I I I t ( ) I,,' l lS"d for ma"lckal purposes. . . ,  t at can es e C'" " .  �' r 
. . 

own, It IS thus not surpnsmg 
. I I '  " ' 1 "  ' 1  l'oC'd Iloint is simple I I I  I ts . . dl s the materia )'!Sl , ." , . Spell castmg USl�g can es a 

ick needs l ittk Im�)larat ioll . Thl' first example 
,
IS nature and as wlth knot mag 

. ,t I ' 11 (' ahout to ('I l lhark IIpOIl ( such as designed to cast a spell so that a pro.lec yOl , 
writing a book) will be a success. 

. f ' t I '  .ht the . . h' dIe and push a small pill through Ihl' l'l' l l t l l' ( ) I .  , Ig Flfst obtam a w 1te can . candle and recite the following spell over I I :  

Oh burning candle that gil '(''\ "fl light. 
Give me the inspiratiol1 10 WI'II(', 
As the flame burns past the pill, 

. '  Enflame me with inspimtlllll jr(lll/ 1I 'lIhll1 
May now what I do he a SIlC,,('S,I. , • . , .  

For with all my will i iI.I'k ./or lI(ltlllll,� /, ,1,1, 
• . . h assed the pin Ihl'll hlow 0111 Ihe I lame , The Let the candle burn down until It as p 

,
. t 'l 111 ' 1)I'o'll'l't l i "ht 1 1K' same candle f t d Before you s al I: , ' ,... . h 

spell has now been .ac Iva 
e 

'
D '  thO directs the spel l lowarlis 1 1ll' lask for whlc again and let it burn Itself out. OIng IS 

it was woven, 
. '  I the use of morl' Ihal l Olll' candle. Using Candle magick will sometlmes mvo ve 

' I  tt action spell is one such examp e. candles to cast an a r : h t t l k llow or hl'COIlIl' Ihl' lover of a This attraction spell is for use if you 
I 

WIS
h 

to g�
d '(hY side 'lIId in Olle of Ihe candles , . T ke two candles p ace t em S l I: . '  

. . " h ' dl 
speclflc person, a '

dd' T finger into the side 01 II . I IS can e push a nail clipping taken f�om your �e 
f 

I 11gr hair 'lIId t ie it around hOlh candles . If wnl represent you. Take a smgle stran 
h

O you 
I I ' 1.'h ·l s 'Icls 'IS an altractor bringing . h . t t the ot er cant e. . , . '  , you have short hair attac 1 0 . k I I  together. Scratch your name into the you and your intended partner magic a y 
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candle representing you and the person you wish to attract into the other. Light both candles and weave the following spell: 

For although you do not see me as / see you, 
This will change before the moon is full. 
For as these candles burn together, 
So will we burn too. 

Let the candles burn themselves out to complete the spell casting. This final candle magick spell is a simple method by which the sorcerer can deplete the energy used to empower a curse that has been sent against him. Take a single black candle and a sharp knife.  Smear semen or vaginal fluid (if female) over the candle and also rub a single drop of your blood along its length. This is to attract the energy of the curse towards the candle. Let the candle absorb your own energy for at least twenty four hours. When the candle is ready to be used light it, gaze into the flame and recite the following spell: 

Oh candle thou art the mirror image of myself, 
Receive the curse sent against me, 
Absorb its power and free me. 
Attract the curse into your burning self, 
With the strike of this knife, 
/ take the life of the curse. 

Let the candle burn down until you can no longer gaze into its flame. At this point pick up the knife, push the candle over and cut it in half. Now laugh at the stupidity of the person who thought that he could curse you. As before make certain that you are not just suffering from a bout of paranoia before you undertake this particular intensive form of candle magick. 
Spe ll s can easily be malicious in nature as well as beneficial. To conclude this ! . chapter on word weaving and the section on spell casting, a spelI to cause severe i I l ncss i n a chosen victim will indicate the type of malicious spell that can be cllcc t i vely cast. 

The material hase that you will need can be purchased from a butchers shop. Obtain ei ther the hear! of a pig or cow. When you have the necessary organ place it in a wooden hox and write the following malicious spell out on a piece of paper: 
Whell 1111' 1//1IKI-:0t.\· crawl within this organ of life, PlIill 1I11d s/�!fi'ril11-: will rack your body and mind, Turninl-: your Irtlllquillily to strife. 

May you (vicrims name) be sick until no part of it is left, But only by mercy do / spare you from death. Spit into the box containing the animal's heart, take it to a graveyard dig a hole, place the heart in the hole laying the spell next to the heart, Before burying the heart and spell, recite the spell and once again spit into the hole, Do not keep the box that you used to contain the organ and at the first available opportunity burn it. This is 
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t you in an that the energy you raised does not return 0 
done to make certain 
unexpected way, 

II d the other possibilities of the forms curses spe s an , ' I ' , g Word weaving takes many .. , , 
t magickal self expreSSiOn uti Ism d ' . ck open the doorway 0 

d Th e power of the wor m magi 
ial bases) that have been explaine , ere ar 

the various tools of sorcery (ma�e� , 
t d Chaos Sorcerer can develop, Cast your 

many other techniques that the e I�a e 
'th care and be free in the knowledge that 

s ells with wisdom, weav� yo�r wor ,s WI 
!thing is true and everythmg IS permitted, 
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CHAPTER VI 

CHAOS AND SORCERY 



. j  .. ' ta Li@./ J .... 

My power drawn from chaos, 
The demons lie within. 
No doctrines of obstruction, 
Or laws based upon sin. 
To be my own dictator 
To let my mind runfre�, 
Universal uncertainty of order, 
As the old ones bend down upon their knees. 
Do not hesitate to question, 
Do not hesitate to fight, 
For as a sorcerer of chaos, 
I hold the sword of might. 

Since the dawn of time, man has looked upon the world and the universe which he 
inhabits, trying to understand the reason for his existence. Primitive tribal cultures 
began to develop a system of effective sorcery related techniques as a result of this 
desire to know what it is that holds the planet in the heavens and guides the forces of 
nature. The answer to them was basically a simple one: the fundamental power in 
the cosmos was Magick. This basic acceptance of the power of magick did not 
undermine social or political development, even when Plato saw the key to 
understanding life as being based upon reason, courage and desire with everything 
that man had or could create being an artificial replication of the original divine 
artifact or idea. Here not for the first time man begins to contemplate the notion of 
divinity (God) in a big way. 
Ancient pantheons of gods and goddesses reflect the entire spectrum of the human 
psyche developed through individual archetypes as well as the more fundamental 
battle between the forces of order and chaos. This can be seen with the role played 
by Eris and the Titans of the aOl: ient Greek system in their cosmic battle against the 
forces of order in terms of stability. The ancient Chaldeans recognised the 
importance of the forces of chaos; Tiumat's hallIe with Murduk, who destroyed her 
to bring about order to the cosmos and thus giving form to the primordial sea, is a 
further indication that chaos as a force has been accepted and recognised in 
mythological and magickal terms since man began to write. Further, the frost giants 
in Nordic mythology play an important role, in that they can be seen to be one 
Illunifestation of chaos, the long w inter or "dark night of the soul." The runes 
themselves, starting with Fehu, outline the path from which chaos became order 
wi th  Odin sacrificing an eye to learn the secrets of their magick and to comprehend 
1 1 1l' forces of nuture. 
W i t hi l l  Iht.'sc uncient cultures, one can also begin to see the development of diverse 
ul'"I"Cllldll'S 10 activating the magick that these people perceived to exist as an 
hlC lrp" I I1 1rlll fon:e. With human migration, cultures began to learn from other 
, ,1'01'11'/1 i l l  , l i fft'll'nt  geographical locations. As lands became conquered and 
" t I.lllt lloazlrll/rrlilliolls rhallenged, the victors started to remove the old gods and 
' 'I" "",,, t l"' 1 I I  w l l h  t lll' i r  own. Thi s  can be clearly seen with the movement and 
11'\'111111'1111'''1 ol l hr I�OlllUII Empire, the Christian Crusaders and much later with the 
I(lII ol"llIlI l' �"hl l llt loll I Il l hl' vllrious .. New Worlds." As Europeans travelled to such 
ntlll l l ll' l I l�  II_ ,\llh ' l I .  " " I1'drll 111111 Australia  to name but three, their eyes were 
"1"'1 11 ' 1 1  I I I  w lllll I hl'Y �IIW liN I I II' pri mi t ive nuture of the indigenous peoples' approach 
It I I I II' I l I ld" 1 �l llI Id l l lll  I I l Id 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 of I hl' i r t.' lIvironment. For the first time in centuries, 
h I l I lP" 1 I 1 I  1 1 11 1 1 1  1I1 1 1 1, 'd wllh h l N 1 I 11 1110lhl' i s l k  religion had to crush the shamanic and 
SI lIl'l'1 y pl l lrl l" " �  I I I I 'Y  , ' l i l l i" 1Il·IH�S. 10 1'l Il1l rol l he I ribal people such as the Sioux and 
1 'l'IIdl' lo ll\' uhk I I I  I I I� I I I"  1 11 1 1,'1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , ' 1 1 1 1 1 1'1 1 1 .  I f  you cun convince someone that what 
I hey IIt 1 'is  (' v i I  II lid I hlll 1 1 11' 1 "  I .' I II I Iy  1 11 11" l illI' gllil (who happens to he white) it is the 
firsl slagl' i l l  Ihl' d('.,11I 11' I 1 1 I1 I  I I I  1 1 1 1  " l I l i n' culture. Thi s is unfortunately what 
happened. Or 10 pUI il i l l  i l l ll ll hl'l' wily .. k i l li l l).'. i l l  I Ill' 11111111' of ( iod." 
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As new political systems developed, backed by a new science based upon order to 
ensure the survival of this new global religion and regime, it would appear that the 
gods of order had won a decisive victory over pluralism, diversity and chaos. On 
closer examination this does not appear to be the case. Three expressions of this 
order in the twentieth century notably Nazism, Communism and Capitalism have in 
one way or another nearly led to the destruction of the entire planet. Well maybe the 
philosophies of the men of order are not such a good set of ideas after alL "So 
what?" you might be saying to yourself, well let's have a closer look at what has 
happened with man spreading his tentacles all around the globe. 

Man has been a great recorder of the events that he has witnessed, be they primitive 
drawings on a cave wall, books containing the philosophies, religions and ideas that 
he has come across, or sacred scripts etched into temple walls or upon standing 
stones. This driving desire to categorise, order and to understand has been one of the 
more beneficial activities of the driving force of the so called rational mind and 
order. The exploration of the various continents did not totally destroy the magickal 
practices of the indigenous people. If one looks at the various expressions of vodoun 
that can be found in such places as Haiti and South America, it is not too difficult to 
deduce that Catholicism failed to totally convert the people. Thus this recording of 
events has left a rather contradictory set of beliefs and practices that can be 
examined by any person who has the desire to question the prevailing truths. This of 
course is easier for some people to do than others. 

All this eclectic knowledge, be it in the form of a religion, magickal culture or a set 
of philosophical ideas, has been brought back to the home base of those who 
recorded it. Not only the words and ideas have returned to the explorer's land, but 
also the originators of this diversity of cultures have been taken by force through 
slavery, or come of their own free will with the promise of finding utopia in the 
west. One only has to look at modem London to find Hindus, Buddhists, Christians, 
Jews, Nazis, Communists, Shamans, Sorcerers, Africans, Asians and whites all 
living within close proximity of each other. As individuals they all feel that they 
have found a reason for their existence on this planet, be it a political, religious or 
materialist view. The forces of order seem to have brought together a potentially 
very chaotic culture. Recent riots in Britain and America show that the foundations 
upon which western civilisation have been built are very rocky indeed. So where is 
the ultimate truth hiding amongst this cultural diversity that is called London? The 
Chaos sorcerer/magician has raised his head to say "sorry people but there is no 
ultimate truth." 

In accepting that there is no ultimate truth the chaoist is freed from dogma in 
whatever form it decides to manifest. The magickal practices from around the world 
huvc heen brought together, the Chaos Sorcerer utilises whatever he feels is required 
I I I  hring about the desired effect, without first having to check that he is doing it 
nn'unling to the book. Chaos magick in general is a magickal system based upon 
I I II1�kklll excc\ lcnce. training and the constant development of new ideas, techniques 
IlIh l  phi losophies.  Not to be contained within one religious, political or philosophical 
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form it manifests from within. The dawn of chaos IS upon us. 
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ZAZAS ZAZAS NASATANATA ZAZAS. (So be it). 
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